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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O. Box 450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
 

www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
   

11/200,511 08/08/2005 David Champlin
CONFIRMATION NO.2125

12811 POA ACCEPTANCELETTER

Mahamedi Paradice Kreisman LLP (QCA)

1901 S. Bascom Ave. IOC
Suite 600 000000067350710
Campbell, CA 95008

Date Mailed: 03/25/2014

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWEROF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Powerof Attorneyfiled 03/18/2014.

The Powerof Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondencein this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/dtvernon/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and ‘Trademark Office
Address: COMMTSSIONER, FOR PATENTS 

 
 

AandiVieni 22313-1450
APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO/TITLE

11/200,511 08/08/2005 David Champlin 82592260
CONFIRMATION NO.2125

22879 POWEROF ATTORNEYNOTICE
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

Intellectual Property Administration MTA
3404 E. Harmony Road 2000875907
Mail Stop 35
FORT COLLINS, CO 80528

Date Mailed: 03/25/2014

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Powerof Attorneyfiled 03/18/2014.

«The Powerof Attorney to youin this application has been revoked by the assignee whohasintervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondencewill be mailed to the new addressof record(37 CFR 1.33).

/dtvernon/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (671) 272-4000,or (671) 272-4200, or 1-883-786-0101
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PTOVALVSS 107-123
Approved for use torougn xx)/xabokx, OME 6651-40035

and Trademark Offica, U.S. GEPARTMENT OF COMMERCELES. Pa
Under tha Paperwork Raduetion Act of 1993, no parsune ary sequired ia respond toa collection cf informations uness.iidispinys a valid OMB convot number,

    
 

 

POWER OF ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO
  

il hereby ravokeall previous pewers of atiorriaygiven in theapplicationidentified in theattachedstatementunder
| 37 CFR 3.73ic}.
; | hereby appoint:  
  Practitioners associated with the Custarner Number:

i OR eee

; | Practitioner(s) namedbelow {if pore than ten patent practitioners are to be named, then a customer number must be used):

  

Name Registration

    

| as altorney(s) of agents) to represent theundersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in connection with
{ any and ail patent applications assigned only to the undersigned according to the USPTO assignment racerds or assignment. documents
 aillacted to this.form in accordance with 37 GFR 3.73{e).

 

 

; Please change the correspondence address for the application identified in the atlached statement under 37 CFR -3.73(c} ta:

ie The address associated with Customer Number: 8 4 4
OR  

 

 

Country

‘Telephone Emait

PASSIQNGS Name and Address:

QUALCOMM Incorporated
3775 Marshouse Drive

San Diego, CA 92121

| A copy of this form, together with a statement under 37 CFR D7AXc} (Form PTOISBISE or equivalent)is required te be
Hfilec in each application in which this formis used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73{c} may be camplated by one of |
[the practitioners appuinied in this form, and must identify the application in which this Power of Attorneyjs to be Aled.

   
  
  

oe SIGNATURE of Assignee of Record
The individual whose signature and title is supplied belowis authorizedto act an behalf of the assignees 
 

 
 

  
  

  

  
 

Name Raymond 8. Ham Telephone 888-651-3879
Title Vins President, Patont Counsel

This collection of informationis required by 37 CFR 1.31, 1.32 and 4.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit pythe pu of is to fhe (ard
dy the USPTO jo srecess} an app in. Confidentiatily is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122and $7 CPR 4.4 4-and 1.14. ‘This collection is estimated to teke J minutes
to-compisie, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed. application farm te the USPTO, Timeawill vary depending upon the individual case, Any
commesia on the amount of time you regquire to complete this form and/or suggestions for seducing this burden, should be sent to tha CAef Information GHicer,
U.S. Paleat.and Trademark Gificg, US. Deparment af Cenunerca, P.O. Boy 1450, Alexan. V& 22343-1480, GONMGYT SEND FEES OF COMPLETED
PORMS FO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TG: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1456, Alexandria, VA 22373-1450,

  
 

 
  

  

If you nowd assistance in completing the vorin, cak 1-800-PTO-9199 and select optian 2.
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PTOVAIA/S6 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/91/2013. OMB G661-0031

U.S, Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. BEPARTMENT OF COMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required ta respond to a collection of Information unlesslt displays a valid OMB control number,

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c)

Applicant/Patent Owner, David Champlin etal.
Application No./Patent No.: 7844037 Filed/Issue Date: 11/80/2010 cuucsuesvies usetnamtin tas
Titled. METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING PHONE CALLS

QUALCOMM Incorporated ~~ Corporation ES eee eneneant ns
 

 

(Name of Assignee} (Type of Assignee, ¢.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency,etc.)

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, itis (chacse one of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below}:

1. The assigneeof the entire right, title, and interest.

2. | An assignee ofless than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box}:
|_|] The extent (py percentage)ofits ownershipinterestis %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners

holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100%of the ownership interest.

L] There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire
right,title and interest are:  

 

Additional Statement{s} by the owner(s) holding the balanceof the interest must be submitted to accountfor the entire
right,title, and interest.

3. LI The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignmentfrom one of the joint inventors was made).
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted ta account for the entire
right,title, and interest.

4, CJ The recipient, via a court proceeding orthe like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate}, of an undivided interest in the entirety (a
complete transfer of ownership interest was made}. The certified docurnent(s) showing the transteris attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose one of aptions A or B below):

A. [_] An assignmentfrom the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recordedin
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for which a copy
thereofis attached.

B. A chain oftitle from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1. From. Champlin, Prasad, Chen, Ranga, Haitani To: Palm, Inc. 

The decument was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 917355 , Frame 0334 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.
2. From: Champlin, Prasad, Ghen, Ranga, Haitani To: Palm, Inc.

 

 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 031815 , Frame 0341 , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

[Page 1 of 2]
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required fo obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application, Confidentiality is governed by 45 U.S.C. 122 and 37 GFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submiiting the completed application form to the USPTC. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require te complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Ghief Information Officer; U.S. Palent and Trademark
Office, U.S. Depariment of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. BO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SENB
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450,

 
ifyou need assistance in completing theform, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option2.
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PTOYAIA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/91/2013, OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required io respond ta 2 celtection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c)

4. From: Palm, Inc. To: Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office al

Reel 925204 , Frame 0809 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

. Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 7). Palm, Inc.

 

 

The document wasrecorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree! 930341 , Frame (0459 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

Palm,Inc. To: Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree! 031837 0239, Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

6. From; Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 7g, Palm, Inc. 
The document wasrecorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 931837 , Frame 0544 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

[| Additional documentsin the chain oftitle are listed on a supplemental sheet(s}.

[vl As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c}(1)ti), the documentary evidence of the chain oftitle from the original ownerto the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submiited for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.¢., a true copy of the original assignment document{s)} must be submitled to Assignment
Division In accordance with 37 GFR Part 3, to record the assignmentin the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below} is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/William L ParadiceI!I/ March 18, 2014
Signatureisi‘ Date

William L ParadiceIll 38,990
Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number

[Page 2 of 2}
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Farm PTO/AIA/96 ~- Continued

STATEMENT UNDER37 CFR 3.73(c)

7. From: Palm, Inc. 

To: HewlettPackard Development Company, L.P.
 

The document was recarded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office

at Reel 031837, Frame 0659, or for which a copy thereof is attached.

8. From: Hewlett-Packard Company, Hewileit-Packard Development Company, L.P.,

Palm, Inc.

To: QUALCOMM Incorporated

The document was recordedin the United States Patent and Trademark Office

 

at Reel 032126, Frame 0541, or for which a copy thereof is attached.
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PTO/SB/47 (03-09)
Approved for use through 03/31/2012. OMB 0651-0016

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

“FEE ADDRESS”INDICATION FORM

Addressto: Fax to:

Mail Stop M Correspondence 571-273-6500
Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: Theissue fee must have been paid for application(s) listed on this form. In addition,
only an address represented by a Customer Numbercan be established as the fee address for maintenance
fee purposes (hereafter, fee address). A fee address should be established when correspondencerelated to
maintenance fees should be mailed to a different address than the correspondence addressfor the application.
Whento checkthefirst box below:If you have a Customer Numberto represent the fee address. When
to check the second box below:If you have no Customer Numberrepresenting the desired fee address,
in which case a completed Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) must be attached to this form. For
more information on Customer Numbers, see the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP) § 403.

For the following listed application(s), please recognize as the “Fee Address” under the provisions of 37 CFR
1.363 the address associated with:

Customer Number: 23696
OR

[] The attached Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) form.
 

PATENT NUMBER APPLICATION NUMBER
(if known)

7,844,037 11/200,511  
 

Completed by (check one):

[| Applicant/Inventor Milliam L ParadiceIII/
Signature

Attorney or Agent of record _98.999 William L ParadiceIII
(Reg. No.) Typed or printed name

[| Assigneeof record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71. 408-236-6646
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. Requester’s telephone number
(Form PTO/SB/98)

LJ Assignee recorded at Reel Frame March 18, 2014 
Date

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms if more that one
signature is required, see below’.

| * Total of forms are submitted.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.363. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 5 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alex andria, VA _22313- 1450. DO NOT SEND COMPLETE D FORMS TO THIS A DDRESS.
SEND TO: Mail Stop M Correspondence, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

lfyou need assistance in completing the form, calf 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuantto the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractorof the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended,pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be madein accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsforthis
purpose, and any otherrelevant(/.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which
became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt
 

18515356

Confirmation Number:
 

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

Title of Invention: PHONE CALLS

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Champlin

Customer Number: 22879

Filer Authorized By: William Leonard Paradice 

Attorney Docket Number: 82592260

Filing Date: 08-AUG-2005

Time Stamp: 19:08:40

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Paymentinformation:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

468057
2012-09-19_QC_AIA_80_MPK.

pdf
Powerof Attorney Ice8affic6bc7 1267558c6167aace5 2cd5605al 
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The page size in the PDFis too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4.If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the
ImageFile Wrapper and mayaffect subsequent processing 

Information:

: . . 154483

Assignee showing of ownership per 37 QCP142786_373c_AF.pdfCFR 3.73. effo45050859194F061b7a3ba2b1 7033181
2726

Warnings:

312080
QCP142786_Fee_Address_Cha

Change of Address nge_AFpdf 576104fc563b5atf3 7ad e6c9dbff25e3888td|
863

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

 
New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO. : 7,844,037 B2 Page | of 1
APPLICATION NO. > 11/200511

DATED : November 30, 2010

INVENTOR(S) : David Champlin etal.

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shownbelow:

In column 1, line 41, before “DESCRIPTION”insert -- BRIEF --.

Signed and Sealed this

Third Day of July, 2012

 
David J. Kappos

Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Office

11
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IN TEE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER: 82592760

EN RE APPLICATIONOF: U.S. Patent No. 7,844,037

USPTO CONFIRMATION CODE: 2125

APPLICATION NO.: 11/206,511

FILED: Aue. 8. 2005

 R: Gerald Gauthier

GROUP ART UNIT: 2614

FOR: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO
INCOMING PHONE CALLS

 

37 OER 1322&37CERF323 REQUEST FORCERTIFICATEOF CORRECTION
  

HGNORABLE COMMISSEINER OF PATENTS & TRADEMARKS

Sar?

The following is a request for acertificate ofcorrection in Serial Number
{L/200,511, sow PatentNumber 7,844,039

A certificate of correction under 35 USC 254is respectfully requested in the
above-identified patent.

Leett“| All errors were the fault of the USPTO, no feerequired. In the evont that a firtherfee is reqquired, leasease» chavge the amount to Deposit Account No. 082025,
i Al errors were the fault of the applicant and, accordingly, please charge $196.08
to our Deposit Account No. 082025. In the event ilsat a Surther fee is required, please
charge the amuto the same Deposit Account,

p| The errors werethe fault of both the applicant and USPTOand, accordingly,
plecase charge $06.89 to our Beposit Account No. 082025. In the event that a fluther fee
ig required, please chargethe amount to the same Deposit Account,

The exact location where the error appears in the patent and patent applicationis
as follows:

12
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In column fT, line 41, before “DESCRIPTION”insert - - BRIERE -- -.
(Specification filed.on Aug. $8, 2005, page 3, Hoe 1)

The requestedcorrection is attached on Farm PFO 1040,

 
aL? 2032

DATE  
Reeistration Ne.:

Attormey/Agent of Record

HEWLETY-PACKARD COMPANY

intellectual Property Administration
3464 |. Nermony Roa
Mantl Stop. 34
Port Collins, CO 80328

hd

13
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 OLEPatent and Tradamnarh
Sty respond toa callection af hubnaaios wails Underthe Parereush Reductiog Achat [995, m.pawons are rae 

£©& E Neh caSoMAMLAtNonhcnebSRROSTAAHARANDANARESH  
onpacennaceareninnasotennianithearnnniinig

UINDPED STAVES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

FATENT NO, > 7,844,037

APPLICATION NO. =  

3
i

i

Pose lof J

ISSUE DATE - Nov. 30, 2016 }8

IVENTORIS) David Champlin ct ab.
+

it js certified that an orrer appears.or errors appear in the above-identified patent and
‘oni is hereby cotrested as shown below:myfe

+
5Be wha otiuea) md&cH & oak. a w or rm

in-ocliumr i, line 4), before “DESCRIPTION” insert - - REEF - -aaaaaaaa
@.

:f
       

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer mumber below):

Hewlett-Packard Company
Imeflectual Property Adniinisization
3404 2 Harmony Road

Mail Stop 35For Cllins&© BORe8
    funmation is Tequired to ohinin at retains &a Bek vto file

7! x3Ua, Bete eullagtioniiy xe
 {and 2by tbs 

 

 
   

F
Tepe

TYa48, his fees ase‘orreePO) Rox M8, Alecmndtin, VA DUULSG DOS
Commissioner for Patent, PG. Soa 14), Alovandyis, VA 223 Less:

 

 if aed gecivigace in-conptenine theBena. call fa PPULPI OY andselecoption: 2

14
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

12891716

Confirmation Number: 

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

Title of Invention: PHONE CALLS

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Champlin

Customer Number: 22879

Filer Authorized By: Scott A. Pojunas 

Attorney Docket Number: PALM.P0962

Filing Date: 08-AUG-2005

Time Stamp: 14:10:53

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Paymentinformation:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

431366

RequestforCertificate of Correction SIGNEDCOC. pdf £083ba92a154b5 1b0426bc2b5 cb5f572bd0|
bfa4s

i e
Information:

15
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 431366 

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application asa
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application. 

16
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and ‘Trademark Office
Address: COMMTSSIONER, FOR PATENTS 

Alexandria, Virznia 22313-1450Wwww.uspto.gov
 
 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

11/200,511 08/08/2005 David Champlin PALM.P0962
CONFIRMATION NO. 2125

22879 POA ACCEPTANCELETTER
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

Intellectual Property Administration ATA
3404 E. Harmony Road DOOSOOOASE/2TS/
Mail Stop 35
FORT COLLINS, CO 80528

Date Mailed: 02/10/2011

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Powerof Attorneyfiled 01/31/2011.

The Powerof Attorneyin this application is accepted. Correspondencein this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/ddinh/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000,or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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atiOnebest{3pose

  
 

 

ii herebyys revoke aioareviousS oowers of atiorne:¥¢givenin the application Gentadin the atiached siatement ander
Lor CFR 37RD).
i | hereby appoint 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

wea5 isi| Practitioners aesociaied with the Cusiomer Number: 22673
oFReeeeeer .

Praciilionaris) named below{if mitre than lenpalent Sractiioneiarg io be named, thes.g customer number musi be wget):

 

 
 

ELTEEELS Number_

 

“Crneneitectannitrnnnnccdrnernnrtarctinndrrineinn SAREASILLILEELELLDOLSIISEEAIIALSELSIIELEDLIPISSESLSISLPOTULIADIPSILDIDPODadODLOEEOTDATDEITELESISEOTAOOFOEDS  
edStates PalentandTrademars Office: (USPTO) |ip saneeeCHOtY FANT

neaecaned only fo. the undersigned according tto ths USPTC assignment recome or ageignment documents
{ toonii aDOO! dance.wath:‘37 CER S. Pah}:    

 

 
 

Pienee change the correspchdenedacidress for the agniitation identified in the attached iatementanger 3? FR 3.7Nb) fo:i  

: 3 g
Y noaged ; Be ‘lv ‘The addiese dasocisted wih Customer Number: | 22879 i

OR ‘ ’

f : Farts or :
j_ bent logividual Name 3 nettneeap
i Address iq t

Pony iq   
ouy a ws

 
 

“Yeleshone
 

 
rt
 
  

 

poaseenee
 Assigned Name and Addre

Hewlett-Packard Develooment Company, LP.
11445 Compag Genier Drive Weat
Houston, TX. 77Q70POPOPALLLPELIOPLELLLEPLIIDIONS
 

Fr copy of this form, together with 8 statement under 37 CFR 2.7Xb) (Porn PIOSS88 or equivalentiis required to be
fledeachsoptication iv which this form ie used. The statement under 37 CFR 2.7.Nb) maybe compisted by one of
the practitioners agpolsted ty this form If the appoivied practitioner is authorized to set on Sehall of the assignee,
and must identily the application in whichthis Power of Attorney is to be Ned.

SIGHATURE of Acgignesof Record

Benyiaggang He ds supplicd beloLON Es authori i

ce:
   

i
i

 
 Signsturs i 7A.pik 

Name|Brucd UoWidirous, Jr, ‘

iTite Manager, HPQ Hoidiags, LLC, GenetalFarner
his "Gullecheast of inf i asibs37crS +.re THERON 18 7equived to obtsin or retain s-benekt by the pulse which v6 te Me leitby the USP TS. & FPPRUA ang 314. The collmition is datimeted. tetake 2 minuteste complete. j e he wl Vary depending upon fre individual case. Aty
carmel st e Sor aniaorsuggestionsfor reducing den, Should be sent tet Pinfarmation Offer:DSc Patent ant ‘Frademar Cikice,muS|Mpanartment “eres, PO. Box 1450; Aexandda, VA SES ETES THO NOT RENE SEGOR. OOMPLETES
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Satanta, 2.0, Box 1480, Alexandria, VA 28342-1480.

ee:
 
 
 

  

       
 

ff you need assistance in completing the fon, call 1-800-PTO.9199 and select aption 2.
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PTO/SB/96 (07-09)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persans are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER37 CER 3.73(b)

Applicant/Patent Owner: Mewilett-Packard Development Company, LP.

Application No./Patent No.: 7844037 Filed/Issue Date: 17/30/2010
Titled:

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING PHONE CALLS

Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP. _a Limited Partnership
(Nameof Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency,etc.

states thatit is:

1. the assignee of the entire right, title, and interestin;

an assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest in
(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interestis %); or

3.[| the assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety of (a complete assignmentfrom one of the joint inventors was made)
the patent application/patent identified above, by virtue of either:

A. [| An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment wasrecorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame . or for which a
copy therefore is attached.

OR

B. A chain oftitle from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1.From: David Champlin et al. To: PALM, INC.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 937355 , Frame S334 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: PAL, INC. To: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NLA.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 020344 , Frame 0285 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

3.From:  JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NLA. To: PALM, INC. 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 024630 , Frame 0474 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

Additional documentsin the chain oftitle are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

[| As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain oftitle from the original owner to the assignee was,
or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy(/.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignmentin the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

‘Ted MeCullough/ 4121144

Signature Date

Theodore. ©. McCullough Senior IP Counsel

 
Printed or Typed Name Title

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b}. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (anc by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time
you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner
for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, cali 1-800-PTQ-9199 and select option 2.
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Regarding Patent / Application No. 7844037

B. Chain oftitle (cont.):

4. From: PALM, INC. 

To: Hewlett-Packard Development Company,L.P.

Recorded at Reel: 025204 Frame: 0809

20
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

9344388

Confirmation Number: 

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

Title of Invention: PHONE CALLS

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Champlin

Customer Number: 30554

Filer Authorized By: Steven L. Webb 

Attorney Docket Number: PALM.P0962

Filing Date: 08-AUG-2005

Time Stamp: 16:15:05

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Paymentinformation:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

303006

Powerof Attorney 11200511.pdf d6d61¢51790666aaac0c82712e9e103a482}
8f445

i e
Information:

21
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 303006 

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application asa
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/200,511 11/30/2010 7844037 PALM.P0962 2125

 
30554 7590 11/19/2010

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN LLP
550 Winchester Boulevard
Suite 605

SAN JOSE, CA 95128

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent numberandissue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 1481 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will
include an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management
(ODM)at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEBsite http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

David Champlin, Menlo Park, CA;
Srikiran Prasad, Cupertino, CA;
Lang Chen, Oakland, CA;
Rajan Ranga, Palo Alto, CA;
Robert Haitani, Menlo Park, CA;

IR103 (Rey. 10/09)
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Substitute for Form 1449/PTO Application No. 11/200,514
8/8/2005

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE] First Inventor}|Champlin, David
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT es
|GAUTHIER,Gerald|Examiner|GAUTHIER, Gerald

  

 
Page 1 of 1 Atty. Docket No.|____PALM.P0962

U.S. Patent Documents

US Patent Document|Nameof Patentee or Applicantof Cited Date of Relevant Pages,
|Number|Kind| Document Publication Cotumns,Lines

jeGil Beeecowro [as|Froeta———=—n-2008|
IGG/| 2007/0143429 Venkataramanetal. 06-21-2007

racy soanosress [AT[wowtat«|a08.209
IGG/| 6.484.036|| Sorkin et al. ioe on ole
 

 
 Foreign Patent Documents
Examiner Nameof Patentee or Applicant Date of Relevant Pages,|Trans-

Initials* [Number__|Kind| of Cited Document Publication Columns,Lines|lation
/GG/_ kR 102006009318 A|Pantech Co., Ltd. 08-24-2008 PT

IGG) kr 1020070078364A|LG Electronics inc. 07-31-2007a

  

Non Patent Literature Documents

Examiner Nameof Author,Title of Item, Date, Page(s), Volume-Issue Number(s), Publisher, City and/or Trans-
Initials Country where Published lation

International Search Report and Written Opinion mailed January 29, 2009 for
{GG/]PCT1S2008/074320 [PALM.P1009WO}]14 pgs. 

Examiner . Date
‘Gerald Gauthier/ 06/15/2010

*Examiner: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Drawaline
through citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to
applicant.
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Substitute for Form 1449/PTO

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

Page 1 of 1

r‘Filed|6/6/2005|

[_Artunit]2614

U.S. Patent Documents

Examiner|US Patent Document|Nameof Patentee or Applicant of Cited Date of Relevant Pages,
Initials*|Number|Kind] Document Publication Columns, Lines

(eG Posmn4470 maeaoe [|
/GG/| 2007/0143429 Venkataramanetal. 06-21-2007 Fo

 
  

 

 

  IGG/| 6,484,036|| Sorkin et al. 41-19-2006

 
 
  

Foreign Patent Documents
Examiner Patent Document Nameof Patentee or Applicant Date of Relevant Pages, |Trans-

Initlals*|Number|Kind| of Cited Document Publication Columns, Lines|tation
IGG/

 

 
2087 S64}

Non Patent Literature Documents

Examiner Nameof Author,Title of Item, Date, Page(s), Volume-Issue Number(s), Publisher, City and/or Trans-
Initials Country where Published lation

International Search Report and Written Opinion mailed January 29, 2009for
{GG/|PCTS2008/074320 [PALM.P1009WO) 14 pgs. 

Examiner . Date
{Gerald Gauthier/ 06/15/2010

*Examiner: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line
through citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to
applicant.

25
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PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), to; Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEF and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks | through 5 should be completed where
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) spcecit'ying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a scparatc “FEE ADDRESS"formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block | for any change of address) Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignmentor formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.30554 7590 09/23/2010
Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN LLP hereby certify that thisFee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United“aS Tae tates Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
5350 Winchester Boulevard addressed ta the Mail Sto ISSUF.PER address above, or bein facsimileSuite 605 transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
SAN JOSE, CA 95128 (Depositor's namic)

(Signature)

(Date)

APPLICATION NO, FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
 

11/200,511 08/08/2005 David Champlin PALM.P0962 2125
TITLE OF INVENTION; METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING PHONE CALLS

   APPLN, TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE

NO $1$1510

PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE|TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0$300 $1810 12/23/2010nonprovisional

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-STTBCTASS 
GAUTHIER, GERALD 2614 379-088170

 
 

 
  

  1. Change of correspondence addressor indication of "Fee Address” (37CFR 1.363).

a Change ofcorrespondence address (or Change of CorrespondenceAddress form PTO/SB/122) attached.

(] "Fee Address”indication (or “Fee Address" Indication formPY'O/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) allached. Use of a Customer
Namberis required.

2. Forprinting on the patent front page, list |Mahamedi Paradzce Kreisman LLP(1) the namesof up to 3 registered patent attorneys eerceen
or agents OR, alternatively,

2
(2) the nameofa single firm (having as a membera =...
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patentattorneys or agents. Ifnonameis 3
listed, no namewill be printed.
 3 . ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE:Unless an assignee is identificd below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completionof this form is NOTa substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (3) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Palm, Inc. Sunnyvale, California

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : Ll individual & Corporation or other private group entity Ld Government 

 
4a. ‘The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Pleasefirst reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

LO issuc Kee CI A checkis enclosed.
(J publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) QO Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
(Ly Advance Order - # of Copics {QW The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account Number 501914 (enclose an extra copyof this form). 

5. Changein Entity Status (fromstatus indicated above)
ida. Applicant claims SMALI. ENTITYstatus. See 37 CFR 1.27. Cle. Applicantis no longer claiming SMALL ENTITYstatus. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).

NOTE:The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorneyor agent, or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the recprds}of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Date 10// 7 LEM 0
42,828

 

 
 

  
  

    
Authorized Signature  

urvan MahamediTyped orprinted name VESS Registration No. 

This collection ofinformation is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and by the USPTO toprocess)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form(0 the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on (he amountof time you require to complete
this form and/or suggestions tor reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief [Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: CommissionerforPatents, P-O. Box 1450,
Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 08-Aug-2005

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

Title of Invention: PHONE CALLS

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Champlin 

Filer: Zurvan Mahamedi/kathleen farrell

Filed as Large Entity

Utility under 35 USC 111(a)Filing Fees

Sub-Totalin

USD($)Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Utility Appl issue fee 1501 1510 1510

| 1 | 300 300Publ. Fee- early, voluntary, or normal 1504
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Sub-Totalin

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount USD(S) 

Extension-of-Time:

Total in USD ($)
 Miscellaneous:

28
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

8657432

Confirmation Number: 

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

Title of Invention: PHONE CALLS

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Champlin

Customer Number: 30554

Filer Authorized By: Zurvan Mahamedi 

Attorney Docket Number: PALM.P0962

Filing Date: 08-AUG-2005

Time Stamp: 18:03:18

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1810

Deposit Account 501914

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

 
Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

29
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Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

185114
PALM_P0962_IFTrans_signed.

pdf 85 187b5 37505 aath877cf5 9808 10264504 1q
344a

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B)

Warnings:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf 31a3a23d1662927b27e9cd 7taNac2t40b24q
8feS

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar toa
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

  
New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1456
Alexandria, Virginia. 22313-1450
www, uspto. gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

 
   

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMANLIP GAUTHIER, GERALD

Suite 605 2614

SAN JOSE, CA 95128 DATE MAILED: 09/23/2010

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/200,511 08/08/2005 David Champlin PALM.P0962 2125
TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING PHONE CALLS 

 
   APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional $1510 $300 $1810 12/23/2010

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECTTO WITHDRAWAL FROMISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CER 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS

STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITYstatus shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALLENTITYstatus:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove, or
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B - B. If applicant claamed SMALL ENTITYstatus before, or is now
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) claiming SMALL ENTITYstatus, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
and twice the amountof the ISSUE FEE shownabove,or Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE(if required) and 1/2

the ISSUE FEE shown above.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(if required). If you are charging the fec(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Tee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processmg may occurdueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

II. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEEunless advisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenancefees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page | of 3
PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use Chrough 08/31/2010.
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PARTB- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asindicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for
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Application No. Applicant(s)

11/200,511 CHAMPLIN ET AL. 

Notice of Allowability Examiner Art Unit

Gerald Gauthier 2614 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDinthis application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWASBILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at theinitiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. K] This communication is responsive to 09/17/2010 Amendment.

2. Theallowedclaim(s) is/are 1,3-19,21,22 and 29-33.
 

3. [J Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)O All =b)L) Some* c)[)None ofthe:

1. 1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. C1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. [1] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE?”of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

4. [] A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER’S AMENDMENTor NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

5. [] CORRECTED DRAWINGS(as“replacement sheets”) must be submitted.
(a) [J including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) hereto or 2) [] to Paper No/Mail Date.

(b) [] including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date_st.

Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. KJ Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [1 Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. [] Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. FJ Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date :

3. [J Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 7. Examiner's Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mail Date

4. Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. (J Other . 
/Gerald Gauthier/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614

  
 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-06) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20100920
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,51 1 Page 2

Art Unit: 2614

DETAILED ACTION

Allowable Claims

1. Claims 1, 3-19, 21, 22, and 29-33 are allowed.

2. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasonsfor allowance:

Regarding claims 1, 19 and 30, in combination with other limitations of the

claims,the prior art of record fails to disclose or specifically suggested in response to

receiving the incomingcall, prompting a userof the first computing device to enter user

input that instructs the first computing device to handle the incoming call by composing,

while not answering the incoming call, a messageto a user of the second computing

device; and responsive to receiving the incoming call and the user entering the user

input, automatically addressing the message to the second computing device using the

message identifier determined from the incoming call.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompanythe issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance.”
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,51 1 Page 3

Art Unit: 2614

Conclusion

3. Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Gerald Gauthier whose telephone numberis (571) 272-

7539. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Fan Tsang can be reached on (571) 272-7547. The fax phone numberfor

the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Gerald Gauthier/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614

GG

September 21, 2010
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

11/200,511 CHAMPLIN ET AL.
Notice of References Cited
 

Examiner Art Unit

Gerald Gauthier 2614

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Page 1 of 1 
Document Number Date ee

Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY Classification

03-1998 Morganstein, Sanford J. 379/88.2

06-2002 Casellini, Theodore E. 379/88.17

07-2004 Wilk, Daniel 379/67.1

10-2004 Beasleyetal. 379/88.17

 

 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Document Number Date ge
Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY Country Name Classification

 
NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

 
*A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYYformat are publication dates. Classifications may be US orforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20100920
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IN THE CLAIMS

1, (Previously Presented) A method for operating a first computing

device, the method being implemented by one or more processors of the

computing device and comprising:

receiving, from a second computing device, an incoming call to initiate

a voice-exchange session;

in response to receiving the incoming call, determining a message

identifier associated with the second computing device, wherein the message

identifier is determined based at least in part on data provided with the

incoming call;

in response to receiving the incoming call, prompting a user of the first

computing device to enter user input that instructs the first computing device

to handle the incoming call by composing, while not answering the incoming

call, a message to a user of the second computing device; and

responsive to receiving the incoming call and the user entering the

user input, automatically addressing the message to the second computing

device using the message identifier determined fram the incoming call.

2. CANCELED

3. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

generating a graphic user-interface feature that prompts the user to elect to

have the messageat least partially composed in response to the incoming

call.

4. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein automatically

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 2 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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addressing the message includes using the message identifier to identify and

enter an address for an instant message.

5. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 4, wherein automatically

addressing the message includes using the message identifier to enter at

least an address for the message in a Short Message Service format.

6. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 5, wherein the messageis

composed using a Short Message Service application, and the message

identifier is a phone number.

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 4, wherein determining

the message identifier includes determining the message identifier from a

phone number of the second computing device.

8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

verifying that the second computing device is enabled for receiving the

message.

9. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 8, wherein:

verifying that the second computing device is enabled for receiving the

message includes (i) identifying a phone numberof the other computing

device used for the incoming call, and (ii) determining that the phone

numberis associated with a message-enabled device that can handle a text

or instant message response.

10. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 9, wherein determining

that the phone numberis associated with a message enabled device includes

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 3 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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accessing a contact record of a caller of the incoming call using the data

provided with the incoming call, and using the contact record to verify that

the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the message.

11. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 10, wherein the message

is an instant or text message, and wherein using the contact record to verify

that the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the instant or text

message includes checking the contact record associated with the caller to

see whether the phone numberof the incoming call is for a mobile telephony

device that can handle the instant or text message.

12. (Original) The method of claim 10, wherein determining that the phone

numberis associated with the message enabled device is performed

programmatically and automatically.

13. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1,

transmitting the message to the second computing device using a

phone number of the incoming call as the address for either a new instant

message or a new text message.

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 13, wherein transmitting

the message includes using either an instant or text messaging application

for transmitting the new instant message or the new text message.

15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 14, further comprising

launching either the instant or text messaging application automatically, in

response to oneof(i) receiving the incoming call, or (ii) receiving the input

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 4 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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from the userof the first computing device.

16. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising

enabling the userof the first computing device to provide content manually

for the message.

17. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising

enabling the userof the first computing device to trigger insertion of pre-

formulated content for the message.

18. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

automatically and programmatically providing at least a portion of a body of

the message.

19. (Previously Presented) A computing device comprising:

one or more communication components, at a first computing device,

for handling voice and messaging communications over wireless

networks; and

one or more processors configured to:

handle an incoming phonecall from a second computing

device;

in response to receiving the incoming phonecall, (a)

prompt a user of the first computing device to enter user input

that instructs the first computing device on how to handle the

incoming call, including providing the user with an option to(i)

answerthecall, or (ii) send the second computing device a

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 5 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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message without answering the incoming call;

in response to receiving the incoming phonecall,

determine a phone numberof the second computing device

based, at least in part, on the incoming phonecall; and

in response to receiving the user input to send the second

computing device the message without answering the incoming

phonecall, programmatically generate at least an address of the

message to be transmitted to the second computing device

using the phone number identified from the received phonecall.

20. CANCELED

21. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the

one or more processors are configured to enable a text message to be

generated as the messageto be sent to the second computing device without

answering the incoming phonecall.

22. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the

one or more processors are configured to enable the message that is to be

sent to the second computing device to include a message body of a format

selected from one or more of text, image or audio.

23-28. CANCELED

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the first

computing device is the intended recipient of the incoming call.

30. (Previously Presented) A computing device comprising:

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 6 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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one or more processors;

one or more wireless communication ports that communicate with the

one or more processors to enable the device to handle both voice and

messaging communications over one or more wireless networks;

wherein the one or more processors are configured to:

receive an incoming telephony communication over one of

the wireless communication ports from another computing

device;

in response to receiving the incoming telephony

communication, determine a message identifier of the other

computing device, wherein the message identifier is determined

based at least in part on data provided with the incoming

telephony communication; and

enable a user to elect to respond to the incoming

telephony communication by programmatically addressing a

message to the other computing device using the message

identifier that is communicated with the incoming telephony

communication,

wherein the computing device, in response to receiving

the incoming telephony communication, displays a user

interface that enables the user to elect to respond to the

incoming telephony communication by sending a instant

message or text message or answering the incoming telephony

communication.

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 7 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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31. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 30, further

comprising a display, and wherein the one or more processors are configured

to generate on the display the user-interface, wherein the user interface

further enables the user to elect to extend an amountof time in which the

computing device waits before answering the incoming telephony

communication by initiating voice mail.

32. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 30, further

comprising memory resources that store a plurality of contact records on the

computing device, and wherein the one or more processors are configured to

make a determination as to whether a phone numberof the incoming

telephony communication is associated with a message enabled device.

33. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 32, wherein the

one or more processors are configured to make the determination by

accessing a corresponding one of the plurality of contact records of the caller

using the data provided with the incoming telephony communication, and

using the corresponding contact record to verify that the phone numberis

capable of being used to receive the message.

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 8 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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REMARKS

Applicant requests entry of this Amendment, asit places the

application in condition for allowance.

Claims 1, 3-19, 21-22 and 29-33 are pending. Claim 24-28 have been

cancelled. Claims 1, 3-19, 21, 22 and 29-33 are allowed.

Summary of the Office Action

Claims 24-28 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being obvious

over US Pub. No. 2002/0067714 (“Crain”). These claims have been

cancelled. All pending claims have been indicated as being allowable.

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 9 of 10 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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CONCLUSION

A Notice of Allowance is respectfully requested. If there are any

questions or comments that the Examiner wishes to direct to Applicant’s

attorney, the Examiner is invited to call Applicant’s attorney at (408) 551-

6632.

If an extension of time is required in connection herewith, applicant

hereby petitions for such extension.

Applicant hereby authorizes Deposit Account No. 50-1914 to be

charged for any fee due in connection with this submission, including any

extension of time fee.

Respectfully submitted,

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN, LLP

September 17, 2010 /Zurvan Mahamedi/
Date Zurvan Mahamedi, Reg. No. 42,828

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN LLP

550 Winchester Blvd., Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95128
Tel. 408-236-6640 Fax 408-236-6641
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3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)K] Claim(s) 1,3-19,21,22 and 24-33 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s)___ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5X] Claim(s) 1,3-19,21,22 and 29-33 is/are allowed.
6)X] Claim(s) 24-28 is/are rejected.
7)L Claim(s)__is/are objected to.

8)L] Claim(s)____ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

 

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10)C] The drawing(s)filed on

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.
 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)Z] The oath ordeclaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a}(d) or(f).
a)LJAl b)L] Some*c)] None of:

1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.0] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
 

Attachment(s)

1) XX Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) | Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) CJ Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __
3) KX] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Notice of InformalPatent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 6) Oo Other:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20100615
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 2

Art Unit: 2614

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

2. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

Determining the scope and contents ofthe priorart.
Ascertaining the differences betweenthe prior art and the claimsat issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinentart.
Considering objective evidence presentin the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

PWNS
3. This application currently namesjoint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly ownedatthe time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned atthe time a later invention was madein order for the examinerto

considerthe applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

4. Claims 24-28 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Crain et al. (US 2002/0067714 A‘).
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 3

Art Unit: 2614

Regarding claim 24, Crain discloses a method for operating a computing device,

the method being implemented by one or more processorsof the computing device

[paragraph 0002] and comprising:

identifying a phone numberof a caller of an incoming phone call [The system

identifies the caller ID using CLID/CNID or ANI information, paragraph 0045]:

in responseto receiving the incoming phonecall, prompting a user of the

computing device to answer the incoming phonecall or generate a messagereply to the

incoming phonecall [The subscriber has a choice between answering the call at a

designated forwarding number,diverting the call to voice mail, forwarding the call to an

affirmatively-entered number, requesting the caller to call back within a specified period

of time and initiate a computer generated voice message, paragraph 0059]; and

in responseto the userproviding input to generate the messagereply to the

incoming call, initiating the message reply by automatically opening a message and

then addressing the messageto the phone numberofthe caller of the incoming phone

call [In response to the option 36 whichinitiate a computer-generated voice that informs

the caller that the subscriberis on the telephone and to please call back in a specific

numberof minutes paragraph 0047].

Crain fails to disclose all the claimed limitations in a single embodiment.

Hencethe prior art includes each element claimed, although in a single prior art

reference, with the only difference between the claimed invention and the prior art being

the lack of actual combination of the elements in one embodimentof a single prior art

reference.
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 4

Art Unit: 2614

The prior art performs the samefunction as it does separatelyof.

Therefore oneof ordinary skill in the art could have combined the elements as

claimed by known methods, and that in combination, each element merely performs the

samefunction as it does separately.

The results of the combination would have been predictable and resulted in

having a computer device performing all the claimed limitations.

Therefore, the claimed subject would have been obvious to a person having

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made.

Regarding claims 25-28, Crain discloses a method, wherein initiating the

message reply includes addressing a SMS message to the phone numberofthe caller

[paragraph 0047].

Allowable Subject Matter

5, Claims 1, 3-19, 21, 22 and 29-33 are allowed.

Response to Arguments

6. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1, 3-19, 21, 22 and 24-33 have

been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.
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Art Unit: 2614

Conclusion

7. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHSofthe mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTHshortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHSfrom the date ofthis final action.

&. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Gerald Gauthier whose telephone numberis (571) 272-

7539. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Fan Tsang can be reached on (571) 272-7547. The fax phone numberfor

the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 6

Art Unit: 2614

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Gerald Gauthier/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614
June 17, 2010
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Atty. Docket No. PALM,.P0962 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

In Re Patent Application of

First Named Inventor: Champlin, David- Examiner: GAUTHIER,
Gerald

Application No.: 11/200,511 Art Unit: 2614

Filed: 8/8/2005 Confirmation 2125
No.:

For: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING

MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

PHONE CALLS 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed January 26, 2010 (the “Office

Action”), once extended by a one month extension of time, the Applicant

respectfully requests reconsideration of the application in view of the

following amendments and remarks.

Amendmentto the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 10 of this paper.

CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC TRANSMITTAL

I hereby certify that this documentis being transmitted electronically via
EFS-Webwith the United State Patent and Trademark Office on April 26,
2010.

Date:_ April 26, 2010 /Zurvan Mahamedi/
Zurvan Mahamedi. Rea. No. 42.828
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IN THE CLAIMS

1, (Currently Amended) A method for operating a first computing device,

the method being implemented by one or more processors of the computing

device and comprising:

receiving, from a second computing device, an incoming call to initiate

a voice-exchange session;

in response to receiving the incoming call, determining a message

identifier associated with the second computing device, wherein the message

identifier is determined based at least in part on data provided with the

incoming call;

in response to receiving the incoming call, prompting a user of the first

computing device to enter user input that instructs the first computing device

to handle the incoming call by composing, while not answering the incoming

call, a message to a user of the second computing device; and

responsive to receiving the incoming call and the user entering the

userinput, automatically eempesing-addressing the message to the second

computing device using the message identifier determined from the incoming

call.

2. CANCELED

3. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

generating a graphic user-interface feature that prompts the user to elect to

have the messageat least partially composed in response to the incoming

call.

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 2 of 13 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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4. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein automatically

eempesing-_addressing the message includes using the message identifier to

identify and enter ernteringateastapertien-efan address for an instant text

message.

5. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 4, wherein automatically

eempesing-_addressing the message includes using the message identifier to

entering-enter at least a-poertien-efan address for the message in a Short

Message Service format.

6. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 5, wherein the messageis

composed using a Short Message Service application, and the message

identifier is a phone number.

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 4, wherein determining

the message identifier includes determining the message identifier from a

phone number of the second computing device.

8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

verifying that the second computing device is enabled for receiving the

message.

9. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 8, wherein:

verifying that the second computing device is enabled for receiving the

message includes (i) identifying a phone numberof the other computing

device used for the incoming call, and (ii) determining that the phone

number is associated with a message-enabled device that can handle a text

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 3 of 13 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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or instant message response.

10. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 9, wherein determining

that the phone numberis associated with a message enabled device includes

accessing a contact record of a caller of the incoming call using the data

provided with the incoming call, and using the contact record to verify that

the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the message.

11. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 10, wherein the message

is an instant or text message, and wherein using the contact record to verify

that the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the instant or text

message includes checking the contact record associated with the caller to

see whether the phone numberof the incoming call is for a mobile telephony

device that can handle the instant or text message.

12. (Original) The method of claim 10, wherein determining that the phone

numberis associated with the message enabled device is performed

programmatically and automatically.

13. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1,

transmitting the message to the second computing device using a

phone numberof the incoming call as the address for either a new instant

message or a new text message.

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 13, wherein transmitting

the message includes using either an instant or text messaging application

for transmitting the new instant message or the new text message.

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 4 of 13 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 14, further comprising

launching either the instant or text messaging application automatically, in

response to one of(i) receiving the incoming call, or (ii) receiving the input

from the userof the first computing device.

16. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising

enabling the userof the first computing device to provide content manually

for the message.

17. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising

enabling the userof the first computing device to trigger insertion of pre-

formulated content for the message.

18. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

automatically and programmatically providing at least a portion of a body of

the message.

19. (Currently Amended) A computing device comprising:

one or more communication components, at a First computing device,

for handling voice and messaging communications over wireless

networks; and

one or more processors configured to:

handle an incoming phone call from a second computing

device;

in response to receiving the incoming phonecall, (a)

prompt a user of the first computing device to enter user input

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 5 of 13 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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that instructs the first computing device on how to handle the

incoming call, including providing the user with an option to (i)

answerthecall, or (ii) send the second computing device a

message without answering the incoming call;

in response to receiving the incoming phonecall,

determine a phone numberof the second computing device

based, at least in part, on the incoming phonecall; and

in response to receiving the user input to send the second

computing device the message without answering the incoming

phone call, programmatically generate at least a-pertienan

address of the message to be transmitted to the second

computing device using the phone number identified from the

received phonecall.

20. CANCELED

21. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the

one or more processors are configured to enable a text message to be

generated as the messageto be sent to the second computing device without

answering the incoming phonecall.

22. (Currently Amended) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the

one or more processors are configured to enable the message thatis to be

sent to the second computing device to include a message body of a format

selected from one or more of text, image aneé-or_audio.
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23. CANCELED

24. (Currently Amended) A method for operating a computing device, the

method being implemented by one or more processors of the computing

device and comprising:

identifying a phone numberofa caller of an incoming phonecall;

in response to receiving the incoming phone call, prompting a user of

the computing device to answer the incoming phonecall or generate a

message reply to the incoming phonecall; and

in response to the user providing input to qenerate the message reply

to the incoming call, initiating the message reply by automatically opening a

message and then addressing the message to the phone numberofthe caller
 

of the incoming phonecall.

25. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 24, wherein initiating the

message reply by 

phenernumberincludes addressing a SMS message to the phone numberof

the caller.

26. (Original) The method of claim 25, further comprising enabling a user

to specify a message body for the SMS message.

27. (Original) The method of claim 24, further comprising enabling a user

of the computing device to send the message and then answerthe call after

sending the message.

28. (Original) The method of claim 24, further comprising enabling a user

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 7 of 13 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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of the computing device to send the message and then decline answering the

call after sending the message.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the first

computing device is the intended recipient of the incoming call.

30. (Currently Amended) A computing device comprising:

one or more processors;

one or more wireless communication ports that communicate with the

one or more processors to enable the device to handle both voice and

messaging communications over one or more wireless networks;

wherein the one or more processors are configured to:

receive an incoming telephony communication over one of

the wireless communication ports from another computing

device;

in response to receiving the incoming telephony

communication, determine a message identifier of the other

computing device, wherein the message identifier is determined

based at least in part on data provided with the incoming

telephony communication; and

enable a user to elect to respond to the incoming

telephony communication by pregrammatieprogrammatically

addressing a message to the other computing device using the

messageidentifier that is communicated with the incoming

telephony communication,
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wherein the computing device, in response to receiving

the incoming telephony communication, displays a user

interface that enables the user to elect to respond to the

incoming telephony communication by sending a instant

message or text message or answering the incoming telephony

communication.

31. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 30, further

comprising a display, and wherein the one or more processors are configured

to generate on the display the user-interface, wherein the user interface

further enables the user to elect to extend an amountof time in which the

computing device waits before answering the incoming telephony

communication by initiating voice mail.

32. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 30, further

comprising memory resources that store a plurality of contact records on the

computing device, and wherein the one or more processors are configured to

make a determination as to whether a phone numberof the incoming

telephony communication is associated with a message enabled device.

33. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 32, wherein the

one or more processors are configured to make the determination by

accessing a corresponding one of the plurality of contact records of the caller

using the data provided with the incoming telephony communication, and

using the corresponding contact record to verify that the phone numberis

capable of being used to receive the message.
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REMARKS

mmary of th ffice Action

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

Claims 1, 3-19, 21, 22 and 24-33 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being obvious over US Pub. No. 2002/087794 (“Fostick”) in view of

U.S. Patent No. US 6,219,413 (“Burg”).

Detailed Remarks

Applicant requests reconsideration of the rejection in view of the

amendments and remarks presented.

With regard to Claim 1, it states:

responsive to receiving the incoming call and the user
entering the user input, automatically addressing the
message to the second computing device using the
message identifier determined from the incomingcall.

Respectfully, the cited references do not disclose or suggest this

feature. In particular, Applicant notes that the Examiner has correctly

identified that Fostick’s disclosure does not provide for an SMS

response to an “incoming call”. Moreover, it is Applicant’s contention

that Burg does not teach “responsive to receiving the incoming call

and the user entering the user input, automatically addressing the

message...” In fact, Burg teaches away. Column 9, line 28-35 of Burg

provides that the caller-ID information is provided to the called party

in order to enable “a more specific response”, but the disclosure does

not provide for “automatically addressing the message”. Burg does not

address a message “using the message identifier determined from the

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 10 of 13 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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incoming call.” Accordingly, Applicant submits an embodiment of claim

1 recites features which are not disclosed or suggestedin the cited art.

Independent Claim 19 recites:

in response to receiving the user input to send the second

computing device the message without answering the

incoming phonecall, programmatically generate at least

an address of the messageto be transmitted to the

second computing device using the phone number

identified from the received phonecall

As explained, the cited art does not disclose or suggest the

aforementioned feature.

Independent Claim 24 recites:

in response to the user providing input to generate the
message reply to the incomingcall, initiating the message
reply by automatically opening a message and then
addressing the message to the phone numberof the caller
of the incoming phonecall

Neither reference discloses “automatically opening a message

and then addressing the message to the phone numberof thecaller of

the incoming phonecall.”

Claim 30 recites:

enable a user to elect to respond to the incoming

telephony communication by programmatically

addressing a messageto the other computing device

using the messageidentifier that is communicated

with the incoming telephony communication

Respectfully, the cited art does not disclose the aforementioned

feature.

The remaining claims are dependent claims, and for reasons that

include those stated above, are distinguishable from the cited art for at

least those reasons stated above.

For example, in making the rejection to Claims 8-12, the
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Examiner has referenced Fostick, pg. 2, para. 32-33, pg. 3, para. 40-

41. Respectfully, Applicant submits these portions of Fostick are not

relevant to “verifying that the second computing device is enabled for

receiving the message.” Fostick lacks any disclosure for verifying that,

for example, that either MS 10 or MR 12 “verify” that the other device

is enabled to receive messages.

Certainly, Claim 9 recites that “verifying” is performed by

“determining that the phone numberis associated with a message-enabled

device that can handle a text or instant message response.” The portions

cited in Fostick by the Examiner do not pertain to this feature.

Applicant respectfully submits that this feature is not disclosed by the

cited art.

Even more specifically, Claim 10 recites “accessing a contact

record of a caller of the incoming call using the data provided with the

incoming call”. Applicant submits this feature is not disclosed by the

cited art.

For all of the reasons stated, a Notice of Allowance is requested.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that all of

the pending claims are in condition for allowance.

The Examiner is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned by

telephoneif it is believed that such contact would further the examination of

the present application.

To the extent necessary, a petition for an extension of time under 37

C.F.R. § 1.136 is hereby made. Please charge any fee shortages or credit

any overages to Deposit Account No. 50-1914.

Respectfully submitted,

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN, LLP

April 26, 2010 /Zurvan Mahamedi/
Date Zurvan Mahamedi, Reg. No. 42,828

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN LLP

550 Winchester Blvd., Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95128
Tel. 408-236-6640 Fax 408-236-6641
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HS AMCHAZ) Acs dwell 471 S WEAS MW(PO)2 SS) Bra Acl tA
GH, OS HAA AC SCQISA IS MOSH AA ISB OWES! WS F I ade

BIE HAAS Saord StS HIAAL AHI(S0}OF ASS Sok av & WER (HE

a,El it do ox rm raa ounob I>
rd mun =n ndTfnn 22S(M02whmicinmEo

Ofoh

OSEN2(20S FAS (BIS/BSC), WEI(MSC), SAASSACHLA), PHYA AOIMOIA SS Feo
OSSD} ASS OSEA MW AS Sela, AMAA ASHOOHS AMAA +A77 EAS
CHASE AHA AS2] AMHA SSASH (et AAS oHChao) Sie B op Best
Chest AHAB HSH, ADTWA AHUDES ADA A777 GWE BSao| CeMl= AMAA
FJANSE ASH

& HAIL SHEA(SMSC, Short Message Service Center}(50}= G2 HAAS cSete SLs sy,
HENS MHICPO)= TY, Wa, WOH S Ge) DAMSU ors, Sa, Aa, He S Aore| 4

23 WAS Sol Aaah tech SHS Ast AAAs, USS ABSe Zo 6
SAGE ABS EC.

Ee SSS OSA Sa72] AHA Ass Use
0

uo
G 2u
lec = Lil IM|m foUf at io

wo A>ouYSE
MS Ieon fH

Int
oa! de aztYd Of rr ornPed

Hl
ch

‘oh fir ‘Oo
na22 a= i ES

RS MOSH CHM(S21)9b AI et Bah, OS
Ael Wo Sok, = WEIS AMS OIE lo aa

=

HCPO)HA SHSRUA OF CIES #98 4+ UCS SE S822I8S FE ALS SEC.

(tek, ABALE OISSA FES Hae CSc “EWES WO SE , EWS
AMM(70)7t SHE AAS] SOIL FIEk SSS FAS SSoW, S71 S WEAS MACHA tora
Abor= 282] HES saetcysed

QM, AMBAKS ALTIOIA MAB (30) S ATMA S18 (40D ASO AOL FANst = WEWS AH
(OA F428 BSc SSotrn SIH, 29) aac HES SS YHA SS SQIVIE SAN
FIALt AOS PISSKE SA SUEAS MM(70)2] MOM Slot SSSI OWES Bett.

ICs, SSA DEVICHA AOA ALSEH(30) St AMIGA FSMO)ae!] ASS Sol Osseo
AAS] HA SHAS Ts S2l), “SWEAS WO SEWA See 2 WEAS MW (7A ANS
AZL2 USSSA CAVE art ASA eel BS Ac] WW SECASA GSS SOretch(s2e).
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S, AOSA SSF (10)2] SMO SCHA AIA AS AHNOSSSE AASt AHA 34
BAS Az 27/2 CSSA820)S Sol AWA AAR GHCS Ast & Aal AGA ASS

Sel SASHES SP) SA
gt ZaoUWwot) a

| SE6EAL OF ZcMMOf2OFfh
HONGO MW, ASAE I
HCOAL ASSSt OL

ICS, ASAE] OSS C107 SF WEEMS WO)2| SABE AWS] we Hal we &
SSP A, SHO SISHA CH HALA) ACIS (OIEANS MCI ASAJISBSr OES LHS

7 SS LIEWWS SS HAAS SS] OSSAN2(20)S Soh CS HALA AW GOO)E AAotL,

= & =

Oley APY EFS HIAIAL MHI GSOHA aHSt CHE HAINS = WEIS AWE PSHeCaN, ADI
= WEAS AMCOHA WS CS HAAS SO = OBS Sol ACS sO HS CE MAMASt
El SSHS AMBAL] SHS OES Seto) SICHKS23).

(Hr, = SAG at S HEAD MW(O)E ASABH SAepl CAH S8e] OMMES Olel a
HSCS, AST] SAI (et SH] OES ASCH Nets HS SAO St CIMIE seid)

Elst| Hex Mest CSAS WSot, TH Wet 2S BE vA7|(8)S RBASe Arle + A| SIC.

B95 SF

OSHA S5t HIG} ZOl, & SAS ATMA AS(GPS, Global Positioning SystemMBSE US
2A CBM] QOAL ADIGA ASS OSs ASAD S WEAS MMO HIE @ 2A 28 bre
HHO) SSSISEA GSS Tet, Io (et = WEYS MWe Oe WAALS AssASAP A
oH SSP! OH SH2) MES Ole) SHSSOSN, ASA! SIAIM! (Ue S82] OWES Ab
SOn ASH HS Sd] st CIE Ato] Wlsd ASA) Best GAAS HES + QO BS
HOS EZ WEASS MO + BU, OGLE AYA OWS OfBolAl SD SASS OBS At
B02 SUES MWB WAY Bee 4 SE Bayt QC.

BF BH

Bet 1

MEO, ABD], BRA /EIOD S BAMA} OM, SA, AS, HES Wore] JS Bets VHWS
Soi AAs As2] HSS Aso] SAMs, SSN CI Ss SoM let SSMOstS &
HENS MHS st EWS AAGSOLA, AlMOIA(GPS, Global Positioning System) AlSUL_It
Ck AIS] ASS SSS, 2) S YENS MWSAE SH WAS SEsSo] = WES
3 MHOM AISA SHE OES Set S, AD] SSst AM SABO ol Al = WEAS
MHS AMS BR Ae] WA SSoreSo] Sci, AD) OME We BO Sees LEME
CS HAAS SMSO ASS OSEAN CMI4] OISSA C19 ASs = WEAS Nu
QV OSS aS CI] Hats Aeot= AMAA AABDE A OISSA C212] Ral (oct
C2 WAALS 401 = WES AWE Ses Ce HAA SES Bere AS SALE SE OI
SEN C/o] AMMA JSS Ott = WEARS AAR.

Bet 2

USEX CS12 Sell SWEMMO SAS Se ONS Skat We S WEAA MOA
SUG HOA SHE OWES ast] CAC OlSSA CBIBA ARMS) PIRI WeToRe Chalet
A3| Tit Ba, OSSA CBOE AY) S WEIS MHeSA ABS Be Wel Wo Secs, & Ul
EQS AWS OME WSs Beets CE HAAS AsoaS OWES Seok De eotS
AS S8Ce ste OSSA GA12| AMMA VSS OBE SWEAS Be.

ast 9

HestHl VOM, 21 CISHAl CHEOINM SAH AWS] SAB The GAS, SMASHAIHA
PAOOHE SAS NMNA HEANS8 2S Az S72 OSSHSS Sol AMA NABAs
Stes AO) AMAA AAR ANE! SM ANS) SAIS MSR HAS Te Ae Sale
SHE OISSA CBS AWA FSS OBtt S WEAR SS
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SUSH 10-2007-0078369

(19) CHESS]a (KR)
(12) BuSass(a)

(51) Int. Cl. (11) wets=1o-ao-0078369
040 724 (43) ZHSIAt 2007312!

(21) BaeS 10-2007-0003498

(22) ST 200A D1 ai 1122

(30) QHAAA BO/762,123 200601262 OI (US)

BO/795,201 20064042272 I= (US)

(71) #ae ARVAR ZAI Ab

ASSSA SSL4 GAIATS COMA

(72) BOAt a

2 mool og ain HI + ABIS 464-1 SSAYH 50S

29) “Teta BOS shes s6etx) SOS SHOE 40351301

(74) Chel?! aed

BAGS - ae

(54) ANS AABHAS) CZ Eel Aa MW|ARSSS

a go> ultSecure User Plane Lacation) IRF] SAH ALARA, Crater eA SAL MUA B
Be] Zot AOE S BRIS WICKESA SA SAHA Azote eclA AHI AA BAS A]a LIEerate) TESS} MocMZUIES SS AlEciy MIA eae A seh AM) A2uES a=AAetStat 29) MAS WAG, 29 HAAIB Det oyA2crers| digjars S AO AiAtelSAB AIS0) Ast Se AND HWS, SY AASHM AA CWE Bas AiceS
SAIC

HE

=8

API

SUPL, EclA PIAL AIA, SF] Ale

GAA

SEY AGA at

Si2 8 SSH Ge eee ASHOAS Cet EcA FA AWA BERS SF MISA.

S2= # SSW ME FASS AAAS Cate EclA ial MbiA BABS) MSA,

£32 2 SSH WE aSe AARON] Cet cla Fk MHA BSB) AISAIR.

S4= 2 SSH WE MASS AAABOIAS Geet Ely ola] MHA BSBSS AMSA,

GS= 2 BSH WS ealSe ASABHAS Stet EelA Az MHA BSS) MSS A.

S62 2 SSH ME ASH AABAAS Steet Eciy FAL MHA BSSAGS AH,

C2 2 SSt IE AASs AABH AS Geet Els Jal MHA BSBA MISAIGIEN, 4AA LAO] AS OME (area event 2! ASS LIEW oo

& 82 #2 BSH (ES HAe AAR) Cdr Eel ‘sh AHA BABS HESAHEAM, $F
-|-
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ABE LAOl S7/H0l (periodic) 228 LEM SG,

229 AMA we

275)

SHO SAH Aero MF MOMS Baie

mH BS SUPL(Secure User Plane Location) JIRID] Aas AAO Bet OSM, Sol > Eater
oO} EFA Sik) MH|ACTriggered Location Service) BS SHAG! Zt AOICt,

OUSSA AAMHAS CB] AB Addl Set Be Ses OlSEN EAS Hic, 42]Hoe F= Sahl (Hct Ste] UAB SA We (entityal ASSHE AKL AB|A(Location Service)S

71 SlAl MHIAC} FRAE! IEMA 22S Dorr 3aPP2S2] WHS WEA VAH) (ct SOOHK, Bal
Cree) WAS Aste Boas CO] +ecb0S ASS 4-10Meat Cree 2b OARS2 ATE CSCl= Azts Set S AZSErS 0 BSH Cree] SAB A AMHE BY ODGPSS O|Sét
HHH ESO] OIC.

JRE, 71 SIA ABIAS ABA MBoHL SIME SSet NBS Dt Al Cocation) Sab Ql
= Cota 2 %| MEH AIOIONA SeslHOr StHt. 32 FAL MMIASB MScMet BSS FA) VBS(Positioning technologies). , as cHaIo| SAG Aber HAI Atlery BAGO AC. SAAR geSeo 4 MSA B oa} HBAS Soli ASS 2 VEa 7Ale 2 We ASABos & ORI “NHLSS RIBS SUPL(secure User Plane Locat ion)O| wen fl
al one O}SS2] SIA AAO Best HA SES ASE Se woah, GPS GAARA
{assistance)9} BE FA OAIAEA SHS ASP SoH Ac} OS CHD WEAAAOAA FA7S(Positioning technology) EK ZeGSS SuiStI Hei, ABSA BS GOI WiOlet (bearer)
APSSICH,

SoRYOF Nk Be AARIHIAL SIAL MYIAS! BBE! SPUL WES S=E SH SUPL HOME=(Ageent),SLPCSUPL Location Platform) G! SETCSUPL EnabledTerminal SS =Esrict, AP] SUPL MIOIM#E= aA
s LHEHH2 46] SLPE S7/8es2Otl UNBES ARSE $2£1%{(logical)e! AHA SAA ZIVEa7) 25H YEMSA AWSS SAMASE WEMS Seo] SUPL AIA &AA TES LERACE.

et, AD) SETS SUPLOIE HO!AS AFSGEE SUPL WES So SAY 4 US AEM, HSe0 UMTS2
UE(User Terminal), GSM2| MS (O]}B=3),18-95 WS E= SET PisSQl LHAWE! WEF 2=E(Leptop Computer}
LI PDA (Fersone| Digital dAssistants)S S32) ste + QC. Set Ay SETS WLAN (Wideband Lit)S35] HSéte Chest OB Cte 2G BC Al SEE APSA] BA HAS Si) WES So SS4
OY SUPLH AI MOISE BSS AHFC.
ABE MAHT ZS OSSA AARON AKBALL Bed SSet S WENA Home Network)ctl otal

NBAOSS] 2] S WES S} OH! ce AIAG SAGaS “t het ALS eon ae
EQS (Visited NetvorkJetD Sit, Jala, 2) & WES SWS! SLPS Hath Sh a Be WE9 SLH2| SLPS Y-SLPehO Sth. Ol WES SHA|SUPEAE ASCE BS tS stolea7 HEHSot SLPS R-SLP(Requesting SLPichU dH, OS =clSol WAN4,SLPS}Soe Agr UD 34Al 2S AS SIC. OMS] BM SIRSS SER BE“te SE (target) SETE B¢ICH,
Est, A] EVA SRA! SLPE SA SAB ALAMGHE PHO! SPCCSUPL Positioning Center jot
UB BS HASH OSI) SLPO] Se, WSSH 22 2 AA Beso] SPS SESE SuC(SuPL
Location CenterJ= S4EIC, (Deh, SETS SLOS AA seca}?| SAS S34 Maes AAR4 Qt
DProxy mode}, At] SPC] HE HSS SH SABSS WA AS BWC(non-proxy mode),

au 2eaioear Se EclA a,Alul 4(Triggered Location ServiceoA AKBAL Cherall

o
oomz

3 SI5K= Eq Fat MWAB BSE BAS NASH) Sblo 2get, ZH SUPLS -sie er AS OjtlE (area event) BI EclA Al venamteAS SXIStRAE AAS Hest Eel Wt MBIA (Triggered Location Service)S SECE GHtS MAG
Sot Sct.

S20 OFFAP Fe Aa AE

(2d, = BAS] SMS AST CHS Sol SSE SWS EA FA MWIAS RSS + Re Se
HS MScteH VC.

SHO) CP SHS CBO! BAO BHT SHS BUSH EA FiAl AMiA(Triggered Location
Service}S RSSt= BS MESSE ICH.

Ao} Be SHS SSP] SS, | SSH WE Aes AMABHAS Stee EeyAy Sial AblA
REYHS, MICSSH SAHIN Actes] EclA AWIAS BSG crgh AL ASHE) LE
QS} M2erzt2] W2HEQSe 420] Ec MHA RSS ASG CHGh Al MeeMeet
2} 29) MAS HAGE, S91 HAAS DeAl Mectee| AAS WARS HE Het: aL Melt
EMS) AR AAS AAS MACS] ABS SS SAU Hidsl, SH SAHA AS OWE Bas
S$ MISHe EBXict= CAS SS'ct.

HASH, AHL AILLARWEAS= SIAIMHS LIEHHD, 81 ALL AecHYS=SET(SUPL Enabled
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Terminal} LHERACH.

HESS, 21 BAVA MHA MA AS HAAS Stl SSE.

HHEEAZISHAL, AOL MAM AIZE AIAIS session-id, SET capabilities, 1AISBAr, msid, request type,
defined area 2 event types ESIC},

HHESIGHL, A] request type= AHIA BAO] SS FAS BE Eel A AblARS LIEHHLt.

HEEISISHAL, AM] defined area SS ASS LIEHWO, A] event typeS CHING AIS OMIES Hore
ALB LEEHHCH. Old, AW) defined ares= SHEL! AISCBS Seetct.

MEAS, 21 Gel MUA RBS APHAIS Sot AIWESSHM MeHEAAR ASS.
HEBIZISH, AHP] HHS MZCHDS] Se] MAO) MAGS MAWES SA} ALPHASoh AM IWE WS
2 Ec AAO] ASEIISS APS Ch A] WILEASAEE MA SS HAA SSot
O} ASH MIUIEND2M ABS Sacre GAS aie PERI.

a
e O Bw(HE SAI! AABIHIAS} Steet Eel Slal AWi*Saude, HERO] HIPAA Aectere| Eel ALIAS B2Sot= CHHSh: @| AAAI E
ail 2>| AMAL Bel MWA BAS ASCE CHO: A] MQSi AIM M2ctSt SH MAS MASTGO] M2ERS| Fale aNrohe CMH APL MORIAH IE Ab] RLIGPIS) Bel MIA RBEH CC
chaseitMIAN S So) AIBC HRSH MWA SE AAP SASS AM/AB ASO TASFEIT

Hao. 471 Bera AWA SET AVISt HAAS Sol 2SzCt.

HEEFSISEH}], Qt] SET 2PISt HIAIALE session-id, SH SETid, GAIA GO, Ely aes SSC,

HEIZISHL, 4671 Bey GOS Che Sere] ECA AMHIACSET initiated trigger service of another

st typeyS LHEHHH, 2718 CME (Periodic event) = AA OWE (area event) DctibS Leret
HEI, 49] BA Se Sc MAS THINSS LIEW, 47/5 Drerdle2t AIS OWE
THES Seth,

>
jeceirafia iys foOw|oF =ojou "foohg

HSIEH. A] AIS TPHNHE AAASS Bera, a) AS O|HIE TchlHS defined area &

event ‘speHzstch.
HEESSIS EAL, AP] MUISIRLMHE SET 2271S HALAIG) BSE! W2ctBe) AAS OlSolh MeFAI ME
See,

HES, AP] H2SAIMH= MICH) EPA MHIA SAS BAT, MIEHO] S218Eelr
MY AB Ske AOS DCIS 2b AIOSl MeltAe| SANS MISAAMWS Sol AIPE SD
Sth,

UES, 27] N2PIMEE271 MIEBO) USOWE E21 MMlAe 2Be oe Sele 27]
HAG! KS MICO] AS SY SAD We, SY SAAS NA OWE SoS MICS
Bxletct
Sali

7c Ze Sts oeoH lath, 2B BSG WE False ASSOAS ot
y

OuRage, MISO AIS} MARIS Soh ASAHI Melee) 215 12AO) BUSASal SB HAISot Hew Mectee| Fase RBS nee
7| M2QzIMH At BPSeS MCh FARMS AS svete} Mectac| ae Al
| ASIA MHI PE Bl2Si21 HAL ALAHE! MIZEMBO) PASS st Stk] Se MAMA
AD) WIEHFE HDS CHS Sst.

Beer AO] AASSIMH= SET A2lS HALALH] Ste! AIZCHEro| AB AHS OlSOHA AMlQSIAIASBou ’

HEIs, 26 AL Me@ARIMH 22} ML Meclee] & WEASH ZAHSHH, SLP(SUPL Location
Platforn)S CHEWACH.
HIS, AD] SET 20/8} HAAS session-id, M2EtBO] id, SAI GS B Eeyy aes ett
Ct.

HEEHSIGTA, AY, Eel, BOS Che SETS] EAA MMIACSET initiated trigger service of another

x typeyS LIEHHOH, 71S OWE (Periodic event) = AIS OlelEfares event) TWINS est
HEIs, 291 SA SHS S27 MAS) DISS LieHWO, 4718 DelSt AS OMS
TONS Sestct.

25 PA PAS

# Bae SUPLWE SHA FREICL JUL & BSS CH E20 (ct Sao SA BA AAG
He BSc}A QC, Obst, 2B BSS] MEAS! AA) HSS Alo] SSO Cheat BC

SBS SPL JIbIO] Siz]AAR, ASAD CHS Sok ASK AHEM) AIS OHS(area

event) ZKH=t Ect Fal AMES (Triggered ee Service)B GSat= BS MONIO18S15} ARBAKE AIS OME Se Ect Mal MbiA~ Bet th, ADL AIS O/HIES Fer SSS H
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BH ASS Fee + Och.

Kl A gere(Triggered Location Service)
HE MHIAS Thee spe HAH SLAlSt Etno

—
uy m — rir pemojin= gk onreA

r2tOl, aa SETION 3!B= SUPLHOIMES SENHA Sao ME AeHoOaoese
SA ARH BESO! AAIEIS, SENE ST HH WEASHS HO 840) SSci0i RA Be SF
Te! HOI HES315304 ABetCh S10).

QC GCE BAO) ABoI, SEIS HESSSe ASE FBFa(default address)\S OSS FAAbie! SLP {at erer (secure) IPABS ASSO, AO) SLPID SIRES) MAS ASOD SoliAMIAAISE HALAL &, SPL STARTINS ASHI). AML SUPL STARTIHAIRIGI= session-id, SET
capabilities, 21%] AlsAklocation identifier : lid), msid, BBE(request type), BAZ AIS
(def ined area) S! OLHKE Eled(event typa\SOl BStciy SICt. GIA, A] RAE(request typejS
AHA BHO! SETI] S219} BHAE! Bey MMIAGS LEMKE, API Sd A\S (defined areajE
SETIO] SIASSE SO) S4SSSNS LIEMWG, AO] OME Etei(event tyre)S OYE AS
OME (LEE Sa £= IhOTIS LIEHACH. Eh, At) SET capabilitiesH= AISISt= SFB (A
#50, SET-Assisted 4-GPS, SET Based A-GPS)D} 19} Z2HHS! 29) DRESS (H SEO RALP, ARC, TlA-
601)0| PERIOD} QICt. Tel, Brot OlAlAtet SXF SETI! BASE QoP(Quality of Position)S
DISSSLPIS HS SH(SIB)S ANSI.

u

Fe. iroraIF, OSM MAE GAIT BAS! OOPS OSS OM PIS aS) Ss Ol 2a10} SETIO! BUSI
A Gets SeehaeaMMus AISLHO SIS (S12), AL AAISE usidd I] AS+O SETZ2} ZH! 9)
AMES, lie SSLO|S SLPIS A] SUPL STSTOLA SSI US SETION ASSSAWANT] BAS SASF
oh SSS SIS ase, 4 eee SSSAA BPSICH SLPIE SUPL STARTIIAIAICG] S=8tS!
el JSet 39) HESS (HSS, AALP, AAC, TIAGO) ABS. OlAet Bee SAO] BLIP

Pls a5) ZMsi SSA, See! MASE OIAIAL 3, SUPL RESPONSEMAIAIS SETISS ASStCt13), 4] av RESPONSEH|AIAIGI= session-id= SkcH SAO SETIOM MES AAS See 2Ges HEM! SLPIS] Aa= Betta BSC.
et, A] SUPL STARTHIAIAIG] BSE! BS S lidhl| As
RSs! CoS WSS, SIPS bee SA(sibj)=S Aesth.

At?| SUPL. RESPONSEM|AIAIS AN! SETIE SESE AA SF] 27/5 WAAL 3S, SUPL POS INITS SLPI
SB ASFILHSI4). AG] SUPL POS INITHAIAIHE SOS session-id, SET capabilities. 2! Hal 48
AkChid)Pk SSID] SIC.

47] SUPL POS INITHIAIALS cet SLPIE SETID} BSBA MI ALAICSUPL POSH) AIAN)a=22 WPSETS} SAB HAPCHCHS15). Ol, A] Fiz] AAS SLPIO| SETISSHE Sst SBS WAS oeGHALE(SET-Assisted), SETION SLPSRSE 252 OA ASA HONS WaASISICH SETBased)
SUPL 29l(positioning) BASHESiF SLPS RLPLEES WAACRLP SSRLIRIS OlBcHH SEZ] FI
Z| M21 SLP2HIHI erly AHlA(Triggered Service)S SBSHS16), BA) ALP SSRL IRA ALA] OL =
sesston-id, msid, request type, defined area 2! event types SStciOi QC. Al request type=
7| MHIA BHO) SETI] SIRS SRE! EPA MH AAS LHEMHD, AY) defined area= S| AlAtSETS] FIRS A Fz;2SH Ao]Has BoETS LEM. ADT event tyeeS CIS! AIS bis
EtsSH22U)S AGEAS LIEKHCE. DPOF, SETOI gee Eo AIACHok Wet] SS2 SLPe= AAP client-id= So] SEIS UZsh, AAS msids Sol PA SCMIWAlS SSetct,

h AATE! EHSAN (coarse) AR Bvt SETIO!

‘O's[=ta
on.

VO] ALP SSRLIRHAIAIS Aler SLP2= SET SE} HOSS OlBorOl SET2A SUPLS AHGtEAl Blota,

PSs SHE Oea1SET2ZIt BM AWA jai Sh=AI (SEV ZYSMHA) SICH?)
SOS} SETZ7+ SUPLE AlHote EACSS SS SP2= AA APAst MAALCSUPL INIT)S OlSotOiSET22} HAL MAS WAISELHS 1a), AD] SUPL[NTHAKI AOS session-id, proxy/non proxy mode
indicator, AKZES positioning(posmethod), AIS OIE EejyA MHIASS LWELWE AIA Ee
(service type)O] ZEHEIO] SICH. sr, AO] SUPL INITHIAIAIHIS SIStebe QoPVt SHS 45 BIC.

a| SUPL INITHIALALS Att SET2= Sy ARNO] WG HWEASHS HE Hs0) Sci QA BS249 TH?! HOE WEYSH “HBSHO(SI9), AD] SLEZS S| MAS NSH)36h AA Eel Nat
HHIAIAICSUPL TRIGHERED STARTIS ASStCkS$20). sl SUPL. TRIGGERED STARTHAIAIMIE SOS session-
id, SET capsbilities 2 Sia) ABAid)? ZSPEICH.

Dror, A AISt SUPL TRIGGERED STARTHIAAIN Sete! Sile.g., [i

RABSEZ QMS NoPE FESO SLP2= SHA(S2)S +
AHHH HEE A] THEPHO! 911DSt SWPIQSHE ANS Ae

HHH AH] HUAPE! CHEFS! (coarse)A7t SBD: SET27} BSSt OoPS OBSBLA, SLPS Ecly
MAO] HARIRSS Sell FlotOi SEZ SuUPL TRIGGERED RESPONSE|AIKIS SSSIct. AP SUPL
TRIGGERED RESPONSEAIAIHI= EclA HAGA ABE SSieAO) SSrelct.
OlS SETZ9} SLPZAMIWES AWHSE S92 MAO SMCS(S22), S71 S71 MMOL ASE! SETZ2t

dO fot ALAHE! CHEF! (coarse)7t
stst S SUPL PISHAS AslatA] SS
= 9|i Hie0

~d4A-
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SLP2AOIO ABR Oe 29 BK MAIAICSUPL POSISOI WEHEICt, OW, At) SIAL AlAKE SLP2SET2S
BHE ANS BMZE DAS ACSPILH(SET-Assisted), SET27} SLPPCHHE HSE OAIABA OO
FS WAS ASICHSET-Based), c+ SAM AOL SSSI SLPZE Aldtel SETZE] 3) 519F ae] Seieee
EY AASE IBS! YB WSC. HlaBae AVL ALAM! SETZ22] S1X|7t SO] SETION AIMS SLPIS &
a] AA FZO! defined areal HESHH CHS CHAS Asst sStorAl BOM S| SM (Se2jS Bt

HEIL.=

ooASE! SET22| AIP} AYP] SETION AAS SLPS Sok +NEl FAlOl defined areahl hSa SLP2= SEI22 MA BS WAA(SUPL ENDS AScOl 29 MAS BSStu(S23), SA Sele] 4Alla ZileNmosresult)S RLP SSALIRTW ALAN SSAA SLPIS ALSSICH(S24),
Tet, SLPIS SET2°] S\Aikial Baet(posresultyS SUPL ENOMAIAIO] SRA SETISS Aso
($25), AO] SETIS SLPID} OME PASS cA, Cl MAvt SHE! GE AAS oHMStct.
G2= & PSHES YAS AAR OIA Eetet EPI Sal MBIA BSS MSALICH

Ch. = Bas MZaATS ato Hl Seal HZt OM APSLAIO SLP2E RLPHAINIS ASotAl AGl SLPSSETI ZO]GAS SEs HOl AOS. 3, ASAE SET lat SLPIZI] IPSFRO| CHA(S25)It 4BSGIA SAO SS RotHl 2MFO} SHIC|A| OHEH, SSIES] AIZALAINIAS 2 9)BAb7b S
eco He SUPL ENDHAIAIB Met] SETIUE SLPIZ| |PSBS Seestct.
(GEA, SETIZ} SLPIZIS] S92] BRStSclA SLPS SETIDt SLPIZH] ABS SHot7| Fol SUPL END
WAINS SEIS ABet S(930) ALPZEES WAIA(RLP SSRLIR)S OLSOHA SETZ2) SXI MHS! SLP2O
A EclA AblA(Triggered Service)S QSECH. Old} CHH(SIE-S2HE MISASRO I Aalst
S32 Merle Et,

Ol}, SLP2SSH oo SET22) EelA Bikposresult)7t SAlaiN (S24), SPIE os EclA 2sSUPL 1) HALAL (SUPL REPORT) Soh SETIOM! ASSHCHS31). tA] SUPL REPORTIIAIALS WAP PUSH

= SHS =e Ss Sil AST.
f3ec BEpaul (2 ASS MASONS] Sect BoA AA AWA SSSHS| MISALIEae = Bio,Higa! Aloe SUPL ENDGAIAIS MeSoit SETIfr SLPIZ| [PASS Sete SHA glAIS AIGI2 SABPAIOH, APP] SUPL ENDHAIAIE ASOl= AIO] CHECH.

B, 2 BSS] MZSAMOIAMES SLPIDE SETIZIE] SABASSE SO ME SUPL ENDHIAIALZ: ASSIA
OF, SBS) WSS AIGOLA= SLP2ESE) SLP2} SETZ] SSAA! ABS OAS SOAS Mot
Hex ASSL, Clyst SOS SLO SETZSMFY SUPL TRIGGHDED STARIMAIAIS SASHA SLP2Jt SLPI
22 RLP SSRLIR ENDHAIAIS 4AStSe SSEICt.

[DCH SETZ242E{ SUPL TRIGGERED STARTAIAIZ: MSI SLPISE RLP SSRLIR ENDMAIAIS Sst S
(S40) SLP2E ECA MAO] WAIISSS Sel7) Sor SETZ= SUPL TRIGGERED RESPONSEMIAAlS AS
SICHS41). OES SAS21-S24)= AZEAA St SAIHH I SA! SSS MSI.

27] ALP. SSALIR ENDO! AALS eae SLPIS SETID} SLPIZKY ABS SEorrl AorO} SUPL ENOHAAS
SENSE Asc(4), Ol, 7) SLPS Hore sere Ec(A BDHposresultj7t SNCS(S24) HS SPA Bue SUPL a0 THAIAL(SUPL REPORT)S Sch SETA MSSHCt (342). S71 SUPL
REPORTHIAI AL WAP PUSH = SMS EclA SS Sc] ASE.

C4] 2 BH IE AAS! AARON Glare Ealy Sal AIA Se eeio| MSALIE
Ct. 53l SSS] Mde AGS SETIO] ASS SS SAHA SEZ] AY OIES Selote
BHOSA, SETIAF SLPIZH] BSBA} SSHS/Al SECH.

& 4h SAI HHROL, SETIO St= SUPLHIOIMES SETICA Sat WE HECAHUASSSH FxBA 285 SASL S| ORBEA BS0| SNSiG, SEME AA OeBH WENSHS GOW S40 2
HCl VA BS BS TA! GOHEAAN ABs($50).

get GIQKHeal sacle. SEMIS UEseer| Ales ABAAS OBS SALMMS! SLP1D} OtAst (PABS 4G, al SLPiut BA(AASS) MAB ASSP SSH SUPL STARTHAIAIS 21SSt
CHS51). xO SUPL STARTIHI|AIAIGIE session-id, SET capabilities, lid, msid, request type, defined
area 2 event typeSO| SStSin VIC. QHIA, “atl _request type 40) MHIA SAO) SS Fz1St 2
eal Eel} MHALS LEEHATH . AOL def ined area= BH ASS LPEKHTH, 27] event ‘typee SETIOI(st AIS OME (Le. SHA ES ZX ISAS SHEN LIEHHC}, HRERSISHHL. 46] det ined area

HBSo AE Lt NAZSS RSI.
St AW SET capabilities#I= Ala SSB (HSSMH, SET-Assisted A-GPS, SET Based A-GPS)D}

19} BE! S9| SSES(HBSO RRP, ARC, TlA-“80101 HST QC.

2F7| SUPL STARTHIAIAIB 2A6t SLPIE CIOS SHS O}Sol} ScTI10} eid =lAl ates oessealAHIA AISLHO 84530852), 27! Ast sid PEGI SETZO} BEE! SRIMH 3, SLP2
A SLPIZ RLPZZES WAAICALP SSRLIRJS OSI SETZE)| SIAM?! SLPZHI HI Ex nue
(Triggered Service}S SSAFHH(S53), AVE RLP SSRLIRHIAIAIMIE session-id, msid, request type,
defined area 2! event types ESO] SIC. AI request type 47] MHIA~A BAO] SS SAS aaa Ee MHIALS LEEHLH AVL defined area= SS AISS LEEW, 47] event “types SETIO|CHS AS OME (LHSZ. 2M)S AsEAS LHERNCH. Oret, SETIOW ast SAA AWIAH CH

 

dh ASO] UE BS SPE AAet client-idB Sal SEMIS 21st, Ast nsids Soh AIA Zet
OWNS Sec.

At] PLP SSRLIRHAIS -clet SLP2= SET SE Ole Bor SET27; SUPLS AWWS=SAl Slory,

-5-
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CSS SHS OSoHH SEZ AE AIA ALSSHEAL(SEDE SSSISEAL) BPSHLHS54).

2013 at SETZ7+ SUPLS AIMS SAGA VSS BS srPe= MA AIS HAA(SUPL INIT)S OlS6tOlSET2¢+ 1X AIS FHALSICH(S55), ADI SUPL “INITALAN AHS session-id, oroxy/non proxy mode
indicator, AHS positioningdtHt(posmethod), AIS OME a MHIABS LIELH= MHIA EB(service tyneEEO SICk, Lot, AVP SUPL INITHAIAII= SISO Coho} HES +5 IC.
7] SUPL INITHIAIAIB SASt SET2= BA ARNO! IE WEAN SHS CCI BA0l Sri) AA Ve
2? TH?! GIOWEYSH ABs(866), 89) SLp2g; S2] MAS AlStol7| ASO MA EclA Ast
THALAL(SUPL TRIGGERED START) ASStCH(S57), 2) SUPL TRIGGERED STARTHIA AINE SOS session
id, SET capebitities 3 SiAl AAR idj)J+ SSEICt.

Brok, Ast SUPL TRIGGERED STARTHIAIAI 225t=l Set(e.g., lid)! Sol AASCHEFO! (coarse)Jt
SABE SETAE RSS! OPS Sole, ctl ($98)S Agist S SUL PISEHS AHS Ge AEHOH
AM HEE AL PAIS Dr SLPIORSE AAs ASE FIR] CHIE SS Wlwetl}(S59).

BEG] S| ALArE! CHEFS! (coarse) Jt ARADP| SEA} RAS OoPS BWSStAl FO, SLPS Ecl7MAO] WANGISSS EI) SSH SETZ= SUPL TRIGGERED RESPONSED| AALS AssiS58), At] SUPL
TRIGREREO RESPONSEMIAIAIHI = Bela AISHA ABS SS/S40] FSPEICt.

Ol SETZ2 SLP2AMINE S7ROe S92) AAO] SAC EO (S59), S71 SF] ASO] ASGIS! SeT2at
SLP2MON| ABAOE 29) BA HAIAICSUPL POSISO!] WEHEICH, OIL, AV] AAL AA] SLP2OE SETZo

SSE whe Sate WAS SEALYET~Assisted) SET27} SLP2C SHE 2S=z! HAIAGA OlHe seAMSGSET-Based). 2 SSIMIAO] SBTC SLPZ= ALAE! SETZQ] SiAIGt At] SLPISSS
AL AAS S(R(9! defined areaS Hlth, Ui Aut AVAy ALAPEI SET29] SAIL 4] det ined areal! éi
Sigil CS CHE Bletstal sHElStAl Goo ay) Cra (S69)S Brea Oe AsHsIC},

DPOF AFD) WAKESET2°) 91X13 S| SETIO! ALSst Sa STIGHShOH!, SLP2= SET22@ AIA Be HWNAICSUPL ENDS ASst 24 Ae Beat (S60), AP) SET22] FAW BAK(posresult)S RLPSSRLIROALA GH SEERAAY Vplom zASS).
(ekM, SLPIZ SET22| S\AIMinl Baet(posresult)B SUPL ENOHIAIATH SSAA SETICS Asolo

(862), 20] SETIS SLPI ay PABS cA, 0] MAD BE GE AAS SHASICt.ut

= 95 = Sau (tS Fee EINEoes Ecly FAL MbIA SSH] AISSAS LICHCh. & Bolo] ASSA HS 271 ia SAAS SLP2R RLPHAIAIS @Sot7] SC SLPISt
SETIZ2] SBS SHE HO| Aseteott."S, 5gt EVA (S62)9+ 4-8 ON OEAL SETI; SLPIZt2] PASO] SAI SE RSH AIO! SIE

(etAy, SLPIS SETIO® SUPL einAIT neta seriat SLPIZ] (PASS Sest S(S70) APS
ES WAIMCALP SSALIR)S OlSat0} SET22I FAM! SLAWEPI Mil aA(Triggered Service)S
RASC Olét SHA (SSISE ALAMSAT I SMe SSS Seforl=s ett.

OlS, SLP22SA Hok= SETZ2] EAA BUKposresultj7: SASIACSHS), SPIE oS EciyA Burs

SUPL Sa HALA(SUPL Pee Sot SETINAl GSStLH(S71), BA] SUPL REPORTMAIALS WAP PUSH &= SMS Erin SS Sal ASAIO

 
fb 2 22H OS HAse ALARAOLMSLyet BAA SA AbiA SAS] AIGSAIMS LIE
Ch. = SSS) MBS AGS SUPL ENDH| AAI 2 HS HO} SETID} SLPIZ| IPHSS SSttlte SHAN S|
ASS AGIOS! AGEAIDH, 7) SUPL ENDALAS 2Agot= AIO! CHSC.
SB, @ BSS MSSAMA AS SLPlut SETI2tSl SABA}Seal Sl Urs SUPL ENDHLAIAL At ASSlAl
DF SO] HGS AlGNOA= SLPZESEY SLP2OF SETZHS] SSIAIMO! ASE! ZO] SIS GF He
2 ASCb, Olcve! BOl= SLP2rt SkT2e =Sea SUPL TRIGGEDED STARTALAS AHA SLP27} SLPISSALP SSRLIR BNDHIAIAIS 2Netoom SSelct,

(Ut, SET2S541 SUPL TRIGGERED STARTHIAIAIE @AGIS1 SLPIS = RLP SSRLIR ENDH ALAS cet =
($80) SLP2= EIA MAO] WAIISSS Be] | SistO} SET2E “SUPL TRIGGERED RESPONSEHAINIS AS
SICH(S81). OS2] SA(S58-SIS MSAAM 2 SASH I Sat SSS BEI.

APF1 PLP SSRLIR ENDHAIAIS ASF SLPIE SETIDE SLPIZHe] ABS SSots) SctOl SUPL ENOWAVAlS

SHY Asoo (S81), OS, Bl  SLP2RBH Hobk= SET22] Ely SUK posresult 7+ +AgIA61) sHet EAA ADS SUPL Bi GAJAI(SUPL REPORTS Sot SETIGMA SSstCt(Se2). A] SUPLCeRORTHAU NE WAP PUSH = SM3 EAA SS Sol ASIC,

ZTE =SHH (GE SAS AABOAS Stet Eel Fal AIA RESHO WVeANAS LIE

2

& 7H SAE! WSeOL, SETIM] RE aaeseete SEGA S30 BE HESciHO|MSesH SE(target) SETS) AxlzeY SAS ASIC}, BEIM, A7] SINZK QBS SETZ2 FAS Set SAS
HE} 2SOl A)AA (area)?O(periodic) = AlAA(areajOl O|MIE RSS OKI. Ol & 7S FA

OIE Rae BOS LEHHCt.

A] SIRF SSO] ACIS, Sh AM AG WEASHS OOK Bs] SSclh SA Ve aoHk?! IOI WES ABstc(ssAE serie 2 WEASESH MSE WB (detaultVe2e OlSol FAA
2! SLPIUt OFAISt aeoeSoH, Se SET22] 29) MAS ASSP] SIS AV] SLPISE SETAStASTtCKS9
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At? SUPL SET INITHIAIAIGIE session-id, target SeTid, Ep|y BE(triggered node) 2 EAA Be(trigger informtion}SO) SStCiO} QICk, GIPIAL, 417] target SETId= SH SETS] ASAIO, AY]
Ey Gc= Ce Ser 2] ECA MBIACSET initiated trigger service ‘of another SET type)S Ltt
LHO, AI OUWE (Periodic event) = AIS OME (area event) HEMI Sstct. a7!

rigeeres service mode= & 1-5 6H) FAIZ BS Epelvt SASH AMBEICL AV] GAIA ARS ElMAS) TeOINBS WENHH, 4715 TetHOlES (Periodic Parameters)ut ALS OME Tes
(a Event Parameters})S ESStCt. 2 WE AIS DEMME EAA 27+ SEI, 2] ASOME Tedef ined area 2! event typeS ESIC.
QO SLPIE et] Ba AblA RAS HSS Blo

& Aso(S%), Sl SUPL ENDMAIAIG (Oct SEEv
tI (acknowledge) 710 FO! SUPL ENDHIAIAIS SETIS
OMS (PHBAS sHAslD Ol AAO) BAS GE

SAAS TIMI. st, AD) SLPIG SUPL SET INITHIAIALH ere SF sevid(ekes ae)z ofSHH SH SET22] F1A| AW CSLPAS BESO). SLPI2 2B ONSMH| = SET2 HodA as
Fepm (contact OH NBE + Qe gee S44 (transiate)Et 4 U= CH WAH HSor0i Slee SBSt!

QC SLP27- BAIA, SPS SE SETA SIAIMHNGSLP2AS EelyA FA 2S MAAltriggered
location request message)}S ASEHHS9). AO] EclA Fal 2S WAAINE Al session-id,
target SETid, EBIA BE (triggered mode) 2 EAA BS(trigger information}SO| SES ZO/Ct.

(bet, 21 SQA Siz] BE WAIRIE 4ASLPAE 4ASt Eel? DEitrisgered mode) 9 EclA

(trigger information O]B6tG AOL SETIC| Qasr“EPA AYIA eyead ic pS area
yeeae AOC, OS HHS WAS 5 PH CAE AN GE SS& 8H CAF AAG= aT

APA, SLP2= SETIO] ABS EAA MHA (HolHero] BtDRUAR ZCWOIWAS SSstct, Otek, SETION WSs SAI

QA) QB(netvork initiated triggered location request)SSH SUPL ARABS BR CSUPL positioning method
positioning procedures} <s3HetC+(S95).

Jeu, Get ols AAT SIRE SETION LSet 0QoP(Qual ity of Position)S Osal0, SAl B ASOQICIN BS AS SPOS 7} Cha (M)S AMSSD WE CHS EHAS9E)E ARVSICL.
AtSET22) SIAAIO] Zres|S SLP2= APIer=| ORS EAA AHS) defined area@t WISI], oH
Ch ACH AY AIS OHSIp SAWS=F] HIS. HIOBU. AA OME] Bo SLP2= SLPIce

Fe Fk] SEi(triggered “Tocat ion response) HIAIAIS Msot ($96), AP] SLPS asAet SET2A| FlAAS (Position information) SUPL REPORTHAIALS Soll ‘SETIS2 ASFC(S97).
E ge B SOM (SE ARS AABIGIAS] Claret EP Fil MHIA BSB MSAGEN, &
THA SAZHE BBO) SAA (periodic) BSS LIEHACH.

»SETSt|= SPLHOIBES SEIHA Str RE ASHOWSeSH A2Ael (periodic) OltCoe

52
|

wz018

= B22 | SENS PlZstO SEIN HorgQD ASO] BPoG,“fPe= SET22 Ela
HHAAlf Aso, Sere “SRS HASH
2 OBcHH SABAMnetwork initiated

azt

: 8

AAG

aol
Jl ZAB OSSHH SLPDE OfMSt |PHSS HStolD, SE

ez SUPL_ SET INIT HALAS ASSILKSION),
P| SUPL SET INITHIAIAIMS & THING ZO! session-id, target SETid, ErlA 2& (triggered mode)
Ect B(trioger informtion)SO| SSiSICh. OIA, APA Bel Goe AIS OMe

(Periodic eventi=® #8G10, a1 SAA BSS AIA DEMIS (Periodic Parameters), WES0
EBA 4717+ SStElct.

At?| SLPIS SUPL SET INITHIAIAIG] tel SH SETid(PH2S BH)S CBs SH SEZ2| AAA
(SLP2)2 BHI(S102)

QC SPP) BME, SLPS SHE SE22) FAMMGSLPQR EclA sal BS NAAl(triggered
location request message)S ASICH(S103). AD] Ecly AAl RA HWAIAIME 21 sesston-id,
target SETid, EAVA GE&(trisgered mode) 2 ECA SHltrigger informationJSO] SStZiCr.

AMF] SLP2= SETIS SIBStL SETIM] CHOH PHEIAL ZCOMMAIS SHSctHHl, BF, SETIO) Salo &
Al @ Asol saga, SLP2= SET? EA Fal 2S (network initiated triggered location
request ) HAAS & aan SET22] ARS AAS] Set S91 BAbnetwvork initiated positioningprocedures} SSHStCt (S104).

Te, SHE OAHHeatalt SETIO] AASt Rap (Gua ty of Position)aH 2X] 2 2S0|B-SIAl ‘2 22 sp AY)| CEH (SIS)B ASHSEA] Gia) We CHE CHA(SIOS)S AHS}(etl, SLP2= el a Boh] BE AWBES DAS 2 AIDC SETA Siale AlAtotH, I
ASE 2S Bey HX Ste(triggered location responsa) HAAG ZStAlA SLPICe Asolo
(S105, SIOMBs, A) SLPS AAEt SETZA] SAB SUPL REPORTMIAIAIS Soy SETISS A

CHS106, 3108).

=
al
2

3

24q>(Mla eal SNH, SENS THHOWEASH ABers (S100), BF WEAASSH
SE22| S91 MAS NorPohoh

ee§2
34a

Oo

A “st HALAS Sat SLAC Ass(SiR Mast, a] SPIES ASREPORTIHAL ALS Bol SEMISS ASSICH(S10). AVIA SI ACindegd= 4 448

-~ F-
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B BHA SETS SUPLUIESN SO} ENS 4 SIE aAbEA, UMTS] UE(Userobsulipnent GSM2|MS(Mobile. Station) = 18-95 MS ‘Bo Sia + Qo, 2 PSHE FeSee Ale
APSEICt.

299 SH

Asst HIZO, S BS SUPLIH] JibSt S/RMARTIAL ARBAHT AWS) EHSweeteeAHHEO] ESVA Sk MBlACTriggered Location Service)}s RAECLM ABAHAL SCH Belats A
Se 4 20.

BeoHo CoH CAE! ANWS SOS SScott = WAS! AH SUH, & WS SOM] &
AO) TAS TA Act OIGSE CMte 2 BSst Eb SAA PrSsctll= SS OWE AOC
(OM, & SHO) ASS DSH BS AAS SHE SHEPHAYN WSS ASH Ach SolAOk B
ADIL.

AF 2

as! 1

HIZO] SA SAHA AHS] EAA MuIAS BSot SAS:

AM] MNCS) AWESI M2] WAWEMSS A] SPA Mois BAS BESS SASH

AV MeHIES SF H2S2at SF] MAS MAHA M2cHBe| ARS Adres CASE:

AO, HOU EMSA AP] MAE! S/AB MISO] Ast SH SAut ws, SA SAHA AS
CIMIE BS AES SAGE SHS Bee Ae SAqCe = UBS NABHCer
eA Sal MbiA RSA,

Se 2

ASH RGA. S27) AL AMevE SSE

QRIMMS LIKE AS SASS SE FAH AABH AS Set BAA oa) Abia BSes

Be! 3

AH ROA, S21 AL AMecteeS

SET(SUPL Enabled Terminal) LERHE 2!
MHA sae,

a-fet 4

Al2stH QO AL, Sl FAIA

SLP(SUPL Location Platform) LEHWE 2S S8oe se FASE NARHA Steet Ely Fal
AMHIA BASES,

att 5

Alen HA, a) SETS

Tse UE(User Equipment), GSM] WS(Mobite Station} EE 13-95 HS S2 Gk sll! AS SPoeNSS AABH AMS! Creer Ec AA, MBIA RAB,

ae! 6

APH QA, BAL Eel MELAS

Ale At HAINStl 2SS|= AS SAIOR SE FABS AABH MS) Beet Ecly Fal AIA

io BYC2 st AASS AABMAS) Cet Eek Fal

AGH SIO, SAL AIA AIS AIA

session-id, SET capabilities, SIZINSAL, msid, request type, defined area G event types &tot
HS SACHTE AAS AABHAS crit ala Sz) MHIA Qa

ast g

AIPSHH| GIOIA, @t?l request type=

AHA 220] SS Aah BE SAY Mb|AwS LEH
9) CHF ECIA S1al MHIA Beare

Ase g

HHO] SOLA, AVI defined area= SS AAS LIEW, 7) event type= Ost AIS Oa
SENS LIEMWEAS SASS SE SMe AAMAS Clr Gol IR) MWA BEBE,

N

ou

rt 2S SAS se FAlSe NARHAlo

~8-
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a-2! 10

MSO! SIAL, At] def ined area=

SEL FIMOZS BE AS SICe TE AUBS NABOAD) Geet EIA FiAl Abia BS
a 11

MleVOM. 227] Eel bla BBS

PLPHAIAIS So WIWES SHA A2HEISE AEE AS SASS oe FASE AABHAS
Bt Bay Fz] AIA BSSH.

a-fat i2

Het] SOLAN, AP] MOET] 22] MAO] HAIGI MeviESS+ ALPHASot WIWEAAS
EA MAO) ASISSS Scl= Cae:

=

AY DUUES 37} AHOMA S
CHS 272 Sto AS S328 oe

et 13

AH VOM, 491 A2W EMSS

ST) HAE SRF AL Aee0l ANSt Sa SSH Wow WUDEAl Mi2crSre| SIA 2 Hwe4S

oH ASS MILES S2t] eaeSetteAAHOAMS) Cer Eel al Abi’ Bese
a

ae 14

AHH ROA, 37] ANLEASE

AA SD WAALS Sol 27] BUR WISBe ASH: AS SILS se AAlSs ABH AS
craivt SPA SA] MWA BSS.

aiat 15

MWeSHA, a7] ALA Bd

WAP PUSH SE SMS EFIA SS Sti ASsl= AS SACS SE HASH AABHAS Set Eel
$4) MHA RSE,

2-H! 16

Alten SIAL, SAL SA) CHAE

HAVESATL MAME! FURIE NICHOL AIS SY IO! SHSHEA WISHES CHIH:

A9| MASI SIRI471 MIRO!NSSS AAG Wee SS A BTS AWEASS Ssh Ml
Ege Aese CHS BRIE 2S SACL TE SSS AABOINS) Clerzt Eel sal AYIA
Sage

eet 1?

ASH] MISAAle] Ee AWIAS BSc CAS:

AMAL AISIRIAIAL M2SIRIMM = Bela MdiA RES MSCS SHS.

AOL M2AA MAE M2SST SS MAS AGH Ml2ctSS| Fiala Alors CHAleh:

BAL M2SRIM At 27 MI TERESI Bey MHA Elfed (het 40) ASAINSot SRO AasA AMA LE SPYRS AWA MBC CHS HAE 2B SALE oe FASS ASSMMS| Cr EcDy Sin AYsia RESE.
ofa 18

AVPathl QIOWAL, Al AISASI
HS Auscys 212 Bale We saoe
HI*A SxRey ,

Bet 19

Aen QA, 2] Al leSlAI AWS

SLP(SUPL Location Platform LIEHHE AS SHSS Be FAAS AABHAS Chat ely Fal
AIA 2S,

atest 20

AMIE QIGIAL, @2] Ee AWIAS

SET 2713} HAVAIS Sol SSE AS SAILS TE HABE NABH] Charet Ecl Sal Mul

EA MWAB Bese Meco IDB OBS Mesaoe FAH AABHIAS Ber EeyA Fal M
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“A RBH,

ate 21
MPS] SOA, At] SET 227i st HIAIALE

session-id, 2H SETid, GAIA GO, SAA SHS TSE AS SACE ote HASH AABHA
Oo) CHSHt Ea Six] MUA eee,

gst 22

MASH VOM, SA EclA SSs=

Cl2 Se] EAA MWIAS LIEW, BOS OWE SS AS OME MCHIHS Sets AS S8°
SSE FAAS AABHAS Beret Ee Hal MHA BSS,

3-78!

Ae VHA, SA EclA S8=

Eq AAS) WeMIASS LHW, 474 TicrOleiet Aa OWE TRIS Sete ae SacSse WASH A ABIDE Car SPA sla) Abin 2SSE.
Se! 24

Ae QA, SAL 71S} Dhcholb#=

AVBHS FSD, A ANS OWE TeWIHE SS ASS LICKS defined area St GUMS AIS
ee ROE 2CES en UEMKE OWE ant typ BS SESS te ASS AAHM ZF EIA sl MIA BA

aa

MesetH] QOH, Al defined area=

SHEL} AISOlISS Bete AS SIS SHE ARB ANABHM) Clet SeIA FAL MMIA BS
Brey

ast 26

AVEVOM, SA MeelAN GE

MISBe| Erin MWA BBS Bot, MISS‘OL SAAC EAA ALIAS BS ice Teco2+ ATIC A] MHS SAS MISSINSSol WICFUSE AS SISe SE WANGH
A SELLA cat Bey Fal MHA Baeiy
at 27

APESONAL SOL MeAAW

AO| MICHBO| ASOBe MWIAS Bes Woe TER, A) Ae! SAB MICS ASE

BS SS3ut dws, SS SAHNI AS uNJE Sas AICS Sree AS SUSE SS AASe AAR OAS CarrESI 1a AIA BEE,

aa! 2B

AICHO| SET AAlSt MAAS Sok ASINMAB SSIS BSC CAR:

AO MISRMAAE SIAl BB HAIAIS Sot MeMHe ACCES) SALES BSS ABorS CalsBA siena AVNACE MecAASASNS SHS Metal AHAB AAot= SAS
7 MISA: H2SIAIM OA MAKE! H2CHLO| SAGES 4 Al Sa HAAS Soh Soro,
AO| HISHOSE CHB Bese AS SAO she HABH AAMAS Crater ely AA
AIA BABE,

Ir

ava 2

ASEH QLOVAL, APPL Al2SIRIMEW DE St] WARE! AIZEMES| SAB ALISA A HeSay CEH27t@ BSE AS SACE SE Fra AARCert Sel7i Aa) AWA Bese.

a7 WO

MBStO OAL, SAL MeSIRL MEH SEl A2oHrS) OFALPt SIAL SAIS, AISA SHE FlAlzt
3 tle AA Se HALLS HACE ASti= CHS S72 BES2B SULOE AASAAEM? Chg Eel Sal MBIA Rae

ae 31

MSH SIH, AA] MISIAIMMNIE SAL SET AAlSt HAAN BSE! Mee ASAE OSstl M2
ARMS BSCE CHS Se Rete AS SAILS SE HASH AABHAMS Chet EelA
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et 22

MOBQIGHAL, At] All, MleFIAA IE

Z2t A MIZE] = EWAZNSE, SLP(SUPL Location PlatfomS LEMW= 2S SALES st
= ASS AABHAS| Bez Eel Fal MolA RSS.

aat 2

MBEQIHAY, At?] SET Ai st HAAS

session-id, Mi2CHO| id, Ee GOD Sey BSS Bete WS SASCR ste ANSE AAS
IAS) Ceet?t Eel SAL AbIA See,

Bast 4

ABH QO, 4A) Eel Gos
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PALM INC.etal

L. x The applicant is hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinion ofthe International Searching
Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.
Filing of amendments and statement underArticle 19:
The applicantis entitled, if he so wishes, to amendthe claims ofthe international application (see Rule 46):

When? Thetimelimit for filing such amendments is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the
international search report.

Where? Directly to the International Bureau of WIPO, 34 chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Facsimile No.: +41 22 338 82 70

For more detailed instructions, see the notes on the accompanyingsheet.

 The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and that the declaration under
Article 17(2)(a) to that effect and the written opinion of the International Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

 With regard to the protest against paymentof (an) additional fee(s) under Rule 40.2, the applicant is notified that:
the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the International Bureau together with the
applicant's request to forwardthe texts of both the protest and the decision thereonto the designated Offices.

] no decision has been madeyeton the protest; the applicant will be notified as soon as a decision is made.

 4, Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date, the international application will be published by the International
Bureau. If the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication, a notice of withdrawalofthe international application, or of the
priority claim, must reach the International Bureau as provided in Rules 90dis.1 and 90bis.3, respectively, before the completion of
the technical preparations for international publication.

The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis on the written opinion ofthe International Searching Authority to the
International Bureau, The International Bureau will send a copy of such commentsto all designated Offices unless an international
preliminary examination report has beenoris to be established. These comments would also be made available to the public but not
before the expiration of 30 monthsfrom thepriority date.

Within 19 monthsfrom thepriority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices, a demand for international preliminary
examination mustbefiled if the applicant wishes to postponethe entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority
date (in some Offices evenlater); otherwise, the applicant must, within 20 months from thepriority date, perform the prescribed
acts for entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.

In respect of other designated Offices, the time limit of 30 months (orlater) will apply even if no demandis filed within 19 months.

See the Annex to Form PCT/IB/301 and,for details about the applicable time limits, Office by Office, see the PCT Applicant's
Guide, VolumeII, National Chapters and the WIPOInternetsite.

 Authorized officer Nameand mailing address of the ISA/KR
Korean Intellectual Property Office
Government Complex-Daejeon, 139 Seonsa-ro,
Seo-gu, Daejeon 302-701, Republic of Korea

Facsimile No. 82-42-472-7140 Telephone No. 82-42-481-8552

Form PCT/ISA/220 (October 2005) (See notes on accompanying sheet)

 COMMISSIONER
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NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/220

These Notes are intended to give the basic instructions concerningthe filing of amendments under Article 19. The
Notes are based on the requirements of the Patent Cooperation Treaty, the Regulations and the Administrative Instructions
under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy betweenthese Notes and those requirements,the latter are applicable. For more
detailed information, see also the PCT Applicant's Guide, a publication of WIPO.

In these Notes, "Article", "Rule" and “Section” refer to the provisions of the PCT, the PCT Regulations and the PCT
Administrative Instructions, respectively.

INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING AMENDMENTS UNDER ARTICLE 19

Theapplicant has, after having received the international search report and the written opinion of the International
Searching Authority, one opportunity to amend the claimsof the international application. It should however be emphasized
that, sinceall parts of the international application (claims, description and drawings) may be amended during the
international!preliminary examination procedure,there is usually no needto file amendments of the claims underArticle 19
except where,e.g. the applicant wants the latter to be published for the purposes of provisional protection or has another
reason for amendingthe claims before international publication. Furthermore,it should be emphasized that provisional
protection is available in someStates only (see PCT Applicant's Guide, Volume I/A, Annexes B1 and B2).

The attention of the applicant is drawn to the fact that ammendments to the claims under Article 19 are not allowed where
the International Searching Authority has declared, under Article 17(2), that no international search report would be established
(see PCT Applicant's Guide, Volume I/A, paragraph 296).

Whatparts of the international application may be amended ?
Under Article 19, only the claims may be amended.

During the international phase, the claims may also be amended(or further amended) under Article 34 before the
International Preliminary Examining Authority. The description and drawings may only be amended under
Article 34 before the [nternational Preliminary Examining Authority.

Uponentry into the national phase,all parts of the international application may be amended underArticle 28 or,
where applicable, Article 41.

When ? Within 2 months from the date of transmittal of the international search report or 16 months from the priority date,
whichevertime limit expires later. It should be noted, however, that the amendments will be considered as having
been received on time if they are received by the International Bureau after the expiration of the applicable time
limit but before the completion of the technical preparations for international publication (Rule 46.1).

Wherenotto file the amendments ?

The amendments may only be filed with the International Bureau and not with the receiving Office or the
International Searching Authority (Rule 46.2).

Where a demandfor international! preliminary examination has been/isfiled, see below.

Either by cancelling one or moreentire claims, by adding one or more new claims or by amending the text of
one or moreof the claimsasfiled.

A replacementsheet must be submitted for each sheet of the claims which, on account of an amendment or
amendments, differs from the sheetoriginally filed.

All the claims appearing on a replacement sheet must be numbered in Arabic numerals. Wherea claim is
cancelled, no renumbering of the other claims is required. In all cases where claims are renumbered, they must
be renumbered consecutively (Section 205(b)).

The amendments must be madein the language in which the international application is to be published.

 
What documents must/may accompany the amendments ?

Letter (Section 205(b)): .
The amendments must be submitted withaletter.

Theletter will not be published with the international application and the amendedclaims. It should not be
confused with the "Statement under Article 19(1)"(see below,under "Statement under Article 19(1)").
Theletter must be in English or French, at the choice of the applicant. However,if the language of the
international application is English, the letter must be in English; if the language of the international
application is French, the letter must be in French.
 

Notes to Form PCT/ISA/220 (first sheet) (October 2005)
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Theletter must indicate the differences betweenthe claimsas filed and the claims as amended.It must, in

particular, indicate, in connection with each claim appearingin the international application (it being understood
that identical indications concerning several claims may be grouped), whether

(i) the claim is unchanged;
(ii) the claim is cancelled;

(iii) the claim is new;
(iv) the claim replaces one or moreclaimsas filed;
(v) the claim is the result of the division of a claim as filed.

The following examplesillustrate the manner in which amendments mustbe explained in the accompanying
letter:

1, [Where originally there were 48 claims and after amendmentof someclaimsthere are 51]:
"Claims 1 to 29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37 to 48 replaced by amended claims bearing the same numbers;
claims 30, 33 and 36 unchanged; new claims 49 to 51 added.”

2. [Whereoriginally there were 15 claims and after amendmentofall claims there are 11]:
"Claims | to 15 replaced by amendedclaims 1 to 11."

3. [Whereoriginally there were 14 claims and the amendments consist in cancelling some claims and in adding
new claims]:
"Claims 1 ta 6 and 14 unchanged;claims 7 to 13 cancelled; new claims 15, 16 and 17 added." or
"Claims 7 to 13 cancelled; new claims 15, 16 and 17 added;all other claims unchanged."

4, [Where various kinds of amendments are made):
"Claims 1 - 10 unchanged; claims 11 to 13, 18 and 19 cancelled; claims 14, 15 and 16 replaced by amended
claim 14; claim 17 subdivided into amended claims 15, 16 and 17; new claims20 and 21 added."

 

  
  
  
  

  
 

 

"Statement under Article 19(1)" (Rule 46.4)
The amendments may be accompaniedby a statementexplaining the amendments andindicating any impact
that such amendments might have on the description and the drawings (which cannot be amended under
Article 19(1)).
The statement will be published with the international application and the amended claims.
It mustbe in the languagein which the international application is to be published.
It mustbe brief, not exceeding 500 wordsif in English orif translated into English.
It should not be confused with and doesnotreplacetheletter indicating the differences between the claims
as filed and as amended. It must befiled on a separate sheet and mustbe indentified as such by a heading,
preferably by using the words "Statement underArticle 19(1)."

 
 

  
   
  
 
  
  
  
  

It may not contain any disparaging comments on the international search report or the relevanceofcitations
contained in that report. Reference to citations, relevant to a given claim, contained in the international search
report may be made only in connection with an amendmentofthat claim. 

 
 Consequenceif a demand for international preliminary examination hasalready beenfiled

If, at the timeoffiling any amendments and any accompanying statement, underArticle 19, a demand for
international preliminary examination has already been submitted, the applicant must preferably, at the timeof
filing the amendments (and any statement) with the International Bureau,alsofile with the International
Preliminary Examining Authority a copy of such amendments(and of any statement) and, where required, a
translation of such amendmentsfor the proceduer before that Authority (sce Rules 55.3(a) and 62.2,first sentence).
Forfurther information, see the Notesto the demand form (PCT/APEA/401).

If a demandforinternational preliminary examination is made, the written opinion of the International Searching
Authority will, except in certain cases where the International Preliminary Examining Authority did not act as
International Searching Authority and whereit has notified the International Bureau under Rule 66.1 is(b), be
considered to be a written opinionof the International Preliminary Examining Authority. If a demandis made,the
applicant may submitto the International Preliminary Examining Authority a reply to the written opinion together,
whereappropriate, with amendments before the expiration of 3 months from thedate of mailing of Form
PCT/ISA/220 orbefore the expiration of 22 monthsfrom thepriority date, whichever expires later (Rule 43bis.1(c)). 

 
  
 

  
 

 Consequence with regard to translation of the international application for entry into the national phase
The applicant's attention is drawnto the fact that, upon entry into the national phase, a translation ofthe claims as
amended under Article 19 may have to be furnished to the designated/elected Offices, instead of, or in additionto ,
the translation of the claimsas filed.

 Forfurther details on the requirements of each designated/elected Office, see the PCT Applicant's Guide,
VolumeII.

Notes to Form PCT/ISA/220 (second sheet) (October 2005)
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* Attention

Copies of the documentscited in the international search report can be searchedin the following Korean Intellectual
Property Office English website for three months from the date of mailing of the international search report.

http://www.kipo.go.kr/kpo/eng/ => Patent Search => PCT-Service

ID: PCTinternational application number
PW : A4YE3PJG

 
Notes to Form PCT/ISA/220 (third sheet) (October 2005)
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PCT/US2008/074320

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY
From the
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

To:

MAHAMEDI, Van PCT
Suite 201 4880 Stevens Creek Blvd. San Jose CA 95129 USA WRITTENOPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

(PCT Rule 43bis.1)

Date of mailing
(day/month/year) 29 JANUARY 2009 (29.01.2009)

 
Applicant's or agent's file reference FOR FURTHER ACTION

PALM_1009WO See paragraph 2 below

International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) Priority date(day/month/year)

PCT/US2008/074320 26 AUGUST2008 (26.08.2008) 30 AUGUST2007 (30.08.2007)
International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC

HO4B 1/40(2006.01L)i

Applicant

PALM INC. etal

 
1. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

Box No. _ Basis of the opinion

Box No. IE Priority

Box No. HII Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Xx]
L
L]
[| Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

xX

LJ
L]

Box No.V__-Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis. 1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. VIE Certain defects in the internationalapplication

x] Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application

2. FURTHER ACTION

If a demandfor international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion of the
International Preliminary Examining Authority ("IPEA") except that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Authority
other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen IPEAhas notified the International Bureau under Rule 66.1 bis(b) that written
opinionsof this International Searching Authority will not be so considered.

If this opinionis, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA,the applicantis invited to submitto the
IPEA a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3 months from the date of mailing
of Form PCT/ISA/220 orbefore the expiration of 22 months from thepriority date, whichever expireslater.
For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220.

3. For further details, see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220.

 

 
Nameand mailing address of the ISA/KR Date of completion of this opinion|Authorized officer

Korean Intellectual Property Office
Government Complex-Daejeon, 139
Seonsa-ro, Seo-gu, Daejeon 302 29 JANUARY 2009 (29.01.2009)|JANG, JINHWAN

-701, Republic of Korea ‘|

 
 

Facsimile No. 82-42-472-7140 Telephone No.82-42-481-5711  

Form PCT/ISA/237 (coversheet) (April 2007)
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2008/074320

Box No. I Basis of this opinion

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

& the international application in the language in whichit wasfiled

L] a translation of the international application into , whichis the language ofa
translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b))

2. C] This opinion has been established taking into accountthe rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43dis. 1(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been
established on the basis of:

a. type of material

C] a sequencelisting
| table(s) related to the sequencelisting

b. format of material

Cc] on paper
| in electronic form

c. time of filing/furnishing

| contained in the international application as filed.
ft] filed together with the international application in electronic form.
LE furnished subsequently to this Authority for the purposesof search.

4, C] In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequencelisting and/ortable relating thereto has been
filed or furnished,the required statements that the information in the subsequentor additioan! copiesis identical to that

in the application asfiled or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments: 
Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. 1)(April 2007)
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Internationa! application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2008/074320 
Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;

citations and explanations supporting such statement

  

1, Statement

Novelty (N) Claims 1-25 YES
Claims NONE NO

Inventive step (IS) Claims|NONE YES

Claims1250NO

Industrial applicability (IA) Claims 1-25 YES

Claims NONE NO

2. Citations and explanations :

The following documentsare referred to:
Dt: US 2006-0041470 Al 23 February 2006
D2: KR 10-2007-0078369 A 31 July 2007

The present invention relates to a mobile computing device processing a message incoming into or outgoing
from the mobile computing device. A trigger may be detected in association with the message and an operation.
The mobile computing device automatically performs or initiates the operation in response to detecting the
trigger.

D1 discloses a method and apparatus, including computer program products, for supporting the transmission of
short messages between mobile communication devices and computing systems. The computer program product
at a first computing system includes techniques for receiving a notification of a triggering event, generating a
short message based on the notification, the generated short message including advertisement content, and
sending the generated short message to a mobile communications device.

D2 discloses that a method for requesting a triggered location service between terminals in a location
information system is provided to allow a user to request a triggered location service of a desired party by using
his/her terminal

1. Novelty
Claim 1 differs from D1 and D2 in the features of "detectinglocation information, and automatically performing
the location-based function using the location information”.
Therefore, claim 1 meets the requirements of PCT Article 33(2) with respect to novelty.

Claims 8, 12, 16 and 20 also meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(2) because these claims have specific
features corresponding to_those of claim 1.

Dependent claims 2-7, 9-11, 13-15, 17-19, and 21-25 are also novel because these claims have additional
features to independent claims1, 8, 12, 16 and 20, respectively.

2. Inventive Step
2.1 Concerning Claims 1-7
Claim 1 discloses a method for performing a location-based function, the method comprising: detecting location
information in a body of the incoming message; and in response to detecting the location information,
automatically performing the location.
However, DI shows a method comprising:in a first computing system, receiving a notification of a triggering
event; generating a short message based on the notification, the generated short message including
advertisement content; and sending the generated short message to a mobile communications device (see Fig.3
and corresponding specifications in D1).

(Continued on Supplemental Box)

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. V) (April 2007)
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International application No.
WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2008/074320

Box No. VII Certain observations on the international application

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the claimsare fully
supported by the description, are made:

 

Claim 18,referring to claim 16, is not clear because claim 16 doesnot include the data element described in claim 18. Thus, it is
understood that claim 18 should refer to claim 17 instead ofclaim 16.

Therefore, claim 18 does not meet the requirements of PCT Article 6.

 
Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. VIII) (April 2007)
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2008/074320

Supplemental Box

In case the space in any of the preceding boxesis not sufficient.
Continuation of :

 

(Box V)

D2 shows a method for requesting a triggered location service related to an area event. Whena triggered service
of a secondterminal is requestedin a certain area fromafirst terminal, a network ofthe first terminal transfers the
triggered service request to a second network of the second terminal. The second networkinitiates a positioning
session with the second terminal, exchanges positioning messages and calculates a location of the second
terminal, then compares the calculated location with a certain area set by the first terminal, and notifies area event
occurrencein the certain areato the first terminal (see claim 1 in D2).
Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by applying the features in D!
and D2.

Therefore, claim 1 is not inventive, nor does it meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claim 2 specifies the features of cited claim 1, detecting location information including detecting a trigger that
indicates a presence of the location information. However, D2 showsthat a service requestis a triggered service
related to a certain location. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by
applying the features in D1 and D2.
Therefore, claim 2 is not inventive, nor does it meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claims 3-5 specify the features of cited claims 2, 3, and 1 respectively, trigger (claim 3), the designated set of
characters (claim 4), and receiving the incoming message (claim 5). However, D1 and D2 show that the event
triggering can be obtained by using a message. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the
present invention by applying the features in D1 and D2.
Therefore, claims 3-5 are not inventive, nor do they meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claims 6-7 specify the features of cited claims 1 and 6 respectively, detecting the location information (claim 6)
and performing the location function (claim 7). However, D2 shows event triggering by using location
information. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by applying the
features in D! and D2.

Therefore, claims 6-7 are not inventive, nor do they meetthe criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

2.2 Concerning Claims 8-11
Claim 8 discloses a method for performingalocation-based function on a mobile computing device, the method
comprising: detecting an outgoing message, detecting a trigger for performing location based function;
responsive to detecting the trigger, performing the location based function to generate a result; and including
data correspondingtothe result in the outgoing message.

However, D1 shows a method comprising: receiving a notification of a triggering event; generating a short
message based onthe notification, the generated short message including advertisement content; and sendingthe
generated short message to a mobile communications device. D2 shows a triggered service related to a certain
location.

Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by applying the features in D1
and D2. Therefore,claim 8 is not inventive, nor does it meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

(Continued on Supplemental Box)

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Supplemental Box) (April 2007)
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2008/074320

Supplemental Box
 

In case the space in any of the preceding boxesis not sufficient.
Continuation of :

(Supplemental Box)

Claims 9-11 specify the features of cited claim 8, detecting one of an SMS,an instant message, an email, or MMS
(claim 9), detecting a trigger (claim 10), and performingthe location based function (claim 11). However, D1 and
D2 show that the service triggering request can be obtained by using a message. D2 showseventtriggering by
using location information. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by
applying the features in DI and D2.
Therefore, claim 9-]1 are not inventive, nor do they meetthe criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

2.3 Concerning Claims 12-15
Claim 12 discloses a message stored in a computer-readable medium, the message comprising: a body of the
message having a text content; a data element included in a header or in the body of the message that is
recognizable, by a device that handles the messages, as a trigger to initiate or automatically perform a function
identified or associated with the trigger. However, D1 shows generating a short message based onthe notification
of a triggering event. In addition, D2 showsthat the service triggering request can be obtained by using an RLP
message. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by applying the
features in D1 and D2.

Therefore, claim 12 is not inventive, nor doesit meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claims 13-15 specify the features of cited claim 12 that the trigger correspondsto a set of one or more characters
(claim 13), the message is one of an SMS or MMStype message (claim 14), and the text content is a pre-
formulated message (claim 15). However, these features are well known in the field of message transmission for
mobile communications. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by
applyingthe features in D1 and D2.
Therefore, claim 13-15 are not inventive, nor do they meetthe criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

2.4 Concerning Claims 16-19
Claims 16-17 disclose a method for performing message operations on a mobile computing device, and the
features of the method of claims 16-17 essentially correspond to those of the message of claim 12. The same
reasoning as in claim 12 applies to claims 16 and 17. Thus,it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at
the present invention by applying the features in D1 and D2.
Therefore, claims 16 and 17 are not inventive, nor do they meetthe criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claims 18 and 19 specify the features of cited claims 16 and 18, respectively. However, these features are well
known in the field of message transmission for mobile communications(Considering the context, it is understood
that claim 18 should refer to claim 17 instead of claim 16. Thus, this written opinion considered that claim 18
refers to claim 17).
Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by applying the features in D1]
and D2.

Therefore, claims 18 and 19 are not inventive, nor do they meetthe criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

(Continued on Supplemental Box)
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International application No.
WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2008/074320

Supplemental Box
 

In case the space in any of the preceding boxesis not sufficient.
Continuation of :

(Supplemental Box)

2.5 Concerning Claims 20-25
Claim 20 discloses a mobile computing device comprising: processing resources, a memory, a wireless
communication sub-system, a message application to be operable on the mobile computing device, a trigger
detect component, and one or more action components. However, processing resources, a memory, and a wireless
communication sub-system are well known components for a person skilled in the art of wireless
communications. And the features of the device of claim 20 essentially correspond to those of the method of
claim 16. Thus, the same reasoningas in claim 16 applies to claim 20.
It is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by applying the features in D1 and D2.
Therefore, claim 20 is not inventive, nor does it meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claim 21 specifies the features of cited claim 20 that the processing resources enable a trigger insert component
that inserts a trigger into an outgoing message for causing another device receiving the outgoing message to

initiate or automatically perform a corresponding action.
D2 showsthat the triggered location service request is transferred from the first network to the second network
through an RLP message. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention by
applying the features in D1 and D2.
Therefore, claim 21 is not inventive, nor does it meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claim 22 specifies the features of the cited claim 20 that the processing resources enable the trigger detect
component to inspect an outgoing message for presence of another trigger, and another action component is
configured to initiate or perform an action identified by the detected trigger of the outgoing message. However,
these features are slight constructional changes in the technology of triggering an event in D1 and D2, which
come within the scope of the customary practice followed by personskilled in the art.
Therefore, claim 22 is not inventive, nor does it meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claims 23 and 24 specify the features of the cited claim 20. However, these features are well known in thefield of
message transmission for mobile communications. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the
present invention by applying the features in D1 and D2.
Therefore, claims 23 and 24 are not inventive, nor do they meetthe criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

Claim 25 specifies the features of cited claim 24 that the data provided in the incoming message is location
information provided by a GPR, andthe action is a location-based function. However, D2 showseventtriggering
by using location information. Thus, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art to arrive at the present invention
by applying the features in Dt and D2.
Therefore, claim 25 is not inventive, nor does it meet the criteria of PCT Article 33(3).

3. Industrial Applicability

Claims 1-25 have industrial applicability and meet the requirement of PCT Article 33(4).
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Application No. Applicant(s)

11/200,511 CHAMPLIN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
Gerald Gauthier 2614 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheetwith the correspondence address--

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply betimelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory periodwill apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended periodfor reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C.§ 133).

Anyreply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 25 November 2009.
2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.
3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)K] Claim(s) 1,3-19,21,22 and 24-33 is/are pending in the application. 

 

4a) Of the above claim(s)___ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.
6) Claim(s) 1,3-19,21,22 and 24-33 is/are rejected.
7)L Claim(s)__is/are objected to.

8)L] Claim(s)___ are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10)C] The drawing(s)filed on

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.
 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)Z] The oath ordeclaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a}(d) or(f).
a)LJAl b)L] Some*c)] None of:

1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.0] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
 

Attachment(s)

1) XX Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) | Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) CJ Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __
3) [J Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Notice of InformalPatent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 6) Oo Other:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20100120
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 2

Art Unit: 2614

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

2. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

Determining the scope and contents ofthe priorart.
Ascertaining the differences betweenthe prior art and the claimsat issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinentart.
Considering objective evidence presentin the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

PWNS
3. This application currently namesjoint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly ownedatthe time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned atthe time a later invention was madein order for the examinerto

considerthe applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 3

Art Unit: 2614

4. Claims 1, 3-19, 21, 22 and 24-33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Fostick et al. (US 2002/087794 A1) in view of Burg (US 6,219,413

B1).

Regarding claim 1, Fostick discloses a method for operating a first computing

device, the method being implemented by one or more processors of the computing

device and comprising:

receiving from a second computing device, an incoming call to initiate a voice-

exchange session (pg. 3, para. 36);

in responseto receiving the incoming call, determining a message identifier

associated with the second computing device (pg. 3, para. 37), wherein the message

identifier is determined basedat least in part on data provided with the incomingcall

(pg. 3, para. 36-37) (SMS message).

Fostick fails to disclose a reply message to the incoming call.

However, Burg teaches in responseto receiving the incoming call, prompting a

userof the first computing device to enter user input that instructs the first computing

device to handle the incoming call by composing, while not answering the incomingcall,

a messageto a user of the second computing device [When the telephony

gatewaynotifies the called party of the incomingcall, it also

provides the called party with the options of accepting the call,

declining to accept the call, or responding to the call by providing

a response messageto the calling party, column 3, lines 4-20]; and
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Art Unit: 2614

responsive to the user input, automatically composing the messageto the

second computing device, using the messageidentifier determined from the incoming

call [If the called party desires to compose and senda text

messageto the calling party, the text messageis sent as a digital

data stream bythe called party's computer 100 to network service

provider 150 and telephony gateway 156, column7,lines 25-35].

Therefore, it would have been obviousto one of the ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify the invention of Fostick using the teaching of

auto response to an incoming call as taught by Burg.

This modification of the invention enables the system to automatically entering at

least a portion of an address, for a message to the computing device of the caller so

that the user would knowtheidentity of the caller for any calls that are automatically

respondedto.

Regarding claims 3, 22 and 31, Fostick discloses further comprising: generating

a graphic user-interface feature that prompts the userto elect to have the message at

least partially composed in responseto the incomingcall (pg. 1, para. 8) (pg. 3, para.

42-43) (user response keys)(pg. 1, para. 8) (pg. 3, para. 42-43) (user response keys).
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Art Unit: 2614

Regarding claim 4, Fostick discloses wherein automatically composing the

message includes entering at least a portion of an address for an instant text message

(pg. 3, para. 37) (SMSC).

Regarding claims 5 and 25, Fostick discloses wherein automatically composing

the messageincludes entering at least a portion of an address for the messagein a

Short Message Service format(pg. 3, para. 37) (SMSC).

Regarding claims 6, 21 and 26, Fostick discloses wherein the messageis

composed using a Short Message Service application, and the messageidentifier is a

phone number(pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2, para. 18).

Regarding claims 7 and 27, Fostick discloses wherein determining the message

identifier includes determining the message identifier from a phone numberof the

second computing device (pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2, para. 18).

Regarding claims 8 and 28, Fostick discloses further comprising verifying that

the second computing device is enabled for receiving the message (pg. 2, para. 32-33).

Regarding claim 9, Fostick discloses wherein verifying that the second

computing device is enabled for receiving the messageincludes(i) identifying a phone

numberof the other computing device used for the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2,
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Art Unit: 2614

para. 18), and (ii) determining that the phone numberis associated with a message-

enabled device that can handle an instant message response(pg. 2, para. 32-33).

Regarding claim 10, Fostick discloses wherein determining that the phone

numberis associated with a message enabled device includes accessing a contact

record of a caller of the incoming call using the data provided with the incomingcall, and

using the contact record to verify that the phone numberis capable of being used to

receive the message(pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claims 11 and 32, Fostick discloses wherein the messageis an

instant or text message, and wherein using the contact record to verify that the phone

numberis capable of being used to receive the instant or text message includes

checking the contact record associated with the caller to see whether the phone number

of the incoming call is for a mobile telephony device that can handle the instant or text

message (pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 12, Fostick discloses wherein determining that the phone

numberis associated with the message enabled device is performed programmatically

and automatically (pg. 3, para. 40-42).
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Regarding claim 13, Fostick discloses transmitting the message to the second

computing device using a phone numberof the incomingcall as the addressfor either a

new instant message or a new text message (pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claims 14 and 33, Fostick discloses wherein transmitting the

message includes using either an instant or text messaging application for transmitting

the new instant messageor the new text message(pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 15, Fostick discloses further comprising launching either the

instant or text messaging application automatically (pg. 3, para. 40-42), in response to

one of(i) receiving the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 36), or (ii) receiving the input from the

userof the first computing device (pg. 3, para. 36-37).

Regarding claim 16, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling the user of the

first computing device to provide content manually for the message(It is known to one

skilled in the art how to manually generate and send a text message).

Regarding claim 17, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling the userof the

first computing device to trigger insertion of pre-formulated content for the message(pg.

4, para. 41-42).
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Regarding claim 18, Fostick discloses further comprising automatically and

programmatically providing at least a portion of a body of the message pg. 4, para. 41-

42),

Regarding claim 19, the combination of Fostick and Burg disclosesall the

limitations of claim 19 as stated in claim 1’s rejection above.

Regarding claim 24, the combination of Fostick and Burg disclosesall the

limitations of claim 24 as stated in claim 1’s rejection above.

Regarding claim 29, Fostick discloses wherein thefirst computing device is the

intended recipient of the incoming call (og. 3, para. 36-37) (automatic handling server).

Regarding claim 30, the combination of Fostick and Burg disclosesall the

limitations of claim 30 as stated in claim 1’s rejection above.

Response to Arguments

5. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1, 3-19, 21, 22 and 24-33 have

been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.
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Conclusion

6. Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Gerald Gauthier whose telephone numberis (571) 272-

7539. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Fan Tsang can be reached on (571) 272-7547. The fax phone numberfor

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Gerald Gauthier/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614
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IN THE CLAIMS

1. (Currently amended) A methodfor operating a firstcomputing device, the method

being implemented by one or moreprocessors of the computing device and comprising:

receiving, from a second computing device, an incomingcall from-anether

computine-deviee to initiate a voice-exchange session;

in response to receiving the incomingcall, determining a messageidentifier

associated with ef the second computing device efthe-eaHer, wherein the message
 

identifier is determined basedat least in part on data provided with the incomingcall;

[[and]]

in response to receiving the incomingcall, prompting a user of the first computing

device to enter user input that instructs the first computing device to handle the incoming

call by composing, while not answering the incomingcall. a message to a user of the

second computing device: and

Tesponsive to theuser input, automatically entering-atleaste-pertion-efar

address;fer-a composing the message to the second computing device efthe-calter; using
 

the messageidentifier determined from the incomingcall.

2. CANCELED

3. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

generating a graphic user-interface feature that promptsthe user to elect to have

the messageat least partially composed in response to the incomingcall.sand
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4, (Currently amended) The method of claim 1, wherein automatically composing

the message includes entering at least a portion of an address for+nehides

programmiattealh-addressing an instant text message.

5. (Currently amended) The method of claim 4, wherein automatically composing

the message includes entering at least a portion of an address for the messagetheinstant

textinessagets-in a Short Message Service format.

6. (Currently amended) The method of claim 5, wherein the tastant text message_is

composed usingappleationcerrespends-te-a Short Message Service application, and the

instanttext-messageidentifier is a phone number.

7, (Currently amended) The method ofclaim 4, whereit-pregrammatieatty

 ee-wherein determining the message

identifier includes determining the message identifier from a phone numberofthe ether

second computing device.

8. (Currently amended) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

verifying that a-deviee-of the other second computing device is enabled for
 

receiving the message.

9. (Currently amended) The methodof claim 8, wherein:

verifying that a-device-of the ether second computing device is enabled for
 

receiving the messageincludes(i) identifying a phone numberofthe other computing

device used for the incoming call, and (ii) determining that the phone numberis

associated with a message-enabled device that can handlea text or instant message

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 3 of 17 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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response.

10. (Currently amended) The method of claim 9, wherein determining that the phone

numberis associated with a message enabled device includes accessing a contact record

of [[the]] acaller of the incomingcall using the data provided with the incomingcall, and

using the contact record to verify that the phone numberis capable of being used to

receive the message.

11. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 10, wherein the message is an instant

or text message, and wherein using the contact record to verify that the phone numberis

capable ofbeing used to receive the instant or text message includes checking the contact

record associated with the caller to see whether the phone numberofthe incomingcall is

for a mobile telephony device that can handle the instant or text message.

12. (Original) The method of claim 10, wherein determining that the phone numberis

associated with the message enabled device is performed programmatically and

automatically.

13. (Currently amended) The method of claim 1, wherein:

transmitting [[a]]themessage to the ether second computing device #s-based-upen
 

using a phone numberof the incomingcall as the address for either a new instant
 

message _or a new text message.

14. (Currently amended) The method of claim 13, wherein transmitting the message

includes using @-ph 

textimessage inelidesteunehine either an instant or text messaging application for

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 4 of 17 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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transmitting the new instant message or the new text message,>andinitiatinganew

 

15. (Currently amended) The method of claim 14, wherein further comprising

launching cither the instant or text messaging application and-initiating-anewmessage

are-perfermed automatically, in response to oneof(i) receiving the incomingcall, or(ii)

receiving [[an ]]theinput from [[a]] theuser of the eemputingtelephenyfirst computing

device, tditeatt 

16. (Currently amended) The method ofclaim 1, further comprising enabling [fa]] the

user ofthe first computing device to provide content manually for the message.

17. (Currently amended) The method ofclaim 1, further comprising enabling [[a]] the

userofthe first computing deviceto trigger insertion of pre-formulated content for the

message.

18. (Currently amended) The method ofclaim 1, further comprising:

automatically and programmatically providing at least a portion of a body ofthe

message.

19. (Currently amended) A computing device comprising:

one or more communication components, at a first computing device, for handling

voice and messaging communications over wireless networks; and

one or more processors configuredto:

handle reeetve; an incoming phonecall from a second computing device

inating § ner deviee:
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in response to receiving the incoming phonecall, (a) prompt a user of the

first computing device to enter user input that instructs the first computing device

on how to handle the incomingcall, including providing the user with an option to

(1) answerthe call, or (ii) send the second computing device a message without

answering the incomingcall;

in response to receiving the incoming phonecall, determining determine a

phone numberof the ether second computing device based,at least in part, on the

fecetved incoming phonecall; and

in response to receiving the user input to send the second computing

device the message without answering the incoming phonecall, programmatically

generate at least a portion of [fa]] themessage to be transmitted to the second

computing ether device using the phone numberidentified from the received

phonecall.

20. CANCELED

21. (Currently Amended) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more

processors are configured to enable a text message to be generated as the message to be

sent to the second computing device without answering the incoming phonecall.

22. (Currently Amended) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more

processors are configured to enable the messagethat is to be sent to the second

computing device to include te-be-generated-eontaining a message body of a format

selected from one or moreoftext, image and audio.

23. CANCELED

Atty Docket No, PALM.P0962 6 of 17 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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24. (Currently amended) A method for operating a computing device, the method

being implemented by one or more processors of the computing device and comprising:

identifying a phone numberofa caller of an incoming phonecall;

in response to receiving the incoming phonecall, promptingauserofthe

computing device to answer the incoming phonecall or generate a message reply to the

incoming phonecall; and

initiating the message reply by opening a message and addressing the message to

the phone numberofthe caller of the incoming phonecall.

25, (Original) The method of claim 24, wherein initiating the message reply by

opening a message and addressing the message to the phone numberincludes addressing

a SMS message to the phone numberofthe caller.

26. (Original) The method of claim 25, further comprising enabling a user to specify a

message body for the SMS message.

27. (Original) The method of claim 24, further comprising enabling a user of the

computing device to send the message and then answerthe call after sending the

message.

28. (Original) The methodofclaim 24, further comprising enabling a user of the

computing device to send the message and then decline answeringthe call after sending

the message.

29, (Currently amended) The method of claim 1, wherein thefirst computing device

is the intended recipient of the incomingcall.
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30. (Currently amended) A computing device comprising:

one or more processors;

one or more wireless communication ports that communicate with the one or

more processors to enable the device to handle both voice and messaging

communications over one or more wireless networks;

wherein the one or more processors are configured to:

receive an incoming telephony communication over one ofthe

wireless communication ports from another computing device;

in responseto receiving the incoming telephony communication,

determine a message identifier of the other computing device, wherein the

messageidentifier is determined based atleast in part on data provided

with the incoming telephony communication; and

enable a user to elect to respond to the incoming telephony

communication by programmatic addressing a message to the other

computing device using the messageidentifier that is communicated with

the incoming telephony communication,

wherein the computing device, in response to receiving the

incoming telephony communication, displays a user interface that enables

the user to elect to respond to the incoming telephony communication by

sending a instant message or text message or answering the incoming

telephony communication.

31. (Currently amended) The computing device of claim 30, further comprising a

display, and wherein the one or more processors are configured to generate on the display
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interface further enables the user to elect to extend an amount of time in which the

computing device waits before answering the incoming telephony communication by

initiating voice mail.

32. (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 30, further comprising

memory resourcesthat store a plurality of contact records on the computing device, and

wherein the one or more processors are configured to make a determination as to whether

a phone numberofthe incoming telephony communication is associated with a message

enabled device.

33, (Previously Presented) The computing device of claim 32, wherein the one or

more processors are configured to make the determination by accessing a corresponding

one ofthe plurality of contact records of the caller using the data provided with the

incoming telephony communication, and using the corresponding contact record to verify

that the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the message.

Atty Docket No. PALM.P0962 9 of 17 Appl. No. 11/200,511
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REMARKS

Bythis amendment, Claims 1-2, 4, 6-10, 13-19, 24, and 29-31 have been

amended, no claims have been added, and Claims 2 and 23 have been cancelled.

Consequently, Claims 1, 3-22, and 24-33 are currently pending in the application.

All issues raised by the Office Action are addressed below.

Detailed Remarks

Claims 1-33 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) for allegedly being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent App. Pub. No. 2002/0187794 Al by Fosticketal.

(hereafter Fostick) in view of U.S. Patent App. Pub. No. 2004/0203794 Al by Brownet

al. (hereafter Brown).

The amended Claimsrecite limitationsthat are not disclosed, taught, or suggested

by Fostick or Brown,either individually or in combination.

Claim |

Claim 1 recites:

A method for operating a first computing device, the method being implemented
by one or moreprocessors of the computing device and comprising:
receiving, from a second computing device, an incomingcall to initiate a voice-

exchange session;
in responseto receiving the incomingcall, determining a messageidentifier

associated with the second computing device, wherein the messageidentifier is
determined basedat least in part on data provided with the incomingcall;

in response to receiving the incomingcall, prompting a user of the first computing
device to enter user input that instructs the first computing device to handle the incoming
call by composing, while not answering the incoming call, a message to a user of the
second computing device; and

responsive to the user input, automatically composing the message to the second
computing device using the messageidentifier determined from the incomingcall.
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At least the above-underlined portions of Claim 1 are not disclosed, taught, or

suggested by Fostick or Brown,either individually or in combination.

The approach ofFostick

Fostick is directed towards improved management of SMS messages, and in

particular, automatic replies, forwarding, saving, and deleting of SMS messages on a

SMSenabled device (see Abstract). Importantly, Fostick lacks any teaching or

suggestion of initiating a SMS messagein responseto receiving an incoming phonecall.

Indeed, the Office acknowledgesthat Fostick fails to disclose a reply message to an

incomingcall (see Office Action).

The approach ofBrown

Brownis directed towards providing an automatic responseto a telephonecall

(see title). Brown is cited to show an approach where, in response to answering a phone

call, a message is automatically played within the voice-exchange session of the phone

call, and then the call is disconnected (see step 210 of FIG. 2, step 210 of FIG. 3, step 510

of FIG. 5, step 510 of FIG.6, and paragraph 27).

Differences between Claim 1 andthecited art

While Claim 1 and the cited art are generally directed towards approachesfor

responding to communications, there are distinctions between the limitations of Claim 1

and the disclosuresof the cited references of the cited art. Among the distinctions, Claim

1 recites:
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“in response to receiving the incoming call, prompting a userofthefirst
computing device to enter user input that instructs the first computing device to
handle the incoming call by composing, while not answering the incomingcall, a
message to a user of the second computing device”

This elementis not suggested by Fostick, because, as acknowledged by the Office,

Fostick fails to disclose sending a reply message to an incomingcall.

Moreover, this elementis not suggested by the cited portion ofBrown, because

the cited portion of Brown discloses an approach where a messageis transmitted over the

voicepath of the incoming call (see step 210 of FIG.2, step 210 of FIG.3, step 510 of

FIG.5, step 510 of FIG. 6). Consequently, the cited portion ofBrown teaches away from

the express limitation of handling “the incoming call by composing, while not answering

the incomingcall, a message to a user of the second computing device.”

Brown doesdisclose another approach where a text messageis transmitted to a

caller in response to a call from the caller being sent to voicemail or ignored (see steps

406 and 408 of FIG. 4). However, Brown teaches:

In block 402 of FIG.4, the user requests that incoming telephonecalls be
automatically responded to with a text response. As in block 302, the user
may request this function by actuating a key or key sequencethat is pre-
programmedto start the auto-response function. For example, wireless
phones 100 with integral auto-response modules 108 mayalso include one
or more auto-response buttons 118 that would start the auto-response
function until further notice (see paragraph 30 of Brown, emphasis added).

Such an approach teaches away from the expresslimitations of Claim 1, as Claim 1

requires “(a) prompting a userofthe first computing device to enter user inputthat

instructs the first computing device to handle the incoming call by composing...” Instead

of showing the features of this element, Brown discloses an approach wheretheuseris

not prompted to respond to an incomingcall, since the user has previously instructed that
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all incomingcalls be automatically responded to by a text message. Thus, in the

approach of Brown, thereis no action taught or suggested that is analogous to requesting

user input in response to an incomingcall, let alone, “in response to receiving the

incoming call, prompting a user ofthe first computing device to enter user input that

instructs the first computing device to handle the incomingcall by composing, while not

answering the incomingcall, a message to a user of the second computing device;” as

required by Claim 1.

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that Fostick or Brown,either

individually or in combination, fail to disclose, teach, or suggest at least one element

recited by Claim 1. As a result, Claim 1 is patentable over the cited art and is in

condition for allowance.

Claim 19

Claim 19 recites:

A computing device comprising:
one or more communication components,at a first computing device, for handling

voice and messaging communications over wireless networks; and
one or more processors configured to:

handle an incoming phonecall from a second computing device;
in response to receiving the incoming phonecall, (a) prompt a user of the

first computing device to enter user inputthat instructs the first computing device
on how to handle the incomingcall, including providing the user with an option to
(i) answerthe call, (ii) send the second computing device a message without
answering the incomingcall;

in responseto receiving the incoming phonecall, determine a phone
numberofthe second computing device based, at least in part, on the incoming
phonecall; and

in response to receiving the user input to send the second computing
device the message without answering the incoming phonecall, programmatically
generate at least a portion of the messageto be transmitted to the second
computing device using the phone numberidentified from the received phone
call.
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At least the above-underlined portions of Claim 19 are not disclosed, taught, or suggested

by Fostick or Brown,either individually or in combination.

The above-underlined portions of Claim 19 recite features similar to those

discusses above with reference to Claim 1. Therefore, Claim 19 is patentable over the

cited art for at least the same reasons discussed abovein reference to Claim 1.

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that Claim 19 is patentable over the cited art

andis in condition for allowance.

Claim 24

Claim 24 recites:

A method for operating a computing device, the method being implemented by
one or more processors of the computing device and comprising:
identifying a phone numberofa caller of an incoming phonecall;
in response to receiving the incoming phonecall, prompting a user of the

computing device to answerthe incoming phonecall or generate a messagereply to the
incoming phonecall; and

initiating the message reply by opening a message and addressing the message to
the phone numberofthe caller of the incoming phonecall.

Atleast the above-underlined portions of Claim 24 are not disclosed, taught, or suggested

by Fostick or Brown,either individually or in combination.

The above-underlined portions of Claim 24 recite features similar to those

discusses above with reference to Claim 1. Therefore, Claim 24 is patentable over the

cited art for at least the same reasons discussed abovein reference to Claim 1.

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that Claim 24 is patentable overthe cited art

and is in condition for allowance.

Claim 30
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Claim 30 recites:

A computing device comprising:
one or more processors;

one or more wireless communication ports that communicate with the one or
more processors to enable the device to handle both voice and messaging
communications over one or more wireless networks;

wherein the one or more processors are configuredto:
receive an incoming telephony communication over one of the

wireless communication ports from another computing device;
in responseto receiving the incoming telephony communication,

determine a message identifier of the other computing device, wherein the
message identifier is determined basedatleast in part on data provided
with the incoming telephony communication; and

enable a user to elect to respond to the incoming telephony
communication by programmatic addressing a message to the other
computing device using the messageidentifier that is communicated with
the incoming telephony communication,

wherein the computing device, in response to receiving the
incoming telephony communication, displays a user interface that enables
the user to elect to respond to the incoming telephony communication by
sending a instant message or text message or answering the incoming
telephony communication.

At least the above-underlined portions of Claim 30 are not disclosed, taught, or suggested

by Fastick or Brown,either individually or in combination.

The above-underlined portions of Claim 30 recite features similar to those

discusses above with reference to Claim 1. Therefore, Claim 30 is patentable over the

cited art for at least the same reasons discussed abovein reference to Claim 1.

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that Claim 30 is patentable over the cited art

and is in condition for allowance.

Claims 2-18, 20-23, 25-29, and 31-33 

Claims 2-18, 20-23, 25-29, and 31-33 are dependent claims, each of which

directly depends on oneof the independent claims discussed above. Each of Claims2-
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18, 20-23, 25-29, and 31-33 is therefore allowable for the reasons given abovefor the

claim on which it depends. In addition, each of 2-18, 20-23, 25-29, and 31-33 introduces

one or more additional limitations that may independently render it patentable.

For example, Claim 31 recites, “wherein the user interface further enables the user

to elect to extend an amount of time in which the computing device waits before

answering the incoming telephony communication byinitiating voice mail.” Neither

Fostick nor Brown disclose, teach, or suggest this feature.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasonsset forth above,it is respectfully submitted that all of the pending

claims are in condition for allowance. Therefore, the issuance of a formal Notice of

Allowanceis believed next in order, and that action is most earnestly solicited.

The Examineris respectfully requested to contact the undersigned by telephoneif

it is believed that such contact would further the examination of the present application.

To the extent necessary, a petition for an extension oftime under 37 C.F.R. §

1.136 is hereby made. Please charge any fee shortagesor credit any overages to Deposit

Account No. 50-1914.

Respectfully submitted,

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN, LLP

Date Van Mahamedi, Reg. No. 42,828

MAHAMEDI PARADICE KREISMAN LLP

550 Winchester Blvd., Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95128
Tel. 408-236-6640 Fax 408-236-6641
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4)X] Claim(s) 1-33 is/are pendingin the application.
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5)L] Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.
6) Claim(s) 1-33

. is/are rejected.

7)\L Claim(s)__is/are objected to.
8)L] Claim(s)____ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)_] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10)L] The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a)_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).
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application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 2

Art Unit: 2614

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

2. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

Determining the scope and contents ofthe priorart.
Ascertaining the differences betweenthe prior art and the claimsat issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinentart.
Considering objective evidence presentin the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

PWNS
3. This application currently namesjoint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly ownedatthe time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned atthe time a later invention was madein order for the examinerto

considerthe applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

4. Claims 1-33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Fostick et al. (US 2002/087794 A1) in view of Brownet al. (US 2004/0203794 A1).
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 3

Art Unit: 2614

Regarding claim 1, Fostick discloses a method for operating a computing device, the

method being implemented by one or more processors of the computing device and

comprising:

receiving an incoming call from another computing deviceto initiate a voice-exchange

session (pg. 3, para. 36);

in responseto receiving the incoming call, determining a messageidentifier of the

computing device of the caller (pg. 3, para. 37), wherein the message identifieris

determined basedat least in part on data provided with the incoming call (pg. 3, para.

36-37) (SMS message).

Fostick fails to disclose a reply message to the incoming call.

However, Brown teaches responsiveto userinput, automatically entering at least

a portion of an address, for a message to the computing device of the caller, using the

message identifier determined from the incoming call [The function continues in block

210, where an auto-response messageis transmitted over the voice path. Typically, the

auto-response messageis recorded earlier by the userfor later use, paragraph 0027].

Therefore, it would have been obviousto one of the ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify the invention of Fostick using the teaching of

auto response to an incoming call as taught by Brown.

This modification of the invention enables the system to automatically entering at

least a portion of an address, for a message to the computing device of the caller so

that the user would knowtheidentity of the caller for any calls that are automatically

respondedto.
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 4

Art Unit: 2614

Regarding claims 2, 20 and 29, Fostick discloses further comprising, in response to

receiving the incoming call, enabling a user of the computing device to elect to compose

and transmit the message (pg. 3, para. 36-37) (automatic handling server).

Regarding claims 3, 22 and 31, Fostick discloses further comprising: generating a

graphic user-interface feature that prompts the userto elect to have the messageat

least partially composed in response to the incoming call (pg. 1, para. 8) (pg. 3, para.

42-43) (user response keys); and

generating the message in responseto a user-input electing to have the

messageat least partially composed (pg. 1, para. 8) (pg. 3, para. 42-43) (user response

keys).

Regarding claim 4, Fostick discloses wherein automatically entering at least a portion

of an address includes programmatically addressing an instant text message(pg.3,

para. 37) (SMSC).

Regarding claims 5 and 25, Fostick discloses wherein the instant text messageis in a

Short Message Service format(pg. 3, para. 37) (SMSC).

Regarding claims 6, 21 and 26, Fostick discloses wherein the instant text message

application corresponds to a Short Message Service application, and the instant text

message identifier is a phone number(pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2, para. 18).
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 5

Art Unit: 2614

Regarding claims 7, 23 and 27, Fostick discloses wherein programmatically

addressing a message to the other computing device includes determining the message

identifier from a phone numberof the other computing device (pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2,

para. 18).

Regarding claims 8 and 28, Fostick discloses further comprising verifying that a device

of the other computing device is enabled for receiving the message(pg. 2, para. 32-33).

Regarding claim 9, Fostick discloses wherein verifying that a device of the other

computing device is enabled for receiving the messageincludes(i) identifying a phone

numberof the other computing device used for the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2,

para. 18), and (ii) determining that the phone numberis associated with a message-

enabled device that can handle an instant message response(pg. 2, para. 32-33).

Regarding claim 10, Fostick discloses wherein determining that the phone numberis

associated with a message enabled device includes accessing a contact record of the

caller using the data provided with the incoming call, and using the contact record to

verify that the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the message (pg. 3,

para. 40-41).

Regarding claims 11 and 32, Fostick discloses wherein the message is an instant or

text message, and wherein using the contact record to verify that the phone numberis
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 6

Art Unit: 2614

capable of being used to receive the instant or text message includes checking the

contact record associated with the caller to see whether the phone numberof the

incoming call is for a mobile telephony device that can handle the instant or text

message (pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 12, Fostick discloses wherein determining that the phone numberis

associated with the message enabled device is performed programmatically and

automatically (pg. 3, para. 40-42).

Regarding claim 13, Fostick discloses wherein transmitting a message to the other

computing device is based upon using a phone numberof the incoming call as the

address for a new instant message (pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claims 14 and 33, Fostick discloses wherein using a phone numberof the

incoming call as the address for a new instant or text messageincludes launching either

an instant or text messaging application (pg. 3, para. 40-41), and initiating a new

message using the phone numberofthe caller as the address of the new message(pg.

3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 15, Fostick discloses wherein launching either the instant or text

messaging application and initiating a new message are performed automatically (pg. 3,

para. 40-42), in response to oneof(i) receiving the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 36), or(ii)
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Art Unit: 2614

receiving an input from a user of the computing telephony device indicating a desire to

send the instant message as a responseto the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 36-37).

Regarding claim 16, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling a user of the

computing device to provide content manually for the message(It is known to one

skilled in the art how to manually generate and send a text message).

Regarding claim 17, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling a user of the

computing device to trigger insertion of pre-formulated content for the message (pg.4,

para. 41-42).

Regarding claim 18, Fostick discloses further comprising automatically and

programmatically providing at least a portion of a body of message pg. 4, para. 41-42).

Regarding claim 19, the combination of Fostick and Brown disclosesall the limitations

of claim 19 as stated in claim 1’s rejection above.

Regarding claim 24, the combination of Fostick and Brown disclosesall the limitations

of claim 24 as stated in claim 1’s rejection above.

Regarding claim 30, the combination of Fostick and Browndisclosesall the limitations

of claim 30 as stated in claim 1’s rejection above.
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Response to Arguments

5. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-33 have been considered but are

mootin view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion

6. Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Gerald Gauthier whose telephone numberis (571) 272-

7539. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Fan Tsang can be reached on (571) 272-7547. The fax phone numberfor

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Gerald Gauthier/
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Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614
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Atty. Docket No. PALM.0962 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

In Re Patent Application of

First Named Inventor: Champlin etal. Examiner: Arnott, James C.

Application No.: 11/200,511 Art Unit: 4182

Filed: 8/8/2005 Confirmation 2125
No.:

For: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING
MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING PHONE
CALLS
 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION 

Dear Sir/Madam:

In response to the Office Action mailed February 27, 2009 (the “Office Action”),
applicant respectfully requests that the above-identified application be amendedasset forth
below.

Amendmentto the Claims: Begins on page 2 ofthis paper.

Remarks: Begin on page 9 ofthis paper.

PALM-0962 Page 15/27/2009
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IN THE CLAIMS:

L. (Currently Amended) A method for operating a computing device, the methodbeing

implemented by one or more processors of the computing device and comprising:

receiving an incoming eem#municatien-callfrom another computing deviceto initiate a

voice-exchange session;

in responseto receiving the incomingcall, determining a message identifier of the ether

computing device of the caller, wherein the messageidentifier is determined basedat least in part

on data provided with the incomingcall-communieation; and

transmittingresponsiveto user input, automatically entering at least a portion of an

address, for a message to the ether-computing deviceofthe caller, using the messageidentifiereinenBa

determined from the incoming call-cemmunication.

2. (Currently Amended) The methodofclaim 1, further comprising,in response to receiving

the incoming comnrnieationcall, enabling a user of the computing device to electto compose

and transmit the message. 

message;

3. (Currently Amended) The methodofclaim 1, further comprising:

generating a graphic user-interface feature that prompts the userto elect to have athe

message generated-at least partially composedin response to the incoming call:-commrnication,

and

wherei-gencrating the message is-perfermedin responseto a user-input electing to have

the message at least partially composed-generated.

4. (Currently Amended) The methodof claim 1, wherein automatically entering at least a

PALM-0962 Page 25/27/2009
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portion of an addressp 

includes programmatically addressing an instant text message.

5. (Original) The methodofclaim 4, wherein the instant text messageis in a Short Message

Service format.

6. (Orginal) The methodofclaim 5, wherein the instant text message application

correspondsto a Short Message Service application, andthe instant text messageidentifier is a

phone number.

7. (Original) The method ofclaim 4, wherein programmatically addressing a messageto the

other computing device includes determining the message identifier from a phone numberofthe

other computing device.

8. (Original) The methodofclaim 1, further comprising verifying that a device of the other

computing device is enabled for receiving the message.

9. (Currently Amended) The method ofclaim 8, wherein:

 

verifying that a device of the other computing device is enabled for receiving the message

includes(i) identifying a phone numberof the other computing device usedfor the incoming

call, and (ii) determiningthat the phone numberis associated with a message-enabled devicethat

can handle an-a text or instant message response.

10. (Original) The method of claim 9, wherein determining that the phone numberis

associated with a message enabled device includes accessing a contact record ofthe caller using

the data provided with the incomingcall, and usingthe contact record to verify that the phone

PALM-0962 Page 35/27/2009
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numberis capable of being used to receive the message.

11. (Currently Amended) The method ofclaim 10, wherein the messageis an instant or text
 

message, and wherein using the contact recordto verify that the phone numberis capable of

being used to receive the instant or text message includes checking the contact record associated

with the caller to see whether the phone numberofthe incomingcall is for a mobile telephony

 
device that can handle the instant or text message.

12. (Original) The methodof claim 10, wherein determining that the phone numberis

associated with the message enabled device is performed programmatically and automatically.

13. (Currently Amended) The methodof claim 1, wherein:

 
transmitting a message to the other computing device is based upon using a phone

numberof the incomingcall as the address for a new instant message.

14. (Currently Amended) The methodofclaim 13, wherein using a phone numberofthe

incomingcall as the address for a new instant or text message includes launchingeither an
 

instant or text messaging application,andinitiating a new message using the phone numberof
 

the caller as the address of the new message.

15. (Currently Amended) The method ofclaim 14, wherein launching as-either the instant or

textmessaging application and initiating a new message are performed automatically, in

responseto oneof(i) receiving the incomingcall, or (ii) receiving an input from a userof the

computing telephony device indicating a desire to send the instant messageas a responseto the

PALM-0962 Page 4
§/27/2009
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incomingcall.

16.|(Currently Amended) The methodofclaim 1, further comprising enabling a userof the

computing telephonydevice to provide content manually for the message.

17. (Currently Amended) The methodofclaim 1, further comprising enabling a userof the

computing telephonydeviceto trigger insertion of pre-formulated content for the message.

18. (Original) The methodofclaim 1, further comprising automatically and

programmatically providing at least a portion of a body of message.

19.|(Currently Amended) A computing device comprising:

one or more communication components for handling voice and messaging communications

over wireless networks;

one or more processors configuredto:

receive an incoming phonecall originating from another device;

determining a phone numberofthe other device based, at least in part, on the received

phone call; and

programmatically generate at least a portion of a message to be transmitted to the other

device using the identified-phone numberidentified from the received phonecall.

20. (Original) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more processors are

configured to enable the message to be generated prior to the incoming phonecall being

resolved.

21. (Original) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more processors are

configured to enable a text message to be generated.

PALM-0962 Page 5
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22. (Original) The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more processorsare

configured to enable the message to be generated containing a message bodyofa formatselected

from one or more of text, image and audio.

23. (Original) The computing device of claim 19, further comprising a display, and wherein

the one or more processors enable the message to be generated by prompting the user on the

screen to gencrate the messageas oneofone or more options to handling the incoming phone

call.

24. (Currently Amended) A methodfor operating a computing device, the method being

implemented by one or more processors of the computing device and comprising:

identifying a phone numberof a caller of an incoming phonecall;

prompting a user of the computing device to generate a message reply to the incoming

phonecall; and

initiating the message reply by opening a message and addressing the message to the

phone numberofthe caller of the incoming phonecall.

25. (Original) The methodof claim 24, wherein initiating the message reply by opening a

message and addressing the message to the phone numberincludes addressing a SMS message to

the phone numberofthe caller.

26. (Original) The methodofclaim 25, further comprising enabling a userto specify a

message body for the SMS message.

27. (Original) The methodofclaim 24, further comprising enabling a user of the computing

device to send the message and then answerthecall after sending the message.

PALM-0962 Page 6
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28. (Original) The methodofclaim 24, further comprising enabling a user of the computing

device to send the message and then decline answeringthecall after sending the message.

29. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the computing device is the intended recipient of

the incomingcall.

30. (New) A computing device comprising:

one or more processors;

one or more wireless communication ports that communicate with the one or more

processors to enable the device to handle both voice and messaging communicationsover one or

more wireless networks;

wherein the one or more processors are configured to:

receive an incoming telephony communication over oneofthe wireless

communication ports from another computing device;

in response to receiving the incoming telephony communication,

determine a messageidentifier of the other computing device, wherein the

message identifier is determined based at least in part on data provided with the

incoming telephony communication; and

enable a userto elect to respond to the incoming telephony

communication by programmatic addressing a message to the other computing

device using the messageidentifier that is communicated with the incoming

telephony communication.

31. (New) The computing device of claim 30, further comprising a display, and wherein the

one or more processors are configured to generate on the display a graphic user-interface feature

PALM-0962 Page 7$/27/2009
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that prompts the user to elect to have a message generated in response to the incoming telephony

communication.

32. (New) The computing device of claim 30, further comprising memory resources that

store a plurality of contact records on the computing device, and wherein the one or more

processors are configured to make a determination as to whether a phone numberofthe

incoming telephony communication is associated with a message enabled device.

33.|(New) The computing device of claim 32, wherein the one or more processors are

configured to make the determination by accessing a corresponding oneof the plurality of

contact recordsofthe caller using the data provided with the incoming telephony

communication, and using the corresponding contact recordto verify that the phone numberis

capable of being used to receive the message.

PALM-0962 Page 8
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REMARKS

Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration of this application. Claims 1-4,9,

11, 13-17, 19 and 24 has been amended. New Claims 29-33 have been added. No new

matter has been added.

Summary of The Office Action

e Claims 1-28 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by

U.S. Patent Publication No. 2002/0187794to Fosticket al. (‘‘Fostick”).

Detailed Remarks

Claim Rejections — 35 U.S.C. § 102

Claims 1-28 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by

Fostick.

Claim 1 recites, in part:

“responsive to user input, automatically entering at least a portion of an

address, for a message to the computing device ofthe caller,

using the messageidentifier determinedfrom the incoming

call.”

Applicant submits that Fostick does not disclose or suggest this limitation.

Fostick does disclose an SMS Centerthat intercepts SMS messages sent from a message

sender to a message recipient, and queries an automatic reply message server (ARMS)

for automatic reply messages (Fostick, paragraphs, [0002], [0036] and [0041]).

However, nowhere does Fostick suggest or disclose that the SMS Center is capable of

receiving incoming calls, much less sending automatic reply messages in responseto

such calls. Thus, even assuming arguendo that the SMS Center, in Fostick, corresponds

to a computing device, as suggested by the Office Action, Fostick still does not suggest

or disclose “automatically entering at least a portion of an address, for a message to the

computing device of the caller, using the message identifier determinedfrom the

PALM-0962 Page 9
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incoming call,” as recited in Claim 1. Applicant therefore respectfully submits that

Fostick does not disclose or suggest at least the above-recited limitation, and therefore

does not anticipate Claim 1, nor dependent Claims 2-18.

Claim 19 recites, in part:

“programmatically generate at least a portion of a message to be

transmitted to the other device using the phone numberidentified

from the receivedphonecall.”

Applicant respectfully submits that, for at least the reasons given with respect to

Claim 1, Fostick does not disclose or suggest the above-recited limitation, and therefore

does not anticipate Claim 19, nor dependent Claims 20-23.

Claim 24 recites, in part:

“prompting a user of the computing device to generate a message reply

to the incoming phonecall;”

Applicant respectfully submitsthat, for at least the reasons given with respectto

Claim 1, Fostick does not disclose or suggest the above-recited limitation, and therefore

does not anticipate Claim 24, nor dependent Claims 25-28.

PALM-0962 Page 10
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CONCLUSION

A Notice of Allowanceis respectfully requested. If there are any questions or

comments that the Examiner wishesto direct to Applicant’s attorney, the Examineris

invited to call Applicant’s attorney at (408) 551-6632.

If there are any additional charges, please charge them to Deposit Account No.

50-1914.

Respectfully submitted,

SHEMWELL MAHAMEDI LLP

owe 7Hog (LM
Van Mahamedi, Reg. No. 42,828
Tel. 408-551-6632
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Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-28 is/are pendingin the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s)___ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s) is/are allowed.
6) Claim(s) 1-28 is/are rejected.
7)L Claim(s)__is/are objected to.

8)L] Claim(s)___ are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10)[X] The drawing(s) filed on 08 August 2005 is/are: a)[X] accepted or b)_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)Z] The oath ordeclaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
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1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
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3.0] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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Application/Control Number: 11/200,511 Page 2

Art Unit: 4182

DETAILED ACTION

1. This is in response to application filed on 8/08/2005 in which claims 1-28 are

presented for examination.

Status of claims

2. Claims 1-28 are pending of which claims 1, 19, and 24 are in independentform.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a

foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year

prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

3. Claims 1-28 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as anticipated by Fostick etal.

(Hereinafter referred to as Fostick) (US 2002/0187794 A1)

Regarding claim 1, Fostick discloses a method for operating a computing device, the

method comprising: receiving an incoming communication from another computing

deviceto initiate a voice-exchange session (pg. 3, para. 36); in response to receiving

the incoming call, determining a messageidentifier of the other computing device (pg. 3,

para. 37), wherein the messageidentifier is determined basedat least in part on data

provided with the incoming communication (pg. 3, para. 36-37) (SMS message); and

transmitting a messageto the other computing device using the messageidentifier

determined from the incoming communication (pg. 3, para. 36-37) (SMS message
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reply).

Regarding claim 2, Fostick discloses further comprising, in response to receiving the

incoming communication, enabling a user of the computing device to elect betweenat

least (i) generating the message,or(ii) not generating the message(pg. 3, para. 36-37)

(automatic handling server).

Regarding claim 3, Fostick discloses further comprising: generating a graphic user-

interface feature that prompts the userto elect to have a message generatedin

responseto the incoming communication, and wherein generating the messageis

performedin responseto a user-input electing to have the message generated(pg. 1,

para. 8) (pg. 3, para. 42-43) (user response keys).

Regarding claim 4, Fostick discloses wherein programmatically addressing a message

to the other computing device includes programmatically addressing an instant text

message (pg. 3, para. 37) (SMSC).

Regarding claim 5, Fostick discloses wherein the instant text messageis in a Short

Message Service format (pg. 3, para. 37) (SMSC).

Regarding claim 6, Fostick discloses wherein the instant text message application

corresponds to a Short Message Service application, and the instant text message

identifier is a phone number(pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2, para. 18).

Regarding claim 7, Fostick discloses wherein programmatically addressing a message

to the other computing device includes determining the message identifier from a phone

numberof the other computing device (pg. 3, para. 40) (pg. 2, para. 18).

Regarding claim 8, Fostick discloses further comprising verifying that a device of the
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other computing device is enabled for receiving the message(pg. 2, para. 32-33).

Regarding claim 9, Fostick discloses wherein: receiving an incoming communication

includes receiving an incoming call (pg. 3, para. 36); and verifying that a device of the

other computing device is enabled for receiving the message includes(i) identifying a

phone numberof the other computing device used for the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 40)

(pg. 2, para. 18), and (ii) determining that the phone numberis associated with a

message-enabled device that can handle an instant message response(pg. 2, para. 32-

33).

Regarding claim 10, Fostick discloses wherein determining that the phone numberis

associated with a message enabled device includes accessing a contact record of the

caller using the data provided with the incoming call, and using the contact record to

verify that the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the message(pg.3,

para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 11, Fostick discloses wherein the messageis an instant message,

and wherein using the contact record to verify that the phone numberis capable of

being used to receive the messageincludes checking the contact record associated

with the caller to see whether the phone numberof the incomingcall is for a mobile

telephony device that can handle the instant message(pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 12, Fostick discloses wherein determining that the phone numberis

associated with the message enabled device is performed programmatically and

automatically (og. 3, para. 40-42).

Regarding claim 13, Fostick discloses wherein: receiving an incoming communication
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from another computing device includes receiving an incoming call from the other

computing device (pg. 3, para. 36); and transmitting a message to the other computing

device is based upon using a phone numberof the incomingcall as the addressfor a

new instant message(pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 14, Fostick discloses wherein using a phone numberof the incoming

call as the address for a new instant messageincludes launching an instant messaging

application (pg. 3, para. 40-41), and initiating a new message using the phone number

of the caller as the address of the new message(pg. 3, para. 40-41).

Regarding claim 15, Fostick discloses wherein launching an instant messaging

application and initiating a new message are performed automatically (pg. 3, para. 40-

42), in responseto oneof(i) receiving the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 36), or(ii)

receiving an input from a user of the computing telephony device indicating a desire to

send the instant message as a responseto the incoming call (pg. 3, para. 36-37).

Regarding claim 16, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling a user of the

computing telephony device to provide content manually for the message(It is known to

one skilled in the art how to manually generate and send a text message).

Regarding claim 17, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling a user of the

computing telephony device to trigger insertion of pre-formulated content for the

message (pg. 4, para. 41-42).

Regarding claim 18, Fostick discloses further comprising automatically and

programmatically providing at least a portion of a body of messagepg. 4, para. 41-42).

Regarding claim 19, Fostick discloses a computing device comprising:
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one or more communication components for handling voice and messaging

communications over wireless networks(pg. 1, para. 5); one or more processors

configured to: receive an incoming phonecall originating from another device (pg. 1,

para. 5) (It is noted that mobile phones contain processing devices); determining a

phone numberof the other device (pg. 3, para. 40); and generate a message to be

transmitted to the other device using the identified phone number(pg. 3, para. 41-42)

(reply message).

Regarding claim 20, Fostick discloses wherein the one or more processors are

configured to enable the message to be generated prior to the incoming phonecall

being resolved (pg. 3, para. 40) (ARM stored messages).

Regarding claim 21, Fostick discloses wherein the one or more processors are

configured to enable a text message to be generated (pg. 3, para. 40) (ARM stored

messages).

Regarding claim 22, Fostick discloses wherein the one or more processors are

configured to enable the message to be generated containing a message bodyof a

format selected from one or moreof text, image and audio (pg. 3, para. 40) (ARM

stored messages).

Regarding claim 23, Fostick discloses further comprising a display, and wherein the

one or more processors enable the message to be generated by prompting the user on

the screen to generate the message as one of one or more options to handling the

incoming phonecall (pg. 1, para. 8).

Regarding claim 24, Fostick discloses a method for operating a computing device, the
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method comprising:

identifying a phone numberof a caller of an incoming phonecall (pg. 3, para. 40)

(associated number); prompting a user of the computing device to generate a message

reply to the incoming phonecall (pg. 1, para. 8); and initiating the message reply by

opening a message and addressing the message to the phone numberofthe caller of

the incoming phonecall (pg. 3, para. 41-42).

Regarding claim 25, Fostick discloses wherein initiating the message reply by opening

a message and addressing the messageto the phone numberincludes addressing a

SMS messageto the phone numberofthe caller (pg. 3, para. 40).

Regarding claim 26, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling a user to specify a

message body for the SMS message(pg. 3, para. 41-42).

Regarding claim 27, Fostick discloses further comprising enabling a user of the

computing device to send the message and then answerthe call after sending the

message(It is knownto one skilled in the art to reply to a received SMS message).

Regarding claim 28, Fostick discloses, further comprising enabling a userof the

computing device to send the message and then decline answering the call after

sending the message(It is known to oneskilled in the art to reply to a received SMS

message and then decline to answeran incomingcall).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JAMES ARNOTTwhosetelephone numberis (571)270-

5850. The examiner can normally be reached onflex.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Tsang Fan can be reached on (571)272-7547. The fax phone numberfor

the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

IJCA/

/Temesghen Ghebretinsae/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2611 2/25/09B
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Field Of The Invention

Thepresent invention relates to method and system that automatically provide a response to unanswered
telephone calls, such as with electronic phone mail systems.

Background Of The Invention

Electronic phone mail systems provide answering capabilities for incoming telephone calls. An incoming
telephonecall triggers a response mechanismin the electronic phone mail system that provides a prerecorded
responseto the caller and that provides an opportunity for the caller to leave a messagefor the phone mail
user whois being called.

The prerecorded responsetypically identifies the person being called and provides otherinformation to
elicit the caller to leave a message. For example, the system generated response could say: “Hello. John Doe
is not currently available. Please leave a messageafter you hearthe tone." Alternatively, the user can record
a more personal messagein the user’s own voice. For example, the response could say: “Hello. This is John
Doe. | am not currently available. Please leave a message after you hearthe tone."

Frequently, a user desires to provide more information to a caller. The message recorded bythe user can
provide limited information on the whereaboutsof the user, such as: “Hello. This is John Doe. | am in the office

today, but either on the telephone or away from my desk. Please leave a message after you hear the tone."
However, with this type of response providing a caller with information on the user, effective phone mail use
requires the user to update the phone mail response each day. Updating requires the userto dial in a series
of codes or passwords. This process takes several minutes each day. Many users perceive this as a bother
and provide callers only with identifying information. Furthermore,prior art telephone response mechanisms
do not inform the caller when the userwill be available.

Therefore, what is needed is a phone mail response mechanism that would provide useful information to
a caller, and that would automatically update this information without the user.

Summaryof the Invention

It is an object of the present invention to provide a telephone response mechanism that provides informa-
tion to a caller, such as whenthecaller will be available.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a method and system for automatically updating
the information provided by a telephone response mechanism.

The method of the present invention automatically updates a telephone response mechanism. Thetele-
phone response mechanism provides a responseto a caller and an opportunity for the caller to leave a mes-
sage. The method includesretrieving a first response portion. The method also retrieves information from a
preselected database on a data processing system and creates a second responseportion from the informa-
tion. Then, the methodplays the first response portion and the second responseportionto the caller.

In one aspectof the present invention, the step of retrieving a first response portion further includes the
Step of retrieving a prerecorded message.In another aspect, the step of retrieving information from the pre-
selected database furtherincludesthe stepof retrieving the information from a calendarof a user whois being
called.In still another aspect of the present invention, the method further includes the step of determining if
accessto the information on the database by the telephone response mechanism is authorized and if autho-
rized, then the informationis retrieved from the database.

The system of the present invention is for automatically updating a telephone response mechanism. The
system includes meansfor retrieving a first response portion. There is aiso meansfor retrieving information
from a preselected database on a data processing system and for creating a second response portion from
the information. The system further includes meansfor playing the first response portion and the second re-
sponseportionto the caller.

With the presentinvention, a caller is provided with information that assists the caller in communicating
with the user. By selecting the databasethat is accessed by the telephone response mechanism,the user can
provide a caller with information on the whereabouts of the user, when the useris likely to return, and even
telephone numbers wherethe user can be currently reached.

The telephone response mechanism is automatically updated wheneverthe databaseis updated. This sim-
plifies the use of the telephone response mechanism bythe user, encouraging its use. The user need only be
concerned with providing or denying accessto specific entries to the telephone response mechanism.

The present invention combines recorded messages(recordedbyeither a data processing system or a
user) with system generated data such as time of day and also with information retrieved from databases. A

2
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single responseis played to a caller by merging the various portions together.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a data processing system on which the presentinvention can be practiced.
Fig. 2 is a flow chart showing the method of the present invention, in accordance with a preferred em-

bodiment.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

In Fig. 1, there is shown a schematic diagram of a data processing system 11, upon which the present
invention can be practiced. The data processing system 11 includes plural individual computers 13 which are
connected togetherin a local area network (LAN) 15. Each computer 13 includes a userinterface, which has
a display screen 17 and a keyboard 19. Each computer 13 may also be coupled to a storage device 21 and to
a printer or output device 23. One or more of such storage devices 21 may beutilized, in accordance with the
presentinvention, to store applications or resource objects which may be periodically accessed by any user
within the data processing system 11.

The data processing system 11 mayalso include a mainframe computer 25 that is coupled to one of the
computers 13 by a communicationlink 27. The mainframe computer 25 mayalso be coupled to a storage device
29 which may serve as a remote storage for the computers.

Afirst telephone 31 is connected to the data processing system 11. Thefirst telephone 31 is also connected
to a second telephone 33 over a conventional telephone line 35. The telephone line may be ofthe plain old
telephone type (POTS) which utilizes audio carrier frequencies, or it may be of the multiplexed type which
utilizes a digital carrier such as T-1. The telephones 31, 33 may support,in addition to audio capabilities, visual
capabilities.

The data processing system 11 provides a telephone response mechanism,or phone mail system,for the
telephone 31. The telephone response mechanism is automatically activated upon the occurrenceofthefirst
telephone 31 receiving a call from another telephone such as the second telephone 33. Whenactivated, the
telephone response mechanism provides a messageor responseto the caller. This response generally con-
tains a greeting and identifies the user who has been called. After playing the responseto the caller, the tel-
ephone response mechanism provides an opportunity for the caller to leave a messagefor the user.

With the present invention, the response provided to the caller is made up of several portions, which the
user may configure. A first portion of the response provides a greeting based uponthe time of day. A second
portion of the response identifies the user to the caller. A third portion of the response provides information
to the caller, which information is drawn from a data base on the data processing system 11. All of the portions
ate merged together to provide the response.

Thefirst portion is automatically provided by the data processing system, based uponthe timeof day.
The data processing system 11 has a clock which allows the data processing system to determine the time of
day. Once the time of day is known, then the data processing system generates the first portion of the re-
sponse. For example, in the morning,the first portion would be “Good morning". In the afternoon, thefirst
portion would be “Good after-noon".

The secondportion of the response identifies the user. Many phone mail systems have a default message
for each user.If a user does nothing, then the second portion could be: “John Doeis not currently available."
The default second portion is generated by the data processing system in a commonvoicefor all users.

Alternatively, the user can record a personal message whichis played in the user’s voice instead of the
default for the second portion. To record a personal second portion, the user accesses the phone mail system
through either the telephone 31 or through one of the computers 13. The user then records a personal phone
mail greeting stub. For example, this could be, "This is John Doe. ! am not currently available.”

Thethird portion of the response is automatically drawn from a database on the data processing system
11. The user provides the information to the telephone response mechanism wheneverthe databaseis updat-
ed. For example, the telephone response mechanism canutilize the calendar of the user to provide a caller
information on when the userwill be available, or information on where the useris.

The user might make the following typical entries into the calendar databasefor a particular day:
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9-10am, meeting with boss, room 256, phone access = YES

12-1pm, lunch, phone access = YES

2-3pm, new product meeting, room 211, phone access = NO. 

As the user makesentries into the calendar, the user determinesif the information in the individual entries

can be supplied to a caller. This is done by setting phone accessto either YES or NO. A YESsetting permits
the telephone response mechanism to accessand provide the information to a caller. A NO setting precludes
the telephone response mechanism from accessing and providing the information to a caller.

The responseis typically audio. However, the response can include visual messagesif the telephone
equipmentin use supports visual capabilities.

Referring now to Fig. 2, the method for answering a telephonecall to the user’s telephone 31 will be de-
scribed. In the flow chart of Fig. 2, the following graphical conventions are observed: a rectanglefor either a
process or function and a diamond (step 55 is a stretched diamond) for a decision. These conventions are
well understood by programmersskilled in the art of data processing and userinterfaces and the flow charts
are sufficient to enable a programmerskilled in the art to write code in any suitable computer programming
language, such as BASIC, PASCALor C for a computer such as the IBM Personal System / 2 (PS/2) family
of computers which supports these languages.

The methodstarts, step 51. A phonecall arrives at the telephone 31 with no one to answerit, step 53.
The method proceedsto step 55, wherein the method determinesif the phoneinitiating the call is capable of
supporting audio/visual phonecalls. If NO, then the method proceedsto step 57 to retrieve the audio phone
message. This is the second portion of the response, which in the exampleis "This is John Doe. | am not cur-
rently available." The method then proceedsto step 59.If the result of step 55 is YES, then the method pro-
ceeds to step 61 to retrieve an audio/visual phone message. Then method then proceedsto step 59.

In step 59, the method checksthe timeof day. In step 63, the methed retrieves the time of day message,
which is either “good morning", "good afternoon" or someother time of day greeting.

In step 65, the method checks the specified database such as the user’s calendarfor information on the

user’s current agenda andretrieves the information, if permitted, to provide the third portion of the message.
The time of day is used to determine which entry from the calendaris utilized. If the time of day is 9:30am,
then the entry from 9-10am is utilized to create the third portion. If Phone Access = YES, then the calendar
entry is utilized to make upthe third portion of the response.If Phone Access = NO,then the calendar entry
is not utilized. The third portion instead asksthe caller to leave a message.

Thefirst, second andthird portions are all merged together in the respective order in step 67. Then, the
merged message portions are played to the caller, step 69. For example,if a call is made at 9:30am, the re-
sponse would be:

"Good morning!" (This is the first portion of the response obtained from the time of day.) ‘This is John Doe.
| am not currently available." (This is the second portion obtained from the recording by the user.) “lt amin a
meeting that will end at 10:00am. Please call me then or leave a message now."(This is the third portion which
is created from the calendar entry by the data processing system.)

Alternatively, the third portion could provide even more information. For example, "I am in a meeting in
room 256 until 10:00am. Please call me there, leave a messageorcall melater."

If the call is made at 12:30pm, then the response would be:

“Good afternoon!" (Thisis the first portion of the response.) "This is John Doe. | am not currently available."
(This is the second portion of the response.) "I am at lunch.| will be back at 1:00. Please call me then or leave
a message now." (This is the third portion of the response.)

If the call is made at 2:30pm, then the response would be: “Good afternoon!" (This is the first portion of
the response.) "This is John Doe. | am not currently available." (This is the second portion of the response.)
“Please leave a message after you hearthe tone."(This is the third portion of the response.)
Thethird portion of the response is a default messagethat is utilized when accessto the calendar entry is
denied. Likewise, if the call is made at 4:00pm, the responseis the sameasfor a call made at 2:30pm.This
is becausethere is no calendar entry at 4:00pm from which to makethethird portion of the response.

Thus, the present invention provides a caller with additional information regarding the user who is being
called. This additional information assists the caller in communicating with the user.

The present invention requires only a minimal amountof effort from the user to maintain an updated re-
sponse. This is because the user need only maintain the database in an updated condition, something that
the useris likely to do irregardless of the telephone response mechanism. The presentinvention automatically
updates the responseof the telephone response mechanism based uponthe data-base. For each entry in the
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database,the usercaneitherallow or biock accessto the entry by the telephone response mechanism.
Although the present invention has been described as providing a responsewithfirst, second and third

portions,variationsin the responseare certainly possible. For example,the first portion (e.g. "Good morning")
need notbe providedatall. Instead, the second portion of the response could include a greeting such as: "Hello.
This is John Doe..."

Although the present invention has been described with a calendar as the databasethat is used to provide
the information for a telephone response, other databases can be used as well. For example, a personne! da-
tabase could be utilized to automatically refer a caller to a user’s secretary, associate or supervisor by name
and telephone number.

The audio information making up each portion of the response can be generated by the data processing
system, using for example, text-to-speech conversions. Alternatively, the user can record thefirst and second
portions. The user can also record a setor library of words or soundsforthe data processing to use to generate
the third portion, as the information in the third portion is typically varied and wide ranging. For example,to
generate the third portion from the information obtained from the calendar database, a standard third portion
could be utilized: "| am . Ewill be back at . Please call me then or
leave a message." Thefirst blankis filled with the type of engagementnoted on the calendar, é.g. "at a meet-
ing". The secondblankisfilled with the time that the engagementis scheduled to end, e.g. "10:00am".

The foregoing disclosure and the showings madein the drawings are merely illustrative of the principles
of this invention and are notto be interpreted in a limiting sense.

Claims

1. Amethod of automatically updating a telephone response mechanism,said telephone response mecha-
nism providing a response to a caller and an opportunity for the caller to leave a message, characterized
in that it comprises the steps of:

a) retrieving a first response portion;

b) retrieving information from a preselected data-base on a data processing system and creating a sec-
ond responseportion from said information; and
c) playing said first response portion and said second response portion to said caller.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of retrieving a first response portion further comprises the step
of retrieving a prerecorded message.

3. The methodof claim 1 or 2 wherein said step of retrieving information from said preselected database
further comprises the step of retrieving said information from a calendar of a user whois being called,
or from a personnel database.

4. The method of claims 1 to 3 further comprising the step of determining if access to said information on
said data base by said telephone response mechanism is authorized and if authorized, then retrieving
said information from said data base.

5. The methodof claim 1 to 4 further comprising the steps of:
a) determining the time of day whensaid callercalls;
b) creating a third responseportion relating to the time of day; and
c) playing said third response portion along with said first and second response portions.

6. Asystem for automatically updating a telephone response mechanism,said telephone response mech-
anism providing a response to a caller and an opportunity for the caller to leave a message, said system
characterized in that it comprises:

a) meansforretrieving a first response portion;

b) meansforretrieving information from a preselected database onadata processing system andcre-
ating a second responseportion from said information; and
c) meansfor playing said first response portion and said second response portion to said caller.

7. The system of claim 7 wherein said meansforretrieving a first response portion further comprises means
for retrieving a prerecorded message.

8. The system of claim 6 or 7 wherein said meansfor retrieving information from said preselected database

5
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further comprises meansfor retrieving said information from a calendarof a user whois being called, or
from a personnel database.

9. The system of claims 6 to 8 further comprising means for determining if access to said information on
5 said database by said telephone response mechanism is authorized and if authorized, then for retrieving

said information from said database.

10. The system of claims 6 to 9 further comprising:
a) meansfor determining the time of day whensaid callercalls;

10 b) meansfor creating a third response portion relating to the time of day; and
c) meansfor playing said third response portion along with said first and second responseportions.
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signedbyall available joint inventors, orifno inventoris available by a party with sufficient proprietary
interest, is required.

The applicant needsto satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

e Additional claim fees of $400 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependentclaim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due. .
e To avoid abandonment, a surcharge(for late submissionoffiling fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or
declaration) as setforth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items
identified in this letter. ,

SHEMWELLGREGORY&COURTNEYLLP

SUMMARYOF FEES DUE:

pocreren(O84oyFT
Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1530 for a Large Entity Action ik Near furl

owoie_2/ MovOf
Finat action _C%AE_O©TAR Ob
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e $300 Statutory basicfiling fee.
e $130 Surcharge.

e The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $500 to complete the searchfee.
e The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200to complete the

examination fee for a large entity

e Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $400

= $400 for 8 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

 

A copy ofthis notice MUSTbe returned with the reply.

P\Gn Mahal
Office ofInitial Patent Examination (571) 272-4000, or 1-800-PTO-9199,or 1-800-972-6382

PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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3 Attorney Docket No.: PALM-0962 : a NOV 04 2005

Applicant(s): David CHAMPLIN,et al. Confirmation No.: 2125

Application No.: 1 1/200,51 ] Group Art Unit: 2645

_ Filed: August 8, 2005 Examiner: Not yet assigned

Title: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING ©
MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

PHONE CALLS

RESPONSETO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION
Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

This is in response to a Notice to File Missing Parts of Application under 37 CFR 1.53(f).
Enclosed is a copy of said Notice and the following documents and fees to complete the filing
requirements of the above-identified application.

(X) Executed Declaration. The above-identified application is the same application
which the inventor executed by signing the enclosed declaration.

(X) Statutory basic filing fee $300.00 (X) Utility ( ) Design

() Search fee $500.00

(Xx) Examinati on fee $200.00

(X) Additional claim fees of $400.00

(x) Missing Parts Surcharge = $130.00

( )  __ sheets of substitute drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84.

xtension of Time Request for reply to Notice of Missing Parts is requested.
one month = $110.00

() —£
C )
( ) two months = $400.00
( )
( )

three months = $920.00

_ four months = $1,440.00
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Attorney Docket No.: PALM-0962

Throughout the pendencyofthis application, please charge any additional fees, including
any required extension of time fees, and credit all overpayments to deposit account 50-1914. A
duplicate of this sheet is enclosed.

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the
United States Postal Service with sufficient postage as first class
mail in an envelope addressed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts,
Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria VA 22313-
1450 or facsimile transmitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office on the date shown below.

Date of Deposit: November 1, 2005
Typed Name: Van Mahamedi

Signature:

246

Respectfully submitted,

ro

Van Mahamedi

Reg. No. 42,828
Date: November 1, 2005
Telephone No.: (408) 551-6632
SHEMWELL MAHAMEDI LLP

4880 Stevens Creek Boulevard, Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95129

By
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PTO/SB/17 (12-04v2)
Approvedfor use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032 °

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
ark Reduction Act nf 1995 no nersons are reatiired to resoond to a collection of infarmatinn unless it disnlavs a vatid OMR cantral number

EE TRANSMITTAL Fins ose[august2008SSS
For FY 2005

2645

TOTAL AMOUNT OF PAYMENT|(3) 1,530.00 PALM.G962

METHOD OF PAYMENT(checkall that apply)

Check L] Credit Card L_IMoney Order [JNone CJ Other (please identify):
[V|Deposit Account Deposit Account Number50-1914 Deposit Account Name: Shemwell Mahamedi LLP

For the above-identified deposit account, the Director is hereby authorized to: (checkall that apply)

 

 
  

 f Effective on 12/08/2004.aft to the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2005 (H.R, 4818).

 
  
  

  
 
 

  
 

  
 [__|charge fee(s) indicated below [charge fee(s) indicated below, exceptfor thefiling fee

Charge any additional fee(s) or underpaymentsoffee(s) Credit any overpaymentsunder 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17
WARNING: Information on this form may becomepubtic. Credit card information should not be included on this form. Provide credit cardinformation and authorization on PTO-2038.

FEE CALCULATION

1. BASIC FILING, SEARCH, AND EXAMINATION FEES

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  

 

FILING FEES ' SEARCH FEES EXAMINATION FEESSm ntity Small Entity Small Entity
Application Type Fee ($) Fee ($) Fee ($) "ree a. Fee ($) ee oN Fees Paid ($)
Utility 300 150 500 250 200 100 1,000.00

Design 200 100 100 50 130 65
Plant 200 100 300 150 160 80

Reissue 300 150 500 250 600 300

Provisional 200 100 : 0 0 0 0

2. EXCESS CLAIM FEESSmallEntity
Fee DescriptionFee($) Fee ($)
Each claim over 20 (including Reissues) ~.. 50 25
Each independent claim over 3 (including Reissues), 200 100
Multiple dependent claims ’ 360 180

Total Claims . Extra Claims Fee ($) Fee Paid ($) . Multiple Dependent Claims
28 + 20 of HP = 8 x 5000 =__400,00 — Fee ($) Fee Paid ($)

HP = highest numberof tota! claims paid for, if greater than 20.
Indep. Claims Extra Claims Fee ($) Fee Paid ($)

3 -3o0rHP = }) x = : .
  HP = highest numberof independentclaimspaid for, if greater than 3.

3. APPLICATION SIZE FEE | . . .
If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets of paper (excluding electronically filed sequence or computer

listings under 37 CFR 1.52(e)), the application size fee due is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each additional 50
sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41ay((G) and 37 CFR 1 16(s).

  
  
  
  

  
Total Sheets Extra Sheets Number of each additional 50 or fraction thereof Fee ($) Fee Paid ($)

29 - 100 = 0 150 = (round up to awhole number) x = :

4, OTHER FEE(S) , Fees Paid ($)  
  

 
Non-English Specification, $130 fee (no small entity discount)

Other (e.g., late filing surcharge):Late filina surchar
 
 

130.00
  
 
 

  
SUBMITTED BY nh

i ( i Registration No.

Name (Print/Type)| Van Mahamedi

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.136. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14.. This collection is estimated to take 30 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments
on the amountoftime you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent tc the ChiefInformation Officer, U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, calif 1-800-PTO-9199 and selectoption 2.

   Telephone 403-236-6640 -

Date November 1, 2005  
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Page 1 of 2

PALM G62

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O. Box 1450

  
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450LUspto.Zov

or

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR371 (c) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

11/200,511 08/08/2005 David Champlin PALM-0962

| emwell 4, CONFIRMATIONNO.2125
30554 x %, FORMALITIES
SHEMWELL GREGORY & COURTNEY LLP OR 2 LETTER
4880 STEVENS CREEK BOULEVARD $Ceiye, &
SUITE 201 Pon. 7
SAN JOSE, CA 95129 5 dips

11/07/2005 GWORDOF1 00000016 11200511
Date Mailed: 09/01/2005

OL FCs1014 300.00 OP of,02 FC:1051 130.00 OP Proper
03 FCz1111 500.00 OP

04 FCst311 NOTICE TOshibE,MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONALAPPLICATION
we 8 OP

05 FCs1202 400.00 OP FILED UNDER37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application numberandfiling date have been accordedto this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHSfrom the date ofthis Notice within whichtofile all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensionsof time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

« The statutory basicfiling fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 300 to complete the basicfiling fee for a non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37
CFR 1.27).

e The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63,
identifying the application by the above Application Numberand Filing Date, is required.
Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63
signedbyall available joint inventors, orifno inventoris available by a party with sufficient proprietary
interest, is required.

The applicant needsto satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

e Additional claim fees of $400 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependentclaim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due. .
e To avoid abandonment, a surcharge(for late submissionoffiling fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or
declaration) as setforth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items
identified in this letter. ,

SHEMWELLGREGORY&COURTNEYLLP

SUMMARYOF FEES DUE:

pocreren(O84oyFT
Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1530 for a Large Entity Action ik Near furl

owoie_2/ MovOf
Finat action _C%AE_O©TAR Ob
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e $300 Statutory basicfiling fee.
e $130 Surcharge.

e The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $500 to complete the searchfee.
e The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200to complete the

examination fee for a large entity

e Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $400

= $400 for 8 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

 

A copy ofthis notice MUSTbe returned with the reply.

P\Gn Mahal
Office ofInitial Patent Examination (571) 272-4000, or 1-800-PTO-9199,or 1-800-972-6382

PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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PTO/SB/01 (04-05)
Approvedfor use through 07/31/2008. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE ©
persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB contro! number.

Attorney Docket
DECLARATIONFORUTILITY OR  

 
  

  
 
 

 
 

 
  

DESIGN

PATENT APPLICATION COMPLETE IF KNOWN

(37 CFR 1.63) Aelicalion Number

  
 
 

 

  

  
 
 

 

 

Submitted OR Submitted afterInitial -

Filing (37 CFR 1.16 (e)) -

| hereby declare that: 
 

—

Each inventor's residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as stated below nextto their name. 

  
 
 | believe the inventor(s) named below tobetheoriginal and first inventor(s) of the subject matter which is claimed andfor

which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

Method and Device for Enabling Message Responsesto Incoming Phone Calls 
  
 

(Title of the Invention)

 

 
 

the specification of which

| is attached heretoe  

  
OR

wasfiled on (MM/DD/YYYY) as United States Application Number or PCTinternational

Application Number and was amended on (MM/DD/YYYY)f (if applicable).
| hereby state that !have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims, as
amended by any amendmentspecifically referred to above.

 
  
 
 

| acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for
continuation-in-part applications, material information which becameavailable betweenthefiling date of the prior application
and the national or PCT internationalfiling date of the continuation-in-part application.
| hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119(a}(d) or (f), or 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent,
inventor's or plant breeder'srights certificate(s), or 365(a) of any PCT international application which designated at least one
country other than the United States of America, listed below and have-also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign
application for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or any PCT international application havingafiling date
before that of the application on which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application country_|Foreign Filing Date Priority Certified Copy Attached?Nun Country MM/DD, Not Claimed YES NO

Additionalforeign application numbers arelisted on a supplementalpriority data sheet PTO/SB/02B attached hereto.a

iPageiof2j
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The-information is required to obtain orretain a benefiit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
Minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, ‘U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450,

if you need assistance completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/01 (04-05)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 
 

DECLARATION — Utility or Design Patent Application

  Directall The address

correspondenceto: associated with 30554
Customer Number:

Address

| hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such willful
false statements may jeopardizethe validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

NAME OF SOLE OR FIRST INVENTOR: CJ A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor -
Given Name(first and middle [if any]) Family Name or Surname

Inventor's Signature Date

| Ded Kanye jo/25 [20s
Residence: City State Country Citizenship

1 Mailing Address
2225 Sharon Road Apt. #224

City State Zip Country

Menlo Park CA / 94025 USA .

4 NAME OF SECONDINVENTOR: || A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
| Given Name(first and middle [if any]) Family Name or Sumame

Srikiran Prasad

} Residence: City State Country Citizenship
| Cupertino CA USA US Citizen

| Mailing Address
5600 Stevens Creek Blvd. #108

OR CT Correspondenceaddress below

  
 

 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
 

  
 
 

 
 

   
 
 
 
 

City

Cupertino 
  Additional inventors ora legal representative are being named on the _1___ supplemental sheet(s) PTO/SB/02A or 02LR attached hereto.

[Page 2 of 2]
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 %~>

NOV 04 2005
3,

Under the Papen

 PTO/SBV02A (09-04)

# Approvedfor use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032j U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
695, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR(S)
Supptemental Sheet

 Reduction Act éf 

  
 

 
  1of —_____

Nameof Additional Joint Inventor,if any: L] a petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle (itan

Inventor's
Signature

US Citizen
Citizenship

 
  

  

  

 

CA USA

 
  

 

 

2537 Scenic Avenue

Mailing Address

Cit State Zip Count

Nameof Additional Joint Inventor,if any: LI A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor

Given Name(first and middle (if any)) Family Name or Surname

US Citizen

 
 

    
 
 
 
 

 Inventor's
Signature

CA

State

USA  

 Count Citizenship

 

  
  
  

 
 

915 Bautista Court

 Mailing Address

Pato Alto CA 94303 USA

Cit State Zip Count

Nameof Additional Joint Inventor,if any: L A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle (if any)) Family Name or Sumame

Signature

Residence:Cit State Count Citizenship
2315 Crest Lane

 

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
Mailing Address

Menlo Park CA 94025 USA

City State Zip Country
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichistofile
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upontheindividual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

  
 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/02B (09-04)
Approvedfor use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark OFfiee, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEnder the penaek Re ion Aefse¥1995 no persons are required to respond toa co jon of information it aiid OME contra) numbe

DECLARATION — Supplemental Priority Data Sheet

[Foreignapplications: ———applications:

Prior Foreign Application Foreign Filing Date Priority Certified Copy Attached?
Number(s Counti MM/DD/YYYY Not Claimed YES NO

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which isto file
(and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual
case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the ChiefInformation
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

 

   |OOoOooooeeOooo JOOOOUOOOUOOUUOUUUUOUULE: Naletetatatatalelatalelalslalsietata 
ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9 199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/01 (04-05)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
uired to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket PALM-0962Number

First Named Inventor —[pavid CHAMPLINet al.
COMPLETE IF KNOWN

Application Number 41/200,511

 

DECLARATION FORUTILITY OR

DESIGN

PATENT APPLICATION

(37 CFR 1.63)

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  

  
  

  
 
   

 

Submitted OR Submitted afterInitia! -

Filing (37 CFR 1.16 {e)) - -

| hereby dectare that:

Eachinventor's residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as stated below next to their name.

| believe the inventor(s) named belowto be the original andfirst inventor(s) of the subject matter which is claimed and for
which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

Method and Device for Enabling Message Responsesto Incoming Phone Cails

 

(Title of the Invention)
the specification of which

C] is attached hereto

OR

wasfiled on (MM/DD/YYYY)|cavaeoos| as United States Application Number or PCTInternational
Application Number and was amended on (MM/DD/YYYY)[ (if applicable).
| hereby state that | have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims, as
amended by any amendmentspecifically referred to above.

| acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for
continuation-in-part applications, material information which became available between thefiling date of the prior application
and the national or PCT internationaifiling date of the continuation-in-part application.

| hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) or (f), or 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent,
inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or 365(a) of any PCT international application which designated at least one
country other than the United States of America, listed below and havealso identified below, by checking the box, any foreign
application for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or any PCT international application having 4 filing date
before that of the application on whichpriority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application|Country Foreign Filing Date Certified Copy Attached?Number(s Country MM/DDIYYYY. Not Claimed YES _ NO
 

[Page 1 of 2] ,
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 163 The information is required to obtain orretain a benefit by the public whichis to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes t6 complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual
case. Any comments on the amount oftime you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/01 (04-05)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

 
 

 

DECLARATION — Utility or Design Patent Application

  Directall Y| The address OR CT Correspondence
correspondenceto: associated with 30554 address below

Customer Number:

Name

Address : .

~

™

| hereby declarethat all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true andthatall statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like so made are punishable byfine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that suchwillful
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

NAME OF SOLE OR FIRST INVENTOR:

Given Name(first and middle [if any]) Family Name or Surname

Residence:City State Country Citizenship

Mailing Address
2225 Sharon Road Apt. #224

City State Zip Country
Menlo Park CA 94025 USA

NAME OF SECOND INVENTOR: I| A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor

  
  
     
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

David

 Inventor's Signature

  
  

  

    
  

  
 

 
Given Name(first and middle [if any]) Family Name or Surname

Srikiran Prasad

inventor's Signature y .|Date

Couniry Citizenship
USA US Citizen  
 

 

 Residence:City _
Cupertino

Mailing Address
5600 Stevens Creek Bivd. #108

City State Zip Cauntry

Cupertino CA 95014 USA .

supplemental sheet(s) PTO/SB/02A or O2LR attached hereto.

 

   
Additional inventors or a legal representative are being named onthe 1 

{Page 2 of 2]
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PTO/SB/02A (08-04)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR(S)
Supplemental Sheet

 

  
 

 
 

4 1Page —_____ of

Nameof Additional Joint Inventor,if any: [| A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first. and middle (if an Family Name or Surname :

Inventor's ‘ Ya[erDate \
US Citizen

2537 Scenic Avenue
Citizenship

Oakland CA 94602 USA
Ci State Zip Count

Nameof Additional Joint Inventor,if any: ] A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor

Given Name(first and middle(if any)) Family Nameor Surname

Ca0

CA USA US Citizen

  
 
 
 

as
4

   

  

 

 
   

  
  
  
 
 

State Citizenship
915 Bautista Court 
  
  Mailing Address

Palo Alto . CA 94303 USA
Cit State Zip Count

Name of Additional Joint Inventor, if any: . O A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
. Given Name(first and middle (if any)) Family Name or Surname

inventor's
Signature Date

Menlo Park CA USA US Citizen

Residence: Cit State Count Citizenship
2315 Crest Lane

  
  
 

 

 

 
 

 
 Mailing Address :

Menlo Park=° . CA 94025 | USA
Ci State Zip Count
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis tofile
(and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon theindividual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file
(and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This coliection is estimated to take 21
minutes to compiete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the compieted application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual
case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to compiete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Attorney Docket PALM-0962Number . : 
 

  
 
 

DECLARATION FOR UTILITY OR
 
 

 

   
 
 

 

 

 

  
  
 
   

DESIGN FesNaver

PATENT APPLICATION COMPLETE IF KNOWN

es aT

Submitted OR Submitted afterInitial -

Filing (37 CFR 1.16 (e))

  Not Yet Assignedrequired) Examiner Name
  

| hereby declare that: 

  Each inventor's residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as stated below nextto their name.

| believe the inventor(s) named below to be the original and first inventor(s) of the subject matter which is claimed and for
which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

Method and Devicefor Enabling Message Responsesto Incoming PhoneCalls
  
  

  
(Title of the Invention) 

 the specification of which  
 
 

CJ is attached hereto

 
OR

wasfiled on (MM/DDIYYYY) as United States Application Number or PCT International

Application Number and was amended on (MM/DD/YYYY)[ (if applicable).
| hereby state that | have reviewed and understand the contents of the aboveidentified specification, including the claims, as
amended by any amendment specifically referred to above.

 
 

| acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for
continuation-in-part applications, material information which became available betweenthefiling date of the prior application
and the national or PCTinternationalfiling date of the continuation-in-part application.
| hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) or (f), or 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent,
inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or 365(a) of any PCT international application which designated at least one
country other than the United States of America, listed below and have aiso identified below, by checking the box, any foreign
application for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or any PCT international application havinga filing date
before that of the application on whichpriority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application Country_Foreign Filing Date Priority Certified Copy Attached?Number(s Country MM/DDIYYYY Not Claimed YES NO

UI] LJ
CJ O
LJ L) CL)

: [] |O FCAdditional foreign application numbers are listed on a supplemental priority data sheet PTO/SB/02B attached hereto.
age i of 2

This coliectian of infarmation is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 6. the fovhation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the compieted application form to the USPTO.Timewill vary depending upon the individual
case. Any comments on the amount oftime you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB contro! number.

 
 

 

DECLARATION — Utility or Design Patent Application

  
  

Directall Y| The address OR 7) Correspondence
correspondenceto: associated with 30554 address below

Customer Number:

rr

| hereby deciarethatall statements made herein of my own knowledgearetrue and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true: and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like so made are punishable byfine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such willful
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

NAME OF SOLE ORFIRST INVENTOR: C] A petition has beenfiled fortthis unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle[if any]) | Family Name or Surname

David ‘ Champlin ,

inventor's Signature

Residence: City State Country Citizenship
Menlo Park CA . USA US Citizen

Mailing Address
2225 Sharon Road Apt. #224

City State Zip Country
Menio Park CA 94025 USA ,

NAME OF SECONDINVENTOR: r| A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle {if any]} _ Family Name or Surname

Srikiran Prasad

inventor's Signature

Residence: City State a a
Cupertino US Citizen

Mailing Address
5600 Stevens Creek Blvd. #108

City State Zip Country

Cupertino CA 95014 USA

Additional inventors or a legal representative are being named on the _1 supplemental sheet(s) PTO/SB/02A or O2LR attached hereto.
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PTO/SB/02A (09-04)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
bifons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR(S)
Supplemental Sheet
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Nameof Additional Joint Inventor, if any: [| A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle (if an Family Name or Surname

US Citizen
Citizenship

 
 

 
 

 

 
Inventors
Signature
    
 
 

 CA USA

 
  

 
 

2537 Scenic Avenue

  
Mailing Address

ty S

Ci State . Zip Count

Nameof Additional JointInventor,if any: LJ A petition has beenfiied for this unsigned inventor

Given Name(first and middle{if any)) Family Name or Sumame

  
  4

LF be
 
 
 
 

Rajan 4A
" “

 
 

Inventor's
Signature

 

 
 
 Palo Alto US Citizen

 
Citizenship Residence: Cit

915 Bautista Court 

  
 
 

 

Mailing Address :

Palo Alto CA 94303 USA

Ci State Zip Count

Nameof AdditionalJoint Inventor,if any: L A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle (if any)) : Family Name or Surname ,

a

  
 

 

     
 

inventor's
Signature Date

Residonc ‘St ‘co
Residence:Ci State Count Citizenship  2315 Crest Lane

  

 
 Mailing Address

oy res St esos
Ci State Zip Count
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 24
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon theindividual
case. Any comments on the amountoftime you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

‘f you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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Approvedfor use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032
U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERC!

DECLARATION -— SupplementalPriority Data Sheet

Foreign applications:

Prior Foreign Application Foreign Filing Date Certified Copy Attached?
Number(s Count MM/DD/YY Not Claimed YES NO

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file
(and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending uponthe individual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADORESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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Approved for use through 07/34/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Attorney Dacket PALM-0962Number .DECLARATION FORUTILITY OR  
 
 

  

  
 
 

 
 

DESIGN

PATENT APPLICATION COMPLETE IF KNOWN

(37 CFR 1.63)
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

Submitted OR Submitted after tnitial -

Filing . (37 CFR 1.16 (e))
  
 

 

required) 

thereby declare that: 

 Eachinventor's residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as stated below next to their name. 
 | believe the inventor(s) named below to be the original andfirst inventor(s) of the subject matter whichis claimed and for

which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

Method and Device for Enabling Message Responsesto Incoming Phone Calls   
 
  (Title of the Invention)

the specification of which

   
 

O is attached hereto

 
OR

wasfiled on (MM/DD/YYYY) as United States Application Number or PCT International

Application Number and was amended on (MM/DD/YYYY)f {if applicable).
| hereby state that | have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims, as
amended by any amendmentspecifically referred to above. .

 
  
 | acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as-defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for

continuation-in-part applications, material information which became available betweenthefiling date of the prior application
and the national or PCT intemationalfiling date of the continuation-in-part application.
| hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) or (f), or 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent,
inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or 365(a) of any PCT intemational application which designated at least one
country other than the United States of America, listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign
application for patent, inventor's or plant breeder'srights certificate(s), or any PCT international application havingafiling date
before that of the application on whichpriority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application Country_|Foreign Filing Date Certified Copy Attached?
Number(s Country MM/DD. Not Ty cy

Additional! foreign application numbers are listed on a supplementalpriority C1sheetLoattachedLY.
[Page 7 of 2}

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is gaverned by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 4.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual
case, Any comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chiefinformation
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/01 (04-05)
Approvedfor use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0851-0032

. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

 

DECLARATION — Utility or Design Patent Application

  OR CT CorrespondenceDirectall The address
address belowcorrespondence to: associated with 30554Customer Number:

| hereby declare thatall statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like so made are punishable byfine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1007 and that suchwillful
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

NAME OF SOLE OR FIRST INVENTOR r A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle [if any]) Family Name or Surname

Residence: City State Country Citizenship
Menlo Park CA USA US Citizen

Mailing Address
2225 Sharon Road Apt. #224

City State : Zip ee
ameorscowwaworPark 94025NAME OF SECONDNAMEOFSECONDINVENTOR:=sit| A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle[if any]) Family Nameor Surname

Srikiran Prasad

Residence: City State Citizenship
Cupertino US Citizen

Mailing Address
§600 Stevens Creek Bivd. #108

  

   

  
  
  

  
  
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

David Champlin

 Inventor's Signature

 

  
  
  
 
  Additional inventors or a legal representative are being named onthe 1 supplemental sheet(s) PTO/SB/02A or O2LR attached hereto.
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PTO/SB/02A (09-04)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.o i ns are

ADDITIONALINVENTOR(S)
DEC LARATION Supplemental Sheet 1 1Page of—_

Nameof Additional Joint Inventor, if any: C] A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name (frst and middle (itan

Signature ‘

US Citizen
Citizenship

Ci State Zip Count

Nameof Additional Joint inventor, if any: CJ A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor

Given Name(first and middle (if any)) Family Name or Surname

Inventor's
Signature

 
 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

  
 
 
 

 
 

 

  
  
 CA

State
 
  
 

 Count Citizenship 
 

 

 
915 Bautista Court

 
   Mailing Address

Ci State Zip Count

Nameof Additional Joint Inventor,if any: LI A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Name(first and middle(if any)) Family Name or Surname

Inventor's ’ |

  
  

 
Date { dfesty

Citizen
itizenship

Sig ZA Y : et A, =." 7
Mento Park © CA USA US
Residence:Ci State Count Cc

2315 Crest Lane    
 

 
Mailing Address

Menlo Park , CA 94025 USA
Ci State : Zip Count
This collectian of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
{and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14 and 1.14. This caliection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upontheindividual
case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

  

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/02B (09-04)
Approvedfor use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERC!ains.3 B    

DECLARATION — SupplementalPriority Data Sheet 
   Foreign applications:

Prior Foreign Application Foreign Filing Date Priority Certified Copy Attached?
Number(s Count MM/DD. Not Claimed YES NO

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 4.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon theindividual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, shauld be sentto the Chief Information
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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if you needassistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9 199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371 (c) DATE * FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

 
11/200,511 08/08/2005 David Champlin PALM-0962

CONFIRMATIONNO.2125

30554 , FORMALITIES
SHEMWELL GREGORY & COURTNEY LLP : LETTER
4880 STEVENS CREEK BOULEVARD
SUITE 201

SAN JOSE, CA 95129

Date Mailed: 09/01/2005

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONALAPPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application numberandfiling date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHSfrom the date of this Notice within whichtofile all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensionsof time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

e The statutory basicfiling fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 300 to complete the basicfiling fee for a non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant
may make a written assertion of entitlement to smail entity status and pay the small entityfiling fee (37
CFR 1.27).

e The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63,
identifying the application by the above Application NumberandFiling Date, is required.
Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63
signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary
interest, is required.

The applicant needsto satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

e Additional claim fees of $400 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependentclaim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.
e To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submissionoffiling fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or
declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items
identified in this letter.

SUMMARYOF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1530 for a Large Entity
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$300 Statutory basicfiling fee.
e $130 Surcharge.

e The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $500 to complete the search fee.
e The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200 to complete the

examination fee for a large entity

e Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $400

= $400 for 8 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to:|Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

   

A copy ofthis notice MUSTbe returned with the reply.

Phen Muah
Office of Initial Patent Examination (571) 272-4000, or 1-800-PTO-9199,or 1-800-972-6382

PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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Cc
w PATENT APPLICATION

3 TRANSMITTAL a
o Express Mail Label! No. EV 652317855 US(Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR 1.53(b))

Commissionerfor Patents
APPLICATION ELEMENTS ADDRESSTO: P.O. Box 1450

See MPEP chapter 600 cancemingutility patent application contents. Alexandria VA 22313-1450

1. C] Fee Transmittal Form (e.g., PTO/SB8/17) ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION PARTS
Oo (Submit an original and a duplicate for fee processing). fat {I enti :

2 eeeCeeoy small entity status 9. C Assignment Papers(cover sheet & document(s))
3. Specification [Total Pages 25 .

Both the claims and abstract must start on a new page NameofAssignee.(Forinformation on the preferred arrangament, see MPEP 608.01(s))

4.[¥] Drawing(s) (35 U.S.C. 113) [Total Sheets 4

5. Oath or Declaration [Total Sheets 10. [_] 37 CFR 3.73(b) Statement [_ ]Power of
a. Newly executed (original or copy) (whenthere is an assignee) Attorney
b. A copyfrom a prior application (37 CFR 1.63(d))

for continuation/divisional with Box 18 completed) 41. oO English Translation Document(if applicable)
i.DELETIONOFINVENTOR(S)

Signedstatement aeaionoorR 12.7} Information Disclosure Statement (PTO/SB/08 or PTO-1449)name i rior ication, : sem gt
163(d)(2) ard 1 33‘b). Copiesofcitations attached

6.(_] Application Data Sheet. See 37 CFR 1.76 13, Preliminary Amendment

7. coaeaterPracren(Appendix) large table or 14.[]Return Receipt Postcard (MPEP 503)
LandscapeTable onCD (Should be specifically itemized)

15. [_] Certified Copy of Priority Document(s)8. Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submisslon r 3 yorr .
(if foreign priority is claimed)(if applicable, items a. —c. are required)

a. Computer Readable Form (CRF) .
b. Specification SequenceListing on: 16. [_] Nonpublication Request under 35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2)(B)(i).

Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/35 or equivalent.
i LD coRomor CD-R(2 copies); or
ii. Paper 17. CO Other:

c. CI Statements verifying identity of above copies
18. Ifa CONTINUING APPLICATION,check appropriate box, and supply the requisite information below andin thefirst sentence of the

Specification following thetitle, or in an Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1.76:

Oo Continuation | Divisional C Continuation-in-part (CIP) of prior application NO.: 0... icescccestenseeeesveseee
Prior application information: Examiner Art Unit:

19. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

The address associated with Customer Number: OR [| Correspondence address below
 

 
Address

(SaversTe,MgToTrt20
ame : ‘egistration No. la2e28Van Mahamedi ‘Attorney/Aaent 42,828

This collection of information Is required by 37 CFR 1.53(b). The information is required te obtain or retain a benefit by the public which Is to file (and by the
USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is govemed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. OO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450,

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENABLING

MESSAGE RESPONSES TO INCOMING

PHONE CALLS

| Inventor(s):

David Champlin

Kirin Prasad

Larry Chen

Rajan Ranga
Robert Haitani

Transmittal of Patent Application for Filing

Certification Under 37 C.F.R. §1.10 (if applicable)

(EVES23L7455US) 98as
“Express Mail" Label Number | Date

I hereby certify that this application, and any other documents referred to as enclosed herein are being deposited in an
envelope with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee” service under 37 CFR §1.10
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TECHNICALFIELD

[001} The disclosed embodimentsrelate generally to the field of messaging, and more

particularly, to a method and apparatus for enabling message responsesto incomingcalls.

BACKGROUND

{002] Communication devices have evolved to include numerous types of communication

capabilities and functionality. For example, handheld devices exist that operate as cellular

phones, messaging terminals, Internet devices, while including personal information

management(PIM)software and photo-managementapplications. Additionally, Internet

Protocol services exist that can transform Internet-enabled machinesinto telephony devices.

Even stand-alone telephones that connectto traditional Public Switched Telephone Networks

(PSTN) now carry software to assist the user in making and managing phonecalls.

[003] Mobile phone networks havetraditionally been limited to voice communications, but

new technologies such as GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) have enabled

mobile phone networksto also include data communications. For example, SMS (Short

Message Service) messaging provides a software-independent protocol to send short text

messages composedofeither: 160-7 bit characters; 70-16 bit characters; or 140 octets of binary

data. Individual SMS messagesthus require a relatively small network bandwidth and devices

can receive messages, even when connectedto a voice call. The number of SMS messages a

user receives has continually increased because many new types of network devices have joined

mobile phone networks. These devices include, for example, PDAs, hybrid PDA / mobile phone

devices, and other text messaging devices using GSM networks. Additionally, PSTN devices

also exist that support messaging applications such as SMS.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[004] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a computing device issuing a message response to an

incoming caller, according to one or more embodiments of the invention.

[005] FIG.2 illustrates components for use in a computing device configured according to an

embodimentof the invention.

[006] FIG. 3 is a hardware diagram for use with one or more embodiments of the invention.

[007] FIG. 4 illustrates a message for handling incomingcalls with message replies, under an

embodimentof the invention.

[008] FIG.5 illustrates an optional process that may be performed in order to determine or

verify that a caller using a message-enabled device, under an embodimentofthe invention.

[009] FIG. 6A and FIG.6Billustrate timelines for different usage scenarios, under one or more

embodiments of the invention. °
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[010] Embodiments described herein enable message replies to be made to incomingcallers. In

an embodiment, a device that receives an incoming phonecall, for example, may be used to

transmit a messageas a reply to the caller. For example, rather than pick up a phonecall or

forward the phonecall to voicemail, the user may simply generate a text (or other form of)

messageto thecaller.

[011] Embodiments of the invention recognize that in some cases, a user answering or not

answering a phonecall is inconvenient, either to the recipient of the phonecall, or the caller, As

such, embodiments described herein provide an alternative of messaging the callerof an

incoming phonecall, rather answering the phonecall or forwarding the phonecall to voicemail.

[012] Embodiments described herein have particular application to mobile computing devices

that offer voice and data capabilities on cellular networks. In this context, embodiments

described herein allow the user of the. device handling the incoming call to communicate with the

caller without actually accepting the call. This can save both the caller and the recipient time, and

“minutes” on their respective cellular plans. Furthermore, if the recipient of the incomingcall

cannot accept the incomingcall, the recipient is saved the trouble of having to respond to a

voicemail message or havingto find the timeto return a call.

[013] While one or more embodiments of the invention are described for use with mobile,

cellular devices, other telephony and computing devices are contemplated for use with

embodiments of the invention. For example, some phonesthat connectto traditional wireline

phone networks have capability to transmit and receive messages.

{014] In one embodiment, a computing device is configured to receive an incoming

communication from another computing device. The incoming communication may befor
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purposeofinitiating a voice-exchangesession. In response to receiving the incomingcall, the

computing device mayidentify or determine a messageidentifier of the other computing device.

The messageidentifier is determined basedat least in part on data provided with the incoming

communication. The computing device may programmatically address a message to the other

computing device using the message identifier determined from the incoming communication.

[01S] According to an embodiment, a computing device is configured to provide a message

reply to an incoming phonecall. In one embodiment, the computing device identifies a phone

numberofa caller of the incomingcall. The computing device may promptthe user of the

computing device to generate a messagereply to the incoming phonecall. The computing device

may then initiate the message reply by opening a message and addressing the messageto the

phone numberofthe caller of the incoming phonecall.

[016] A voice-exchangeincludes any data transfer method in which a user’s speech or

utterance is transmitted across a network to the location of another device oruserin real-time

(e.g. instantaneous)or near real-time (e.g. less than three seconds). Examples of voice-exchange

includes standard telephony practice. Another example of voice-exchange is when a voice

transmission is recorded and transmitted as an instant messageorfile to be received and played

back at the recipient. In the latter case, the recipient may not be able to interrupt the speaker, due

to time delay, while in the formercase, the recipient can interact with the speakeras if they were

standing next to each other.

[017] As used herein, the term “instant message”or “instant messaging” means messagesthat

whentransmitted to a recipient, or rendered on a device of the recipient immediately, nearly

immediately, or alternatively without user-action.

[018] Numerous types of computer telephony devices exist. One type of computer telephony
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device for use with an embodimentis a wireless, mobile computing device, sometimescalled the

“smart phone”. Such devices are generally small to fit in one hand, and provide cellular

telephony features in combination with other applications, such as contact applications for

managing contact records, calendar applications for managing and scheduling events, task

applications for keeping lists, and camera applications for capturing images. Anothertype of

computer telephony device contemplated with an embodimentis a desktop computerthatis

configured to include real-time voice data exchange(e.g. through use of Internet Protocol

telephony). Still further, other types of computer telephony devices exist, including standalone

devices that connect directly to a telephone network (whether Internet Protocol or Public Switch

Telephony System) and provide software interfaces and applications.

[019] Embodiments provide that methods, techniques and actions performed by the

communication device are performed programmatically, or as a computer-implemented method.

Programmatically means through the use of code, or computer-executable instructions. A

programmatically performed step may or may not be automatic.

[020] One or more embodiments described herein may be implemented using modules. A

module may include a program,a subroutine, a portion of a program, or a software component or

a hardware component capable of performing one or morestated tasks or functions. As used

herein, a module can exist on a hardware component independently of other modules, or a

module can be a shared elementor process of other modules, programs or machines. A module

may reside on one machine, such as on a client or on a server, or a module maybe distributed

amongst multiple machines, such as on multiple clients or server machines.

(021] Furthermore, one or more embodiments described herein may be implemented through

the use of instructions that are executable by one or more processors. These instructions may be
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carried on a computer-readable medium. Machines shown in figures below provide examples of

processing resources and computer-readable mediumson whichinstructions for implementing

embodiments of the invention can be carried and/or executed. In particular, the numerous

machines shown with embodiments of the invention include processor(s) and various forms of

memory for holding data and instructions. Examples of computer-readable mediums include

permanent memorystorage devices, such as hard drives on personal computers or servers. Other

examples of computer storage mediumsinclude portable storage units, such as CD or DVD units,

flash memory(such as carried on manycell phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs)), and

magnetic memory. Computers, terminals, network enabled devices (e.g. mobile devices such as

cell phones) are all examples of machines and devicesthat utilize processors, memory, and

instructions stored on computer-readable mediums.

[022] FIG. | is a diagram illustrating a computing device issuing a message response to an

incoming caller, according to one or more embodimentsofthe invention. In FIG.1, an initiating

computing device 120 (“calling device”) places a call 112 to a recipient computing device 110.

Rather than answerthe call or perform someotheraction like forwarding the call to voicemail,

one or more embodiments described herein provide that the recipient computing device 110

issues a message response 122to the calling device 120. In one embodiment, the message

response 122 is an alternative to the user of the recipient device 110 having to decline or not

answerthe incomingcall 112.

[023] In an embodiment, the message response 122 is an instant message, meaningthat the

contents of the message are rendered immediately when received onthe calling device 110. One

implementation provides that a content of the message responseis text. For example, the user of

the receiving device 110 mayinsert or composea text message(e.g. “Call melater”). A text
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message response may be provided using a Short Message Service (SMS) format and

application. Other embodiments provide for other types of content data to be includedin the

message, including MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service), EMS (Enhanced Messaging

Service), or any data protocol capable of encapsulating messages for transport between

networked devices. Thus, one alternative implementation provides that the user may send an

image that communicates information. For example, the user may send an imageofa clock

showing a particular time, indicating that user’s desire to be called back at a particular time. Still

further, the user may include audio in the message response 122. For example, the user may send

a voice blurb or a chimeto indicate a messageto the user of the caller device 120.

[024] FIG.1 illustrates implementation of embodiments of the invention with cellular

telephony devices, since such devices normally handle both message transmissions and/or

receptions over cellular networks. However, there are telephones VoIP (voice-over IP) phones

and phonesthat connect to Public Switched Telephony Networks (PSTN)that can handle

messaging. For example, some PSTN phones may support SMS messagehandling. Thus,

embodiments of the invention may extend to devices and networksother than those that are used

on cellular networks.

[025] Furthermore, telephone calls are just one example of a voice-exchangesession.

Embodiments of the invention may be implementedin the context of other types of voice-

exchangesessions. For example,caller device 120 mayinitially communicate a walkie-talkie

communication to the recipient device 110, for which recipient device 110 sends back, for

example, a text message response.

[026] COMPONENT OVERVIEW
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[027] FIG.2 illustrates components for use in a computing device configured according to an

embodimentof the invention. In FIG. 2, a computing device 200 includes a phone application

210 and a messaging component 220. A message response module 250 maybeincorporated to

operate in connection with both the phone application 210 and the messaging component220.

According to an embodiment, the message response module 250 triggersinitiation of a message

response 254 to the incoming call 204. In one implementation, computing device 200

correspondsto a hybrid mobile device having telephonic and messaging capability over cellular

networks (sometimes called a “smart phone”). The phone application 210 may correspondto a

software element that manages voice data exchanged over one or more wireless communication

components 318 (see FIG. 3). In one embodiment, messaging component 220is an instant

messaging application.

[028] One example of a messaging application that is suitable for use with an embodimentis an

SMSapplication, for sending and receiving text instant messages. Alternative instant text

messaging applications may also be used. As another example, the messaging application 220

may correspond to a media-based messaging application, such as a Multimedia Messaging

Service (MMS)application, for sending and receiving image data.

[029] With reference to FIG. 2, computing device 200 may receive an incomingcall 204, which

is handled by the phone application 210. At an initial time, the incoming call 204 may include |

call data 212, which is identified by the phone application 210. In one embodiment, call data

212 includes identification information of the caller (e.g. “Caller ID” information). As such, call

data 212 may include(i) a nameofthe caller, and/or(ii) a phone numberusedbythe caller. The

phone application 210 may identify call data 212 from the incoming call 204 while causing
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transmission of audio rings/chimes, rendering of image data containing the Caller ID information

onadisplay of the device, and/or other incomingcall notification (e.g. vibration).

[030] The act of sending message response 254 to incomingcall 204 may involve the following
operations: (i) opening a new message for message response 254, (ii) addressing the message,
(iii) including a message content 242 or body for the message, and(iv) instructing the messaging

component220 to send the message response. The message response module 230 may perform

at least some of these operations by communicating message creation data 222 to the messaging

component 220. The messagecreation data 222 may be generated at one time, or submitted in

spurts based on the occurrence of other events. As such, someorall of the steps of sending the

message response 254 may be performed automatically.

[031] Alternatively, someorall of the steps of sending the message response 254 may be

_ performed automatically, after input triggers are provided from the user 202. For example, in one

case, the user may designate a setting on the computing device 200 to handleall incomingcalls

with a message response(e.g. “on vacation”).

[032] As anotheralternative, in one implementation, the message creation data 222 is generated

in responsetoatrigger from a user 202. The phone application 210, message response module

230, or some other component may promptthe user to message respond to a caller in response to

receipt of call data 202. The prompt may occurshortly after the incomingcall 204 is received,

such as with or before thefirst “ring” generated on the computing device 200 for the incoming

call. For example, the user may be able to elect message response as one option along with other

options of answering or declining the incomingcall 204.

[033] The message creation data 222 may be based on call data 212. In one embodiment, the

message creation data 222 may include(i) control data to cause the messaging application 220 to
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open a new message, and(ii) an address along with other data/instructions for addressing the

newly created message. The message content 242 may be provided by a programmatic source

244, and/or by the user 202. In one embodiment, user 202 provides all of the message content

244. In another embodiment, the programmatic source 244 generates the content, in response to a

user-input or other trigger. For example, the programmatic source 244 may generate a macro

message in response to a user selecting to have incoming call 202 handled by the message

response 254. Alternatively, content 242 may be a combination of content provided by the

programmatic source 244 and the user. For example, the programmatic source mayprovide a

template content that the userfills in. To illustrate, a portion of the message content 244 may

correspond to “please call me in ___ minutes.” The portion of the message content 244 provided

by user 202 maycorrespondto “5”.

[034] An embodiment provides that the address provided by the message creation data 222 is a

phone numberof the incomingcaller. In one embodiment, no verification or check is performed

to determine if the device used by the caller is message enabled. For example, the user may

manually make this selection in response to seeing the numberbeing usedbythe caller. If the

user recognizes the numberas belongingto a cell phone, for example, the user may be assured

that the caller’s device is message-enabled. Otherwise, the message response 254 may be

transmitted, but not received by thecaller.

[035] In another embodiment, a programmatic verification step is performedto see if the

caller’s device is enabled to receive the message response 254. In one embodiment, the message

response module 250 (or other programmatic element) may match the numberofthe caller to a

field of a given contact record stored with a contact database 230 on the computing device. If for

example, the contact record information identifies the numberof the incomingcall as belonging
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to a “mobile” number, the messaging response module 250 may do oneor moreofthe following:

(i) provide an indication that message responseis available, (ii) enable the user to elect message

response option, and/or (iii) programmatically initiate a new message addressed to the numberof

the caller.

[036] Conversely, if the numberof the incomingcall is not identifiable as being message-

enabled, embodiments provide that (i) a message or other indication is provided to the user

warning that the caller’s device is not message enabled,or(ii) the message response featureis

disabled. One embodiment may distinguish between not knowing whetherthe device of the

caller can receive messages, and knowingdefinitively that the caller’s device cannot receive

incoming messages. For example, in the former case, no action may be taken so that the message

response feature is enabled, or a warning may be providedto the user indicating that the caller’s

device may not be message-enabled.In the latter case, message response maybedisabled.

Numerousother scenarios are possible and contemplated under embodiments of the invention.

[037] HARDWARE DIAGRAM

[038] FIG. 3 is a hardware diagram for use with one or more embodiments ofthe invention. In

FIG. 3, a computing device 300 includes one or more processors 310, one or more memory

components 320, and a display 330. One or more communication components 318 may enable

receiptof call data 204 (FIG. 2), voice exchanges, and message responses 254 (FIG.2). In one

embodiment, the communication components 318 are for wireless communications, and cellular

network communicationsin particular.

[039] The communication components 318 may configure computing device 300 to transmit

and receive communications on Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)networks, Global

System for Mobile Communications (GSM)networks, and/orother types of cellular networks.
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The communication components 318 may include a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM)card, an

input/output controller, a radio frequency transceiver, and an input/output controller. Combined,

communication components 318 may enable voice-exchange, as well as text and other kinds of

message data exchanges.

[040] The processors 310 mayretrieve from the memory components 320 instructions

(“application instructions 322”) for executing operations such as described in FIG. 2. With

reference to FIG. 2. the application instructions 322 may correspondto execution of phone

application 210, messaging application 220 and message response module 230. Phone and/or

message data 332 generated from execution of these applications may be signaled to the display

330 so that they can be viewed bythe user.

[041] Input mechanisms 340 mayenable the user to enter message input 342. The message

input 342 may correspondto inputtriggers, corresponding to, for example:(i) decisions of the

user to message reply to an incomingcall, (ii) to include a specific pre-formulated message

content 242, and/or (iil) to send the message response 254. As an alternative or additional

functionality, message input 342 generated by the input mechanisms may include one or more

manualentry items, including for example: (i) address and/or phone numberofthe recipient, and

(ii) some orall of the message content 242 (FIG.2).

[042] When used to compose message content 242 (FIG. 2), input mechanisms 340 may have

any one of a variety of forms. For example, input mechanisms 340 may correspondtoaset of

hard or soft keys (soft keys may be iconic in form and displayed through use of a contact-

sensitive display) arranged in the form of a QWERTYkeyboard or other layout. The message

input 342 may correspondto alphanumeric content, including phrases, keywords, or imagesthat

can be generated through use of keyboards(e.g. happy face). As another example, input
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mechanism 340 may correspond to a microphone, so that the messageinput is a voicefile. Still

further, the input mechanism 340 maycorrespond to a camera or other image capturing device,

which captures an image for the message response 354.

[043] According to one embodiment, components 318 receive call data 352 when a phonecall

or other voice-exchangesessionis initiated. Subsequently, such as in responseto a call pick-up,

voice data 362 may be received and transmitted. In one embodiment, a message 354is

transmitted as an alternative to the voice data 362 being exchanged. In another implementation,

the message 354 is provided prior to the voice data exchange 362. For example, as described

below, transmission of message 354 may result in an understanding betweenthe caller and the

recipient that the call pick-up will be delayed.

[044] METHODOLOGY

[045] FIG.4 illustrates a message for handling incoming calls with message replies, under an

embodimentof the invention. An embodimentsuch as described in FIG. 4 may be performed

using components and elements such as described in FIG. 2 and otherfigures. Accordingly,

reference may be made to elementsofother figures for purposeofillustrating a suitable element

or component for performing a step or sub-step being described.

[046] In step 410, an incomingcall is received. The call may be transmitted over a cellular

network, from one mobile device to another.

[047] Step provides that caller information is identified on the recipient device. This

information may correspondto “Caller ID” information, which may include a nameofthecaller,

and a phone numberofthe device being used to makethecall.

[048] According to one embodiment, reply options are provided to the user in step 430. For

example, the user may be provided the options of answeringthe call, declining the call, or
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message respondingto the call. Under one implementation, a graphic-user interface may be

generated to enable the user to make the decision on howthecall should be answered. The user

maysignal his or her decision by actuating, for example, a soft key that indicates one of the

actions.

[049] A decision is made in step 435 as to whether the user has elected the message response.If

the message response wasnotelected, step 440 provides an elected or default reply action is

performed. This may correspondto the phonecall being answered, or forwarding the phonecall

to another phone numberor voicemail.

[050] Ifthe user makes a decision in step 435 to message reply to the incomingcall, then step

450 provides that a corresponding one of the messaging applications is opened, or otherwise

presented in a state of use for the user.

[051] In step 460, a message reply is addressed to the incomingcaller. This step may include a

new message being created and then addressed. Alternatively, an existing message (such as one

stored in a draft folder) may be addressed. In an embodiment such as shown by FIG.2, the

message response module 250 maysignal control data to the message application 210 to cause

the message creation, and to cause the message application to use the phone numberofthe

incomingcaller in the address field of the newly created message.

[052] Step 470 provides that the message body is inserted. Depending on the implementation,

the message body maybecreated by (i) user-input,(ii) programmatically, or (iii) through a

combination of user-input and programmatic creation. Programmatic content in the message

body maybe, for example,in the form of a template (text or image) or in the form of a macro.

The macro maybetriggered by user-input.
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[053] In step 480, the messageis transmitted to the caller. The message may be transmitted

automatically in response to an event, such upon completion of the message. Alternatively, the

message maybe transmitted through manualinput from the user.

[054] FIG.5 illustrates an optional process that may be performedin order to determine or

verify that a caller using a message-enabled device, under an embodimentofthe invention. In

step 510, the caller’s phone numberis identified. As mentioned, an embodimentprovides that the

Caller ID information may be usedto identify the phone numberused bythecaller of the

incomingcall.

[055] In step 520, a database of contact records may be accessed to determine(i) a contact

record that contains the phone numberofthe incomingcall, and (ii) information provided in the

contact record that indicates whether the device is message-enabled. With reference to FIG.1,

contact records stored in, for example, contact database 130 may be scannedfor a contact record

that contains the phone numberofthe incomingcaller. The field assigned to the identified phone

number maybethe indicator of whether the device of the caller is message-enabled.

[056] In step 525, the determination is made as to whether the device ofthe caller is message-

enabled. For example, if the phone numberof the incomingcall is matched to a contact record,

and the numberislisted in the contact record as belonging to a mobile, cellular device, the

determination in step 525 may bethatthe caller’s device is message-enabled. Step 540 provides

that a message response feature is provided as an option to the userif the determination in step

535 is that the caller’s device is message-enabled.

[057] One embodimentprovidesthat if the determination in step 525 is negative, then step 530

provides that no message- response options are provided to the user. For example, step 530 may
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be performed in response to the determination that (i) that the caller’s device is not message-

enabled, or (11) unknown. Alternatively, unknown numbers maybetreated as message-enabled.

[058] While an embodiment suchas described with FIG.4 illustrates the use of multiple reply

options, alternative implementations may be used where no reply option is provided. For

example, the user may designate (i) message replies are to be generated forall incomingcalls, or

(ii) message replies are to be generated forall callers whom are known to be using a message-

enabled device; or (iii) message replies are to be generated for a specific caller or set of callers.

Thus, the user may remove the need to decide through manual input whethera particular call

should be message replied. Additionally, message generation may correspondto (i) the message

being created and addressed,or (11) the message being created, addressed, and transmitted. In the

latter case, pre-formulated or programmatically generated content may be inserted as message

content 242 (FIG.2).

[059] USAGE SCENARIOS

[060] FIG. 6A and FIG.6Billustrate timelines for different usage scenarios, under one or more

embodiments of the invention. In particular, FIG. 6A and FIG.6Billustrate different show

message responses where the mannerin which an incoming phonecall is resolved differently. In

the case of FIG. 6A,the incomingcall is declined, while in FIG. 6B,the incomingcallis

answered.

[061] In FIG.6A,a timeline is shown for an embodiment in whichthe user can message

response the user in connection with declining to answer the incomingcall. At an initial time, the

incoming cal] 602 is received. One embodimentprovidesthat a call notification 606 is generated.

Thecall notification 606 maydisplay, for example, information on the caller or the caller’s

number. Thecall notification 606 mayalso present options as to whether the user can answerthe
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call, decline the call, and/or message reply the call. In the scenario shown byFIG.6A,the user

elects to message reply the user with an SMS message 608. In one implementation, the SMS

message 608 mayoccur at a later time in order to give the user a chanceto enter input as part of

the message body. The SMS message 608 mayinclude content entered or selected by the user

that communicates the user’s intent to have the caller call back at a later time. At a time when the

caller receives the SMS message 608, termination 610 may occur, at the option of the user.

[062] FIG. 6B illustrates a timeline where a message response is provided in connection with

the recipient of an incomingcall answeringthe call. At the initial time, the incomingcall 612 is

received. As with the previous scenario,the call notification 616 may occurto provide the user

with the opportunity to answer, decline, or message reply to the incomingcall. In the scenario

shown,the user replies to the incomingcall with a SMS message 618 subsequentto the call

notification 616 occurring. In this scenario, the user wants to answerthe call, but would like to

have more time. The SMS message 618 may communicate this intent through content entered or

selected by the user. At a delayed interval, the all pickup 620 occurs. In a scenario shown by

FIG. 6B, the user may need to delay voicemail forwarding or pickup, so that the incomingcall

and “ring” for an extended duration.

[063] Numerousother usage scenarios are contemplated with embodiments ofthe invention.

For example, a user mayelect to automatically message reply all incoming calls when the useris

unavailable (e.g. “on vacation”). Alternatively, the user mayelect to haveall calls from a

particular caller message replied automatically, with a standard messageforthat caller or class of

callers (e.g. “use my other number”). Examples such as described enable users the convenience

ofinitiating a communication with a phonecall, but communicating using less intrusive or more

rapid communication responsesas a substitute for a conversation. Still further, the user may
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maintainalist of preformed text message responses. In response to an incomingcall, the user

mayscroll the device and select one of the preformed responses, such as “Call back” or “Try me

tomorrow at home”.

[064] Although illustrative embodiments of the invention have been describedin detail herein

with reference to the accompanying drawings,it is to be understood that the invention is not

limited to those precise embodiments. As such, many modifications and variations will be

apparentto practitioners skilled in this art. Accordingly,it is intended that the scope of the

invention be defined by the following claims and their equivalents. Furthermore,it is

contemplated that a particular feature described either individually or as part of an embodiment

can be combined with otherindividually described features, or parts of other embodiments, even.

if the other features and embodiments make no mentioned ofthe particular feature. This, the

absence of describing combinations should not preclude the inventor from claimingrights to

such combinations.
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Whatis claimed is:

1, A method for operating a computing device, the method comprising:

receiving an incoming communication from another computing device to initiate a voice-

exchangesession;

in response to receiving the incomingcall, determining a messageidentifier of the other

computing device, wherein the message identifier is determined basedat least in part on data

provided with the incoming communication; and

transmitting a message to the other computing device using the message identifier

determined from the incoming communication.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising, in response to receiving the incoming

communication, enabling a user of the computing device to elect between atleast (i) generating

the message,or (ii) not generating the message.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

generating a graphic user-interface feature that prompts the userto elect to have a message

generated in response to the incoming communication, and wherein generating the messageis

performedin responseto a user-input electing to have the message generated.

4, The method of claim 1, wherein programmatically addressing a messageto the other

computing device includes programmatically addressing an instant text message.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the instant text message is in a Short Message Service

format.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the instant text message application correspondsto a

Short Message Service application, and theinstant text message identifier is a phone number.
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7. The method of claim 4, wherein programmatically addressing a message to the other

computing device includes determining the messageidentifier from a phone numberofthe other

computing device.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising verifying that a device of the other computing

device is enabled for receiving the message.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein:

receiving an incoming communication includes receiving an incomingcall; and

verifying that a device of the other computing device is enabled for receiving the message

includes (i) identifying a phone numberof the other computing device used for the incoming

call, and (ii) determining that the phone numberis associated with a message-enabled device that

can handle an instant message response.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein determining that the phone numberis associated with a

message enabled device includes accessing a contact record of the caller using the data provided

with the incomingcall, and using the contact record to verify that the phone numberis capable of

being used to receive the message.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the message is an instant message, and wherein using

the contact record to verify that the phone numberis capable of being used to receive the

message includes checking the contact record associated with the caller to see whether the phone

numberof the incomingcall is for a mobile telephony device that can handle the instant

message.

12. The method of claim 10, wherein determining that the phone numberis associated with
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the message enabled device is performed programmatically and automatically.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein:

receiving an incoming communication from another computing device includes receiving

an incomingcall from the other computing device; and

transmitting a message to the other computing device is based upon using a phone

numberof the incomingcall as the address for a new instant message.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein using a phone numberofthe incomingcall as the

address for a new instant message includes launching an instant messaging application, and

initiating a new message using the phone numberofthe caller as the address of the new message.

15.|The method of claim 14, wherein launching an instant messaging application and

initiating a new message are performed automatically, in response to oneof (i) receiving the

incomingcall, or (ii) receiving an input from a user of the computing telephony device indicating

a desire to send the instant message as a responseto the incomingcall.

16. The methodofclaim 1, further comprising enabling a user of the computing telephony

device to provide content manually for the message.

17.|The method ofclaim 1, further comprising enabling a user of the computing telephony

device to trigger insertion ofpre-formulated content for the message.

18. The method of claim 1, further comprising automatically and programmatically providing

at least a portion of a body of message.

19. A computing device comprising:
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one or more communication components for handling voice and messaging communications

over wireless networks;

one or more processors configuredto:

receive an incoming phonecall originating from another device;

determining a phone numberof the other device; and

generate a message to be transmitted to the other device using the identified phone

number.

20. The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more processorsare configured to

enable the message to be generated prior to the incoming phonecall being resolved.

21. The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more processorsare configured to

enable a text message to be generated.

22. The computing device of claim 19, wherein the one or more processors are configured to

enable the message to be generated containing a message body of a format selected from one or

more of text, image and audio.

23. The computing device of claim 19, further comprising a display, and wherein the one or

more processors enable the message to be generated by prompting the user on the screen to

generate the message as one of one or more options to handling the incoming phonecall.

24. A methodfor operating a computing device, the method comprising:

identifying a phone numberofa caller of an incoming phonecall;

prompting a user of the computing device to generate a messagereply to the incoming

phonecall; and
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initiating the message reply by opening a message and addressing the message to the

phone numberofthe caller of the incoming phonecall.

25. The method of claim 24, whereininitiating the message reply by opening a message and

addressing the message to the phone numberincludes addressing a SMS messageto the phone

numberofthe caller.

26. The method of claim 25, further comprising enabling a user to specify a message body

for the SMS message.

27. The methodof claim 24, further comprising enabling a user of the computing device to

send the message and then answerthecall after sending the message.

28. The method of claim 24, further comprising enabling a user of the computing device to

send the message and then decline answering the call after sending the message.
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ABSTRACT

A computing device is configured to receive an incoming communication from another

computing device. The incoming communication maybe for purpose of initiating a voice-

exchangesession. In response to receiving the incomingcall, the computing device mayidentify

or determine a messageidentifier of the other computing device. The messageidentifieris

determined based at least in part on data provided with the incoming communication. The

computing device may programmatically address a message to the other computing device using

the message identifier determined from the incoming communication.
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